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Preface
The escalation of a society depends upon the innovative work done by engineers and scientists. The
novel work of researchers needs ample recognition and publication of their work is a step in this
direction. In order to bring the work of the researchers foreword in front of the world, SBSSTC,
Ferozepur is taking a chronological step of organizing National Conference on Communication,
Computing and Electrical Systems, 2017 (NCCCES-2017).
We are immensely pleased to place on record our sincere gratitude to our Chairman, BOG, Mr.
Akhil Malhotra for his insightful comments and instilling confidence in us to organize this event
successfully.
Our worthy Director, Dr T. S. Sidhu deserves our special thanks for his constant motivation and
valuable guidance in overall progression of conference. He has been an incredible steer and
driving force always.
We are grateful to Dr. B.C Chowdhary, Professor, NITTTR, Chandigarh and Dr. Lalit Sharma,
Associate Director, SBSSTC, Ferozepur for delivering talk of their research work to the
participants. We are indebted to the research scholars who contributed their research work. Our
warm greetings go to the organizing committee who worked tirelessly and spent a number of
sleepless nights in organizing this conference.
Finally we thank the Almighty, for giving us power and courage to organize such an event at this
level.

Conference Team
NCCCES-2017
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Message

I, being the chairman of the institute congratulate all the participants and organizing team on the
auspicious occasion of National Conference on Computing, Communication & Electrical
Systems 2017 (NCCCES-2017). I am confident that the outcomes of the conference will help
engineering and technical education to achieve new milestones.
We all feel very gracious that our Institute is setting up new benchmarks of excellence in the field
of research and technology. This conference will provide a great platform for research scholars to
build up a strong foundation for their future research work.
I greet everyone behind this worthwhile venture and wish the organizers very best and success for
all they aim to accomplish through this conference. I also want to put on records the contribution
of the organizing team for their immense efforts to bring engineer fraternity on this platform
through this conference and wish them a marvelous success.

Sh. Akhil Malhotra
Chairman, BOG
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Message

It is a great pleasure for me to welcome the participants of the National Conference on Computing,
Communication & Electrical Systems 2017 (NCCCES-2017) which is going to be held at Shaheed
Bhagat Singh State Technical Campus, Ferozepur, Punjab on 13th December, 2017 jointly
organized by three departments CSE, ECE and EE. It has been a real honor and privilege to be as
the patron of the conference.
Today most of the educational institutions are striving hard to achieve International standards with
their world class infrastructural facilities. SBSSTC is moving fastly ahead of others to satisfy these
expectations in this competitive world and in this regards I highly appreciate their next venture of
National Conference on Computing, Communication & Electrical Systems-2017(NCCCES-2017).
I believe that this conference will act as edifice for the grooming researchers and foster them with
innovative ideas for their research.
I would like to extend my best wishes to the organizers of the conference and convey my
heartfelt wishes for grand success of this event.

Dr. T S Sidhu
(Director & Patron)
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Message

`

Importance of technical education in the life of an individual cannot be overstated. It shapes
individuals in their formative years and imbues them with values that would govern all their
choices if life. On behalf of Shaheed Bhagat Singh State Technical Campus Ferozepur and
myself, I welcome all the participants, invited speakers and guests of the National
Conference on Communication, Computing and Electrical Systems (NCCCES-2017).

I has been rightly said if you are planning for a year, sow rice, if you are planning for a
decade, plant trees: if you are planning for a lifetime, educate people. Indeed, one can even
say that the quality of education will determine the destiny of the nation. This conference
will provide a conducive atmosphere for researchers to share their knowledge and enable the
society to have new innovations. Today’s economy’s demands are characterized by skilled
manpower, modern technology and effective implementations of imparted academic training.
Thus our main motto must be to produce high quality, skilled manpower capable of catering
the needs of the globalized economy.

My sincere Best wishes to all of the researchers, who will remain the prime impetus for this
conference, with the note that they are welcome to experience the thrill of the learning in our
institute lying right in the lap of natural bounty with a divine ambience.

Dr. Lalit Sharma
Associate Director
&
Chief Coordinator
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Message

It is a matter of great pleasure that we welcome you to National Conference on
Communication, Computing & Electrical Systems (NCCCES-2017) at SBSSTC, Ferozepur.
With the advent of new age technology, today the field of Computing and artificial intelligence
is growing exponentially and is playing a vital role in revolutionizing the global industry. The
developed countries are at forefront of research and development in these areas and hence have
fostered further technological advancement. Present conference will be dedicated to discuss on
newer technologies that can be transfer from lab to land for benefit and welfare of last person in
the society. The conference will accommodate for in-depth discussion in the fields like
Electronics, Computing and Systems, needed for development of the region and will also try to
provide a platform to young researchers for their futuristic academic achievements.
It is testament of the importance and significance of this event that it has the presence and
active participation of the most important academics, researchers, technocrats and business
entities in the respective sector. I hope that the platform that we have created for ourselves
for learning from each other and sharing the excitement of the profession will also be a
launching pad for the future collaborations and marvelous results.
This interdisciplinary conference will bring together academicians, students and researchers
from key government and non-government organizations from all over the country to share and
enhance knowledge on the latest advancements in their respective fields.
With best wishes,

Dr. Sanjeev Dewra
Conference Convener
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Chief - Patron
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An algorithm for fusion of visible and infrared
images in Fourier domain
Meenu Manchanda
Vaish College of Engineering
Rohtak, Haryana, India
meenumanchanda73@gmail.com

Abstract - Various imaging modalities provide images having different features. In order to obtain more accurate description of a scene,
input images obtained from sources of different modalities need to be combined together. This paper proposes fusion of visible and
infrared images in HSV color space based on Fast Fourier Transform (FAST FOURIER TRANSFORM). Visible input image is first
mapped from RGB color space to HSV color space. The V-channel information and IR image are then converted into transform domain
using FAST FOURIER TRANSFORM, followed by fusion in transform domain. Finally, inverse FAST FOURIER TRANSFORM of the
fusion result along with the color (H and S) channel information of the visible input image are mapped back from the HSV color space to
RGB color space to produce the final fused image. The fused images, so obtained, possess enhanced information and more natural color
appearance.

Keywords - Fast Fourier Transform, image fusion, visible/infrared images

1. Introduction
With a view to meet these requirements, many algorithms
that fuse visible and infrared images have been proposed
in literature. Many researchers proposed pyramid
transforms based fusion algorithms [4, 5] in literature.
These transforms initially decomposed images to be fused
into a series of sub-images and then performed fusion on
the respective sub-images. The final fused image is finally
reconstructed from the fused sub-images. However, these
algorithms may introduce some halo effects near edges
during the fusion process [6]. Later, wavelet transforms
based image fusion algorithms [7] that used a scheme
similar to the pyramid decomposition were also developed
in literature. Wavelet transforms provide increased
directional information and better signal-to-noise ratio
over pyramid transforms, but unfortunately have some
limitations in higher dimensions. Wavelet transforms in
two-dimension are good at catching edges but fail to
capture the smoothness along the contours. Thereafter,
many multiscale geometric analysis tools (such as
curvelet, ridgelet, contourlet transform) based fusion
algorithms were introduced. However, wavelets and
related multiscale transforms cannot extract and fuse all of
the underlying information of the input images because of
the limited dictionary constructed by different basis
function and therefore may cause undesirable artifacts in
the fused image [8-11]. Thus, in order to produce a fused
image that is more accurate, an algorithm for fusion of

Visible sensors provide high visual details of the scene.
But during night-time, visible sensors can capture only
limited visual information due to poor lightning
conditions. IR sensors, on the other hand, capture thermal
image of objects. IR images contain rich information about
objects that are at high temperature but poor information
about objects that are at low temperature. So, visible
image and the infrared image contains complementary
information and their fusion will provide increased
interpretation capability and better situational awareness to
human visual system even under improper lightning
conditions and also during night. Fusion of visible and
infrared images is very useful in military applications and
intelligent surveillance systems [1] etc.
Image fusion, in general, is a task of extracting salient
features contained in input images and fusing these
features into a single synthetic image [2, 3]. Fusion of
visible and IR images should satisfy the following
requirements: (1) information contained in IR image
should be well preserved in the fused image, (2) visual
information contained in visible images should not
contaminate the non-target areas of IR image and (3) the
fused image should contain enhanced information highly
suitable for human visual system.
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Fig. 1. Fast Fourier Transform based fusion

visible and IR images is proposed. The Fast Fourier
Transform approach is used [12] because of its important
properties: shift invariant and rotation invariant. The
proposed algorithm is aimed at preserving the high spatial
information contained in visible images while
simultaneously fusing the infrared targets efficiently in the
fused image. The remaining paper is structured as follows:
Section 2 discusses the methodology, Section 3 presents
the results and discussion and Section 4 finally draws the
conclusion.

2.2 HSV based fusion
Performing fusion separately and independently in each of
the color channel (i.e. R, G and B) is time consuming and
may not produce satisfactory results. However, HSV color
space is generally device independent and correlate well
with human visual perception, therefore fusion of
visible/IR images in HSV color space is shown in Fig. 2.
Visible image is first mapped from RGB color space to
HSV color space. The V components of the visible image
is combined with the IR image using either averagingbased or select-maxima based fusion rule. The Fused V
components, so obtained, and the chrominance (i.e. H and
S) components of the visible image are then mapped back
from the HSV color space to RGB color space to produce
the final fused (R'G'B') image.

2. Methodology
The main aim of fusion of visible and infrared images is to
identify the target (for example weapon, people, animal
etc.) in the IR image more accurately and combine it
efficiently with the visual details of the visible image in
order to produce the fused image that provides complete
description about the scene than any of the individual
input images.

2.1 Fast Fourier Transform based fusion
Fast Fourier Transform based fusion is shown in Fig. 1.
Input images, both visible (RGB color image) and IR
images, are first converted into transform domain using
two dimensional Fast Fourier Transform. The lowfrequency components of visible image, extracted through
a low-pass filter (LPF) is added to the high-frequency
components of IR image, extracted using a high-pass filter
(HPF). Finally, the fused (R'G'B') image is obtained using
Inverse Fast Fourier Transform.

Visible Image

Infrared Image

HSV
transformation

HSV
transformation

Vis_H & Vis_S

Vis_V

IR_V

IR_H & IR_S

New_V
Fig. 2. Inverse
HSV based
HSVfusion

Visible Image

Infrared Image

Fast Fourier
Transform

Fast Fourier
Transform

transformation

Fused Image

2.3 Proposed (HSV- Fast Fourier Transform) based
fusion
Low Pass
Filtering

High Pass
Filtering

In the proposed algorithm (shown in Fig. 3.), visible and
infrared images are first mapped from RGB color space to
HSV color space. In HSV color space, H (i.e. hue) and S
(i.e. saturation) represents the chrominance details and V
(i.e. luminance) represents the intensity information. The
proposed algorithm then performs fusion of the V channel
of both visible and infrared images by adding the lowfrequency components of the V channel of visible image,
extracted through a low-pass filter (LPF), to the highfrequency components of IR image, thereby producing the
Fused V (i.e. New_V) channel. The, so obtained, Fused V

Inverse Fast Fourier
Transform

Fused Image
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channel along with the H and S channels (i.e. Vis_H and
Vis_S) of the visible image are finally mapped back from
the HSV color space to the RGB color space (using
Inverse HSV transformation) to produce the final fused
image.
Visible Image

Infrared Image

HSV
transformation

HSV
transformation

Vis_H & Vis_S

Vis_V

IR_V

Fast Fourier
Transform

Fast Fourier
Transform

Low Pass
Filtering

High Pass
Filtering

with select-maxima based rule (Algorithm 3) is shown in
(e), and the fused image obtained using the proposed
algorithm is shown in (f).
A visible image (shown in Fig 4(a)) provides information
about the vehicle but it fails to provide information about
the person who is trying to open the front door of the
vehicle because of poor lightning condition. However, an
IR image (shown in Fig. 4(b)) provides information about
the person but the background information is missing. The
proposed algorithm is able to fuse efficiently, the
information from both, the visible image and the IR image
into the fused image (shown in Fig. 4(f)).

IR_H & IR_S

(a) Visible image

(b) IR image

Inverse Fast Fourier
Transform

New_V

Inverse HSV
transformation

(c) Algorithm 1

(d) Algorithm 2

(e) Algorithm 3

(f) Proposed

Fused Image
Fig. 3. Proposed (HSV- Fast Fourier Transform based) fusion

3. Results and Discussion
The proposed fusion algorithm is evaluated on different
sets of visible/IR images. These pairs of images are
referred to as Set 1 and Set 2 for further discussion. Visual
analysis for these pairs of images is presented in Fig. 4 and
Fig. 5 respectively. In both of these figures, visible input
image is shown in (a), IR input image is shown in (b),
fused image obtained using Fast Fourier Transform
based fusion algorithm (Algorithm 1) is shown in (c),
fused image obtained using HSV based fusion algorithm
with averaging based rule (Algorithm 2) is shown in (d),
fused image obtained using HSV based fusion algorithm

Fig. 4. Images to be fused (Set 1) and their fusion results

Visible image (shown in Fig. 5(a)) offers rich information
about the scene but there is no sign of a weapon in it. IR
images (shown in Fig. 5(b)) give information about the
weapon but very little information about the remaining
scene. The proposed algorithm combines these
complementary information contained in input images,
very efficiently, into a single fused image (shown in Fig.
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5(f)). From the visual results, it is observed that the
proposed algorithm is successful in fusing the infrared
information and visible information into the fused images
with more natural colors.

(b) Visible image

images with improved discrimination capabilities and
more natural color appearance.
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(d) Algorithm 1

(d) Algorithm 2

(e) Algorithm 3

(f) Proposed

Fig. 5. Images to be fused (Set 2) and their fusion results

4. Conclusions
Military applications and intelligent surveillance systems
need combined analysis of images obtained from sources
with different modalities (i.e. visible and infrared) to
monitor a target scene. In order to produce fused image
with enhanced interpretation capabilities, fusion of visible
and IR images in HSV color space based on Fast Fourier
Transform is proposed. The proposed algorithm has been
applied on different visible/IR image pairs and the fusion
results prove that the proposed algorithm produces fused
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Abstract: Mostof the people across the world accesses Internet based applications and web services in their daily activities.
Distributed Denial of Service (DDoS) attack is one of the well-known attacks that crush the computing and communication
resources of a web server hosting these applications and services. It often leads to huge financial losses, and thus, involve
timely actions. This paper presents a case study of WEKA tool that can be used analyse the different types of network to
differentiate legitimate traffic from attack traffic. WEKA is based on machine learning and is an effective tool used for data
mining.
Keywords-DDoS Attack, Flash Event, Machine Learning, Signature Detection, Anomaly Detection, Weka Tool.
resembles the HR-DDoS (i.e. High-rate DDoS)attack in
which hundreds and thousands of valid users attempt to
1. Introduction
access a particular computing resource for instance a
website. This rapid flow in legitimate traffic is mostly
A DDoS attack utilizes the number of hosts and results in
due to several breaking news happening around the world
unavailability of network resources for the deliberate
for example the new product launch by companies such as
users. The main purpose of these attacks is to compromise
Samsung, Apple or the publishing of Olympic schedule. It
the availability of these resources but not to damage the
causes the unfortunate release of responses from web
data permanently[3]. Conversely, the attackers make use
service and therefore, requires instant action. Thus it is
of freely available trusting hosts to increase their ability
very challenging task to detect DDoS attacks
for launching complicated DDoS attacks. It is very
and FE traffic[5].
immense challenge in the network security to detect the
DDoS and flash event,since the attackers hit with
additional refined technique to the victim every time[2].
2. DDoS attacks
These days approximately all kinds of DDoS attacks are
established using botnets [4]. The well-known websites are
In Distributed Denial of Service attack, attacker
the major victims of such DDoS attacks. Recently,
recruithosts into a botnet network (i.e. zombie) in its
preliminary phase. In DDoS Attack One recruitment
a new phone was launched with a lowest ever price of INR
approach is used to install a software attack tool on a
251 named as freedom 251 in February 2016.It attracted
computer, which can later be remotely instructed to begin
millions of people in a short period of time and lead to the
an attack on the victim. Once recruited, botnet computers
breakdown of the web server in few hours.As a result of
connect to a determined manager machine by which
this,they have suffered from immense financial loss.
communication with the attackers takes place.
There is one more network traffic apart from DDoS
In a DDoS attack, the attacker gave instructions to every
attacks, which is attaining popularity in security
botnet in the network to transmit a flood of packets to a
specific victim. The motive is to generate a packet
researchers is a Flash Event (FE).It causes a denial of
overflow exceeding the victim’s processing capability
service to genuine users of a web service. Flash Event
such that legitimate traffic cannot be serviced.DDoS
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attacks either focus the bandwidth on a victim server or the
resources of the network all through which it is acquire by
clients.. Due to enough intensity, such an attack can save
genuine traffic from reaching the victim server. Other
attacks – called resource depletion attacks in [1] –
intention the resources on the server: usually, the attacker
overload the server with packets which processing hogs
the server’s limited resources – i.e. memory, CPU time.
Thus, the DDoS attack prevents legitimate clients from
accessing server resources.

personnel information. The website is Crash down due to
lack of resources on the web server [19].

Fig. 2: Flash Event
.
4. Signature v/s Anomaly based DDOS detectionsystem
Signature-based detection includes a search of network
traffic for a sequence of bytes known to be destructive.
These systems collect the fundamental statistics from the
current datasets (like network traffic occurrences, protocol
stipulations) and also captures details regarding a variety
of attacks and system exposure. It utilizes the acquired
expertise to discover the occurrence of anomalous events
and generate an alarm if an attack is identified. It utilizes
an index of patterns or signature of public attacks and
incoming traffic is match with the stored signatures to
identify the attack instances.This technique is effective
only in case of known attacks because slightly modified
old or new attacks and known attacks go unrecognized
since they don’t have signatures/patterns in the database.
The primary benefit of signature-based detection method
is that, patterns/signatures are simple to understand and
develop if it is known that what network behavior is trying
to identify. all actions produced by a signature detection
method be capable of commune that what has caused the
alert.
Anomaly-based detection is another DDoS detection
method which is able to detect unidentified and new
attacks. It method analyze benchmark network output and
evaluate with the incoming data instances. while the
variance among an expected and observed performance
reaches a predefined threshold,the detection system
produces an alarm of anomaly; thus, an attack is reveal.
But also because of uncertainties present in the acquire
data and due to varying nature of network behaviour,
anomaly-based approaches generate a lot of false signals.

Fig. 1: DDoS Attack
3.Flash Event
The term Flash Event came from Larry Niven’s science
fiction ‘The Flash of the Horse’ published in 1970. He
defined the term Flash Crowd as the state when thousands
of folks go back in past to glimpse the historical events.
So, a Flash Event is used to depict the similar condition
when large number of users access a computer or its
resource at the same time[6].
FE is alike DDoS attack in which a hundreds and
thousands of genuine users uses a precise service
concurrently results in denial of service. Both DDoS and
FE cause congestion of network resources likeCPU,
bandwidth and memory to legitimate users which results in
restricted accessibility.
In August 2016, millions of users at the same time
accessed the Australian census website to Fill their
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Still, anomaly-based IDS have a benefit over signaturebased IDS as a new attack for which a signature does not
survive can be detected if it falls out of the normal traffic
patterns.

information distance metrics. Many creators have
proposed solutions based on human behavior modeling to
discriminate DDoS attacks from FEs. The kindred analysts
have investigated the logs of web servers to know the
underneath semantics of human conduct. Jung et al. was
the first one to investigate HTTP traces assemble from two
engaged web servers, one is from a Chilean election
website to model the user and other from Play along
website which is a popular TV show behavior [15].

5. TYPES OF DEFENSE MECHANISM
DDoS attack is detected, there is nothing that should be
possible until the crisis is fixed manually and the victim
system is disconnected from the network. DDoS attacks
blocks number of resources like bandwidth, processing
time,CPU power memory, on the way that escort the
system which targeted.Thus motive of any DDoS defense
method is to remove DDoS attacks immediately and stop
them quickly. DDoS defense methodsare separated into
four modules on the basis of locality of deployment.

Based on information divergence:A few Creators have
additionally utilized data information divergence/distance
metrics flow similarity to detect among various types of
system streams. Yu et al. figure information distance based
on the scheme that DDoS attack flows are powerfully alike
as contrast to FE flows because all the attacks nods used
pre-built programs to launch attack traffic. whereas
genuine flow s are highly unsystematic in nature [20].

i. Source-End Defense method: Source-end defence
methods are organizedat source of attack to stop
network users from producing DDoS attacks. In this
method, source devices rate-limit or filter the traffic
and also they identify the malicious packets in
outgoing traffic.
ii. Victim-End Defense method: In the victim-end
defense method, the victim system filters, rate-limit
and detects the malicious incoming traffic at the
routers of victim networks, i.e., the set-up which
provide services of web.
iii. Core-End or Intermediate Router Defense method:
In an intermediate network or core-end defense
method, the identification of the malicious traffic and
filtering or rate-limiting the traffic is done by any
router in the network independently. It also balances
the trade-offs between accuracy detection and the
bandwidth consumption.
iv. Distributed-End or Hybrid Defence Architecture:
The best approach against DDoS attacks is attack
detection and mitigation at the distributed ends. The
hybrid defence mechanism deploys many sites such as
source, intermediate networks or victim and there is
generally collaboration between the deployment points
[12].

Based on correlation coefficient:Aside from utilizing
information theory based metric, many creators have
proposed correlation based strategies to separate DDoS
attacks from FEs. Yatagai et al. displayed the page get to
conduct of genuine clients by investigating HTTP-GET
requests.Their proposed calculation works in two stages.
In the first stage, they examine the web page browsing
order to organize a list of malicious IP addresses. Any IP
address with a similar perusing request is dropped and
blocked. In the second stage they compute correlation
between browsing page and time information size. They
watched that for typical customers, the perusing time
increments proportion to information size. They
implement their future detection method on the network
gateway.
Other methods: 1)Liao et al. examine user’s request
frequency sequence to categorize the different events.
They used a rhythm matching (SVD-RM) based
classification scheme and sparse vector decomposition to
count up request frequency in every time window. They
analyzed that request interval in normal users is superior
than that of the attacker.
2) Johnson et al. used a genetic algorithm based multilayer perception (MLP) categorization model to detect
DDoS flows and FE event. They compute HTTP GET
requests count, and variance of every connection. They
experiential that all through the attack time frame, the
aggressors send HTTP requests for at a practically
consistent high rate while ask for rate from honest to
goodness human customers is frequently [1].

6. Different Types of Detection Methods
1.based on information Entropy.
2.based on information Divergence.
3.based on correlation coefficient.
4.based on machine learning technique.
5.Other methods.
1.based on information Entropy:As well modeling their
access patterns and human behavior to detection of DDoS
attacks and flash event, most of creators have proposed
resolution using information theory-based entropy and
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University in New Zealand.The WEKA application gives
an instrument to recognize concealed data from database
and document frameworks with simple to utilize choices
and visual interfaces for the new clients.The Weka
workbench comprises an arrangement of representation
devices and algorithms (C4.5 (C5), ID3, K-means, and
Apriori) for tackling data mining issues. WEKA is a stateof-the-art ability for generating machine learning (ML)
techniques and their application to real-world data mining
troubles.Weka is a collection of tools for [16]:
 Regression
 Clustering
 Association
 Data pre-processing
 Classification
 Visualisation

6. MACHINE LEARNING
Machine Learning tends to concentrate on understanding
the procedure that produced the information.Machine
Learning procedures concentrate on building a framework
that enhances its execution on past result .thus,
frameworks that depend on the machine learning model
can change their execution procedure on the premise of
recently gained data. Data can hold mysteries, particularly
if there are bunches of information. Also, with bunches of
information about something, it is effortless to inspect that
data in intelligent ways to discover patterns. And with
these patterns a problem can be solved. Machine learning
first analyzes the huge amount of information looking for
patterns and after that creates a code that helps todiscover
those patterns in new information. The applications can
utilize this created code to make superior patterns. So,
machine learning can enable you to deliver smarter
applications.For instance, assume you need to make
programming that can decide, with a high level of
precision, regardless of whether a MasterCard exchange is
false. What's the couple of keen individuals together in a
room and consider it, at that point compose code that
executes whatever they come up with. This is likely the
most widely technique to deal with making programming
arrangements today, and it positively can work. There are
different types pf of machine learning Techniques are[10].

7.1 Objectives of Weka Tool





Machine Learning/Data Mining techniques should be
made available generally.
Apply those techniques to the practical problems.
Develop new ML/DM algorithms .
Contribute
to
the
theoretical
framework
of the field (ML/DM) .[17]

7.2 Interface of Weka Tool
Weka tool has basically four graphical interfaces:





Fig. 3: Machine Learning Techniques

7. WEKA TOOL
Weka is an all-around recognised machine learning
programming written in Java, created at Waikato
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Explorer-This is a situation for investigating
information.
Experimenters-This issituation in which
statistical tests are performing between the
learning machines.
Knowledge Flow-This is Java-Beans for running
and setting up machine learning tests.
Simple CLI-It permits coordinate execution of
Weka commands and gives basic order line
interfaces
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Fig. 5: pre-processing of Datasets using Weka
Fig. 4: WEKA GUI
8. Results and discussion
The uniqueness has been empirically examined using
different datasets due to non-availability of single,
benchmarked, all encompassing, and well-established
dataset. In future, if any single, all encompassing, and
well-recognize dataset are established, the results could be
revalidated in future work to better detect FEs and DDoS
attacks. The total traffic in terms of requests and packets
of the dataset and respectively is examined by Weka tool.
There are some attributes which defines the data which
collects form datasets by using Weka tool.
1.

Time:it defines flow of increasing and decreasing
requests in certain time. Minimum and maximum
are measure of a dataset's range. standard
deviation are measurements of a dataset’s
distribution. The mean of a set of data is probably
what mainly people consign to as average.

statistic

value

minimum

0

maximum

299.995

mean

137.484

stddev

74.38

Fig. 6: Visualization of Datasets in Weka

2.

Protocol: different types of protocols are used
like ICMP,TCP,DNS etc.

ICMP:The Internet Control Message Protocol (ICMP) is a
supporting protocol in the Internet protocol suite. It is used
by network devices, including routers, to send error
messages and operational information
TCP:The transmission control protocol is a protocol in the
network which is used for sending requests or messages
over the network. it provides reliable and error free stream
of packets between the applications.
DNS: domain name server is the way that internet domain
names are situated and interpreted into internet protocol
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(IP) addresses. The domain name framework maps the
name individuals use to find a site to the IP address that a
PC use to find a site.
Label

Count

weight

ICMP

95718

95718

TCP

70727

70727

DNS

3

3.0

Fig. 8: Source port Analysis
4.

Destination port: Destination Ports Are Server
Applications. Destination ports may be "famous
ports" (0-1023) for the main Internet applications,
such as email and Web.
statistic

value

minimum

53

maximum

60845

mean

23401.046

stddev

23513.551

Fig. 7: Protocol Analysis

3.

Source Port:it is a next-available number
allocate by TCP/IP to the user's device. it gives
the source address.

statistic

value

minimum

80

maximum

60845

mean

23872.175

stddev

23754.117

Fig. 9: Destination port Analysis
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9. Conclusion and Future Scope
Detecting DDoS attack is a very challenging issue in
network Security research.The Researchers have proposed
many solutions over the years but unluckily, the scope of
proposed methods are very limited. Attackers are
constantly updating their talent to launch more
unconventional DDoS attacks with novel traffic patterns
every time. So, there is a requirement to build up a robust
solution which should be generalized enough and should
be able to detect future DDoS attacks. Weka Tool can be
used for the future research in this domain to provide
better practical solutions based on machine learning. As
part of the future work, we shall propose an efficient
detection algorithm which would detect DDoS attacks
with efficacy.
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Abstract – An analyst of invisible communication is defined by steganography. Steganography usually arrangements with the paths of
hiding the presence of the connected data in such a different way i.e., remains confidential. In this review, the paper is about the analysis
of hiding text data into image their extension (.jpg, .png and.bmp) files. The study of the steganography can secure the information using
cryptography in steganography. We analyzed some technique of image steganography that enhances the capacity of the main image for
steganography. A study in this method text message is embedded into Least Significant Bit (LSB). To secure the communication, we are
giving security by using the encryption techniques which are based on cryptography. In encryption algorithms, the un-authorized user
can’t be accessed the information.

Keywords – Steganography, Image encryption, RSA algorithms, Image steganography and LSB (least Significant Bits).

for giving protection to the secret message by encrypting it
[3].
So, the technique used for encryption is RSA approach.
Other for hiding a secret message in audio, video and
image we would use be various Least Significant Bit
algorithm.

1.Introduction
In recent year, the basic requirements of every
developing field are communicated. Anybody required the
security and protection of their communicating data. In our
daily lifestyle, we utilize various security ways like the
internet, phones form, sending the information in a
concealed, but it is not secure at a convinced phase. In case
to share the info in a covered has two methods can be used
[1].
These scenarios are cryptography and steganography.
In steganography is a talent and knowledge of the message
in some way that secures the presence of the statement. A
steganography hides the presence of information so that no
one could detect its existence.
In cryptography, the message is changed in an encoded
form with the help of encoding key which is defined to
sender and receiver only. The message can’t be opened by
anyone without using the encoding key [2].

Text

Image

Steganography
Audio

2. Overview of Steganography

Video

Fig.1 Classification of Steganography

2.1 Texture based steganography: In this type of
steganography white space and capital letters are used for
attaining steganography.Data is abstract in the form of no.
of bits in text form [4].

It is the art of hiding data in some other information.
Steganography main focus on protection the presence of a
message. Techniques are steganography having defined
two normal needs. The initial need is perceptual
transparency, i.e., an object containing any extra data and
stego-object must be perceptually indiscernible. Algorithm

2.2 Image Based Steganography: It allows the secret
communication between two users. In this type of image,
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we hide the information into an image, then it becomes
fully secure. This steganography works with jpeg, png,
bmp and gif images.

LSB, DCT and DWT processing techniques. The slightest
noteworthy piece is composed in spatial space in which
the compensation stack bits are covered up into the LSBs
of unique picture to drive the stego picture. Whereas
Discrete wavelet and cosine transformation method are
designed in frequency domain in which the stego image is
transformed from spatial domain to the frequency domain.

2.3 Video/ audio: It is a secure approach
of
steganography. The security data is hidden in video and
audio records. So, that the third user can’t identify it.

Navneet kaur et al., 2014 [7] proposed a technique to
improve the security level in audio steganography and also
enhance the quality by two-phase steganography.

3. Overview of Cryptography
This approach is the study and practice approach for
secure communication in existence of third party safely
communication with security so that is called as an
unknown user neither access an alter any information or
data.[5]

Sender

Jasleen Kaur et al., 2014 [8] described that the various
security and data hiding techniques that are used to design
a steganography like MLSB and LSB etc.
Indu Nehra et al., 2015 [9] defined a study of
communication that normally describes with various path
of hiding the message with other medium like video, audio
and image etc. If messages hide completely, then the
message isn’t simple to feature extracted by an
eavesdropper and attackers. The review paper for several
studied completed on steganography.

Receiver

Encode
PTX

Decode
CTX

Encoded
Algorithm

PTX

Decoded
Algorithm

Manisha et al., 2016 [10] focused is on changing the
secure between two communication groups using the
double steganography method. The secret message is
initial embedded into cover image by using the LSB
method and then the consequence embedded image would
be again embedded in DWT and DCT approach to form
stego image. The DWT method is search to be parameters
in the terms of effective, robustness and highly sure and
embedded capacity.

interceptor
Fig 2 . Cryptography Process

Following procedure of cryptography:
i)

Encode: Procedure of encrypted plain text
message is a called encryption.

ii)

Decode : Procedure of transformation
chipper-text message back to the plain
texture message is known as decoded.

iii)

Plain text : The original message , before
being transformed is known as plain-text.

iv)

Cipher-text: after the message is changed. It
is known as cipher text.

v)

Key: Some important information used by
the cipher called to the sender and receiver.

Bingwen Feng et al.,2014 [13] depicted as a twofold
picture steganography conspire that means to minimalize
the installing twisting on the surface is displayed. They
extricated the compliment, revolution, and reflecting
invariant neighborhood surface examples from the paired
picture first. The weighted whole of crmiLTP changes
while flipping one pixel is then utilized to gauge the
turning modification relating to that pixel.
Vojtˇech Holub et al.,2014 [14] proposed an overall
twisting plan called overall wavelet qualified mutilation
that can be connected for digging in a discretionary area.
The inserting contortion was processed as an entirety of
relative changes of coefficients in a directional channel
bank disintegration of the cover picture. The directionality
powers the installing changes to such parts of the cover
question that are dangerous to demonstrate in different
ways, for example, follows or boisterous areas, while
keeping away from smooth locale or clean edges.

4. Literature Review
Navneet Kaur et al., 2014 [6] looked into in which
characterized the examination of accessible steganography
innovation abstracting surface in a picture record utilizing
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files. A new fitness function has been designed for the
Artificial Bee Colony Optimization Algorithm that helps
to calculate the best positions where data can be
embedded. The results obtained using the proposed
technique provides an increase of approximately 33% in
the hiding capacity as compared with the previous
technique.

Saiful Islam et al.,2014 [15] designed a effective image
which is depends upon the detected edges and find the bits
for information embedding. As much as system finds the
edges the informational bit can be embedded. This
technique can store the large amount of the bits due to
highly detection of edges parts.
Dr. Diwedi Samidha et al,.2013 [16] purposed numerous
steganography techniques can be utilized like Least
Significant Bit, design association plans, substituting just
l's or just zero's from bring down snack from the byte are
measured for concealing a mystery message in a picture.
Alongside these frameworks, some more techniques were
proposed, grounded on the determination of irregular
pixels from a picture and again mystery information is
covered up in incidental bits of these arbitrarily assigned
pixels.

Katarzyna Koptyra et al., 2015 [21] presented a method
of steganographic keys generation for case of embedding
many secrets in single container. The most important
requirements of proposed set of rules are as follows. The
generated keys cannot overlap what means that the
positions they indicate in the cover have to be different.
An authorized user with known key should be able to
simply retrieve any secret from carrier file without
necessity of extracting all other messages. Additionally,
secret data needs to be scattered in carrier randomly. The
proposed algorithm can be applied to any method in which
the capacity was fixed and can be expressed as a sequence
of positions. It was suitable to use with multi-secret
steganography in which many messages are embedded in
one container, especially with methods of substitution or
cover lookup.
Hamad A et al., 2015 [22] author deined a technique to
store data inside a color image and some other multimedia
contents. In this author discussed various other techniques
in the same environment with their problems and benefits.
All the system is totally depend upon the capacity of the
cover content that how many bits it can store with
effecting the quality of the cover content. Author
compared some existing algorithms as well for verify the
difference and quality enhancements.

Ge Huayong et al.,2011 [17] reviewed steganography and
stegan-alysis based on numerical image. Perception and
principle of steganography and steganalysis were
demonstrated. Spatial domain and transform domain
inserting methods are generalized.
B. Lakshmi Sirisha et al., 2015 [18] characterized two
mystery pictures are installed into a cover picture of a
similar size with great quality. A (t,n) limit mystery
sharing plan was one prominent technique for executing
steganography. In this technique, the mystery picture was
conveyed among n members. Any t (or more) out of an
approved members can recoup the mystery picture and not
as much as t members can't recuperate the mystery picture.
Vinay kumar pant et al., 2015 [19] depicted how to
secure information and data in a cloud situation in time of
information sharing or putting away by utilizing our
proposed cryptography and steganography system. So the
security is most basic piece of client's perspective and
additionally merchants. There are a few issues that should
be gone to regarding administration of information,
wellbeing or protection of information and administration
of information. The security of stored data and information
is one of the most crucial problem in cloud computing.
Using good protection techniques of access control, we
can resolved many safety problems. Accept that managing
privacy and security of information in web highly
challenging.

Priyanka Dongardive
et al., 2015 [23] proposed
steganography methods to conceal acquaintances securely
as well the locations are varied which enhances the
protection of technique. In the proposed steganography
technique LSB prescript is fancy and to develop the
security of the confidential acquaintance which is in the
aspect of three visage are proselyte into text, i.e. first
phase of security than the text is cipher than conceal abaft
the veil visage in different layers. The performance of
proposed method is experimentally verified on the
different types of graces.

5. Issues of Steganography

Amandeep Kaur et al., 2015 [20] a new technique for
image steganography was discussed that utilizes the LSB
substitution in the contour region of the image. The Pixel
Value difference of the region also been taken in to
account in order to increase the embedding capacity of

The different examinations uncovered from the writing
overview can't fill the holes that happened in data security
frameworks. More research as far as security is required
for advancement of past procedures as far as security
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perspective. A portion of the negative marks can be noted
which existed in the past methodologies contemplated up
until now.
1.

The issue with the officially existing plan is that the
nature of the picture corrupts subsequent to
blending any content substance. This is a direct
result of the bit bending amid installing additional
information inside it.

2.

MSE and PSNR should be enhanced which
characterize the nature of the picture.

3.

Data inserting and extraction plan ought to likewise
be improved. An approach is should have been
proposed for information implanting with removal
conspire that provides a superior safety with
precision.

4.

is dark. This process is basically known as bi-level image
processing.
b) Gray scale picture: From three dimensional to two
dimensional conversions is done in this phase. Here the
processed image should be in various dark patterns is also
known as dim image. The measurement of this phase is in
bytes which is combination of 8 bit blocks.
c) RGB or real nature picture: The color image processing
is a combination of three different colors. These three
colors are universal which can make any other color with
right combination of them. The processing in this phase is
covered with the 2 bytes and 24 bit blocks.

7. Least Significant Bit
This algorithm is an embedding algorithm and creates a
stego image [11].
Here it extracted with the help of DWT for the embedding
of the secret messages into the cover image. We explained
the DWT that verify high and low frequency tool for data
security.

The already developed techniques not providing the
extra key checking facility which provide high
security and reduce the extraction probability.

As the economy investigated its new courses from money
to Visas, the two clients and shippers are required for the
confirmation which is given by advanced marks keeping in
mind the end goal to counteract fraud and execute with
certainty."

7.1 Data Embedding Phase
In these two phases cover images are used that is cover
image 1 and cover image 2 defined as 3. To secure
information travelling in this area, proposed algorithm
usages the cover image with LSB method. Here in this
section the information stored in the located LSB’s and
after embedding system designs the secure stego image for
the transfer information with the help of hybrid optimized
algorithm. The final embedded image is known as final
stego image with secure password protected.

Various organizations and notwithstanding shopping
centers which are influencing the offer of their items by
making utilization of client's credit to card. These
exchanges are made conceivable just by secure encryption
techniques in this way making an exchange to be secure.
The clients over the Internet don't try to influence
utilization of their helpful credit to card data and other
further budgetary earlier subtle elements. These identify
with above technique in various conditions.

Secret Message

6. Types of Images

Cover Img 1

Advanced picture is spoken to as an arrangement of bytes
called pixel. They are sorted out in a lattice frame.
Advanced pictures can be gathered by the scope of bits per
pixel since the scope of particular shades of a
computerized picture is completely subject to the quantity
of bits per pixel (bpp). Basically 3 different sorts of
pictures are in this criteria:

Stego Image 1

Cover Img 2

a) Binary picture: here the binary sort is working into two
different bit patterns. In this section the bits can be either
one and zero in processing phase. Both of the phases can
identify with two different ways one is white and another

LSB
embedd
ed
algorith
m
DWTe
mbedde
d
algorith
m
Final Bit
patterns

Fig 3. Information embedding Procedure
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2) Robustness: Steganography could be detached
intentionally or accidentally by simple image processing
processes like contrast or enhancement happiest gamma
correction, steganography should be robust against
variation of such attacks [6].

7.2 Information Extraction Process
Information embedded image is processed in this step
which is known as data extraction. Here image processed
in the reverse order with the help of DWT and designed
hybrid technique and extract data from the LSB’s.
The extracted data processed by various conversion
techniques which are known as decryption, bit shifting etc.
after processing all the steps it provides the final output as
decrypted original data.

3) Data payload or capacity: This stuff describes how
much data should be entrenched as a steganography to
successfully detect throughout extraction.

10. Conclusion
Final Stego Image

Remove Img1

Recover Img 2

In this conclusion, we reviewed the steganography and
cryptography for secure the communication. Studied the
hide the information in image their extension was jpg, png
and gif etc. It is a very effective path of providing security
from non-authorized user. In this technique described in
this project helps to successfully hide the secret data into
the image object without any interference. Both of them
are powerful mechanisms for security enhancements. It
decreases the probability for decryption for encoded data.
In single use of particular algorithm from them is less
secure due to high deception probability. Due to this
problem here in this research a hybrid enhanced algorithm
design for the secure information travelling.

DWT
extract
stego Img
1

LSB
algorithm
Exract Text
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Abstract - This paper gives a complete review of the specialized accomplishments in the exploration region of image retrieval,
particularly content-based image retrieval, and a range that has been so dynamic and prosperous in the previous couple of years.
Content-based image retrieval (CBIR) is another yet generally embraced strategy for discovering images from tremendous and
annotated image databases. As the system and improvement of mixed media advancements are ending up more prominent, clients are
not happy with the customary data retrieval strategies. So these days the substance based image retrieval (CBIR) is turning into a
wellspring of correct and quick retrieval. As of late, an assortment of strategies has been created to enhance the execution of CBIR.
Additionally having both precision and proficiency for high dimensional informational collections with tremendous number of tests is a
testing dome. The review covers the exploration parts of image feature portrayal and extraction, multidimensional ordering, and
framework. This review covers approaches utilized for extricating low level features; different separation measures for measuring the
comparability of images, the components for decreasing the semantic hole and about invariant image retrieval. Notwithstanding these,
different informational collections utilized as a part of CBIR and the execution measures, are additionally tended to. At long last, future
research headings are additionally recommended.

Keywords - CBIR, Image Retrieval, QBIC, Shading, CBVIR
up pictures by entering definitive words or metadata in a
broad database can be drawn out and may not get the
catchphrases needed to portray the photo. The appraisal of
the reasonability of catchphrase picture chase is subjective
and has not been nicely portrayed. In a similar regard,
CBIR systems have near challenges in describing
achievement [Syam, B, 2013].

1. Introduction
Content-based image retrieval (CBIR), otherwise called
query by image content (QBIC) and substance based
visual data retrieval (CBVIR) is the utilization of machine
vision techniques to the photo recuperation issue, that is,
the issue of chasing down automated pictures in immense
databases .Substance based picture recuperation is
confined to standard thought based methodologies [Syam,
B, 2013].

The articulation "content based image recuperation" seems
to have started in 1992 when it was used by T. Kato to
delineate tests into modified recuperation of pictures from
a database, in view of the hues and shapes introduce. From
that point forward, the term has been used to depict the
procedure of recuperating looked for pictures from a broad
aggregation on the introduction of semantic picture
attributes. The systems, instruments, and figures that are
used start from fields, for instance, bits of knowledge, plan
recognition, sign dealing with, and machine vision.
The most timely business CBIR system was made by IBM
and was called QBIC (Query by Image Content).

"Content based" infers that the request analyzes the
substance of the photo rather than the metadata, for
instance, catchphrases, marks, or delineations associated
with the photo. The articulation "content" in this setting
may insinuate hues, shapes, sytheses, or whatever other
information that can be gotten from the photo itself. CBIR
is alluring in light of the way that ventures that depend
essentially on metadata are dependent on explanation
quality and perfection. Having inhabited physically clears
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1.1 CBIR System

2. CBIR TECHNIQUES

CBIR has been widely used in the various applications of
digital image processing’s. in the computer aided
applications various utilization of content based image
retrieval has been done. CBIR is a different field from the
other fields of digital image processing due to its
specialization in retrieval of the images from the large
datasets using various types of features based on contents.
Various fields have been covered under digital image
processing that are compression, image de-noising and
image enhancement. While there are many areas, for
example, object recognition by investigation, the
difference between standard image analyses.

In Numerous CBIR frameworks have been produced, yet
the issue of recovering pictures on the premise of their
pixel substance remains generally unsolved.

2.1 Query Techniques
Various executions of CBIR make use of unmistakable
sorts of customer questions. Question by representation is
a request technique that incorporates outfitting the CBIR
system with a case picture that it will then construct its
interest in light of. The shrouded request estimations may
change depending upon the application; however result
pictures should all impart typical segments to the given
specimen [W. Y. Mama, 1997].

Content based image retrieval, uses the visual substance of
an image, for instance, shading, shape, surface and spatial
organization to list the image. In normal substance based
image retrieval structures (Figure 1.1), the visual
substance of the images in the database are isolated and
depicted by multi-dimensional vectors. The trademark
vectors of the images in the database frame the feature
database. To recover images, customers outfit the retrieval
system with portrayed figures. The framework at that point
changes these images into its inner portrayal of feature
vectors.

2.2 Semantic Retrieval
Semantic recuperation starts with a customer influencing
an interest to like "find pictures of Abraham Lincoln".
This kind of open-got done with undertaking is to a great
degree troublesome for machines to perform - Lincoln
may not by and large be going up against the cam or in a
similar position. Various CBIR systems in like manner
generally influence usage of lower-level tricks to like
arrangement, shading, and shape. These tricks are either
used as a piece of blend with interfaces that allow less
complex information of the criteria or with databases that
have starting at now been set up to coordinate
eccentricities, (for instance, faces, fingerprints, or shape
coordinating). Regardless, generally speaking, picture
recuperation obliges human information remembering the
true objective to recognize more hoisted sum thoughts
[Xavier, 2011].

2.3 Relevance Feedback
Merging CBIR looks for systems open with the broad
assortment of potential customers and their objective can
be a troublesome errand. A piece of making CBIR
productive depends totally on the ability to fathom the
customer expectation. CBIR structures can influence use
of relevance to enter, where the customer powerfully
refines the query things by stamping pictures in the
outcomes as "critical", "not huge", or "objective" to the
request question, at that point reiterating the chase with the
new information. Representations of this sort of interface
have been created.

Figure 1.1 Architecture for CBIR

The similarities/contrasts between the features vectors of
the query image are then again figured and retrieval is
done on the premise of ordering plan. The ordering design
gives a capable way to deal with discover the image in the
database. Late recuperation frameworks have joined
customer's noteworthiness contribution to adjust the yield
to deliver perceptually and semantically more noteworthy
recuperation comes about. In this part, we exhibit this key
methodology for based image retrieval.

2.4 Iterative/Machine Learning
Machine learning and use of iterative frameworks are
getting the opportunity to be more essential in CBIR.
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wonderful results for remedial or microbiological pictures
[Dharani, 2013].

2.5 Query Methods
Other request techniques fuse hunting down occasion
pictures, investigating changed/different leveled classes,
addressing by picture area (rather than the entire picture),
addressing by various outline pictures, addressing by
visual depiction, addressing by prompt detail of picture
contrivances, and multimodal request (e.g. merging touch,
voice, etc.[Xavier, 2011]

4. LITERATURE SURVEY
The first and principle venture in the CBIR frameworks is
feature extraction. Among the low-level features, the
shading features are the most dominant and the hugest.
DCD is an instinctive and salient colour portrayal and
depicts the shading circulation of the picture with an
effective and minimized way [4]. In [13], shading and
surface cross breed features called as turn and scaleinvariant half and half descriptor was proposed. The
picture is at first quantized by dividing the RGB shading
space into 64 segments and afterward nearby neighboring
structure designs were utilized to speak to the textural data
of the picture. In [3], another nearby neighborhood-based
vigorous shading event descriptor was acquainted with
encode the shading data displayed in the nearby structure
of the picture. In [14], a semantic feature is added to
diminish the hole amongst DCD and the spatial shading
descriptors. Distinctive weights are then alloted to the
overwhelming hues as indicated by the shade of s and the
foundation. Finding a proper likeness measure is as critical
as feature extraction. Along these lines, a fitting separation
measure prompts a higher exactness of results [15, 16].
Deng et al. [17] proposed another DCD plot for CBIR with
a quadratic similitude measure (QSM). Since the QSM
was not proper for histograms with comparable but rather
not correct prevailing hues, Po and Wong [18] proposed a
consolidating palette histogram comparability measure as
an augmentation of the QSM. Yang et al. [19] proposed
another closeness measure in view of the human shading
observation. The consequences of their examination
demonstrated that their likeness measure outflanks the
great ones. The downside of the calculation proposed in
[19] was that it relies upon the greatest (DCs with the
biggest rate) amid the recovery procedure. To decrease
these conditions, Talib et al. [14] proposed the shared
shading proportion as a closeness measure. The multidetermination examination, for example, wavelet and
curvelet changes, is a standout amongst the hugest
techniques for the separating of the productive surface
features in CBIR. In [10], the pictures are initially changed
to the HMMD shading space and after that a blend of
Hadamard matrix and discrete wavelet change are utilized
to separate a feature set. In [7], the wavelet change is
connected to remove the surface features of V segment in
HSV shading space. This is on the grounds that the V part
contains the most critical surface data of the picture. From
that point forward, the BDIP and BVLC features are
removed as the surface features [20]. In [21],pictures are at
first resized to 128 × 128 and after that the wavelet change

3. ISSUES IN CBIR
The best issue for CBIR structure is to join adaptable
systems to process pictures of expanded properties and
classes. Different procedures for treatment of low level
signs are seen by the attributes of room pictures. The
execution of these methods is attempted by different
fragments like picture confirmation, intra-picture light
collections and non-homogeneity of intra-district and
between zone surfaces, uncommon and prevented s and so
forth. The other critical bother, outlined as semantic-split
in the composed work, is a gap between understood
thankfulness/semantics by pixel run changing utilizing low
level signs and human point of view of visual signs of
given picture. Everything considered, there exists an
opening between mapping of cleared characteristics in like
manner human saw semantics. The dimensionality of the
bother persuades the chance to contradict due to
subjectivity in the apparently watched semantics,
impacting picture to delineation a subjective ponder of
human affirmation, depicted by human personality
research, feelings, and innovative main impetuses
[Choudhary, 2014]. The photograph recovery framework
incorporates different between subordinate undertakings
performed by different stages. Between tuning of each one
of these seasons of the recovery framework is unavoidable
for over each mind boggling result. The qualifications in
the photographs and semantic-separated general execute
parameter tuning and most distant point respect
affirmation suiting to the necessities. For advancement of
a constant CBIR structure, characteristic changing time
and question reaction time should be pushed ahead. A
superior execution can be proficient than if trademark
dimensionality and space multifaceted nature of the tallies
are moved forward. Particular issues, relating to
application spaces are to be tended to for meeting
Application-particular
necessities.
Selection
of
methodology, parameters and edge qualities are different a
times application space particular e.g. a game plan of
frameworks what's more parameters passing on
unprecedented results on a photograph database of
ordinary pictures may not pass on in like manner
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is connected to them in four levels. The standard deviation
of parts in levels 3 and 4 and also the LL segment is
altogether utilized as feature vector. In [22], a surface
feature descriptor called as local wavelet design was
proposed. The LWP utilizes the connections between both
nearby neighbors and the inside pixel with its
encompassing neighbors to build the descriptor. In [23],
pack of channel - local binary pattern (LBP) was presented
as new neighborhood designs. In this strategy, the pictures
are at first sifted with the BoFs and after that, the LBP is
figured over each separated picture. At long last, they are
linked to discover the BoF-LBP descriptor. In [24], nearby
tetra designs (LTrP) were introduced in which the surface
descriptors are registered utilizing the connection between
the referenced pixel and its neighbors. Albeit each feature
sort has its own favorable circumstances and
disadvantages, joining these features could be extremely
helpful and compelling. Wang et al. consolidated the DCD
shading features, surface features in light of steerable
channel and pseudo-Zernike-based shape descriptor for
CBIR. They additionally proposed another CBIR
framework with the blend of Zernike chromaticity
circulation minutes and Contourlet surface descriptor
features [25]. ElAlami [26] enhanced the recovery
execution by coordinating the CCV and Gabor channel
features. The most important and most huge features were
chosen among specified features by a feature
determination method. His framework speeded up the
recovery procedure and also expanded the execution rate.
Youthful et al. [7] exhibited a CBIR plot in view of
shading auto correlograms and BDIP-BVLC minutes in
the HSV shading space. For the previous, the wavelet
change of H and S shading parts were considered while the
wavelet change of just V shading segment is utilized for
the last mentioned. Jhanwar et al. [27] proposed another
CBIR framework in view of the blend of the shading
histogram and wavelet change. They utilized 64 canisters
for each shading channel to build shading histogram as
shading features. Additionally, the surface feature is gotten
by processing the mean and standard deviation of all parts
of wavelet change in three levels.

2.

3.

Derivation of more efficient algorithm for making
refinements on the search of images on basis of HSV
values is not considered.
In the CBIR for images, shape or content features
does not provide better results.

6. Conclusion and Future Work
The explanation behind this study is to give a layout of the
handiness of substance based image retrieval systems. In
these paper, past and current particular achievements in
visual feature extraction, multidimensional requesting, and
system design are investigated. Open research issues are
recognized and future research headings prescribed. In the
overview it's been talked about CBIR framework the
different features have been separated for the retrieval of
images. On the premise of these features, the feature
contains shading feature, surface and shape feature. These
three sorts of features have been used in explore
frameworks. The shading feature has been removed
utilizing RGB, HSV display for extraction of shading parts
accessible in the query and database images. Surface
feature has been registered utilizing GLCM approach
which gives data about entropy Angular minute's
connection accessible in image which will give better
outcomes as far as accuracy, review and calculation time
for huge datasets. For future patterns, other feature sorts,
for example, shape features could be connected for CBIR
frameworks. Moreover, a division plan could be utilized to
remove the features from more vital locales of the image
rather than the entire image.
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Abstract - Cloud Computing is a three types are Private Cloud, Public Cloud and Hybrid Cloud. De-duplication is a type which is the
most important information density approaching for removing copies of the duplicate information has been normally used in storage in
the cloud in-order to optimize the amount of storage space and save band-width. In the protection of data-security, it creates a challenge
to mainly attend to the difficulty of confirmed data deduplication. In this research paper, implemented perform which works with
unique properties and optimizing the storage or memory consumption. Hashing methods have some properties like block-size, rounds
and performance. In this algorithm generates the hash-value, proposed a hybridization of the hash methods such as SHA1 and SHA3. In
these types of algorithms (SHA1 and SHA3) consists of various directly connected unique property purposes. The hashing methods are
used in different ways and uploading the file. When the file similar is created, then it is laid-up in the huge data. If one or two files have
the similar unique property that means it is used for same file and otherwise defined a different file. In this proposed method main focus
to optimize the storage space and time saving to find the copies/same files. In this proposed work, we implemented the hybrid
optimization based two layer processing architecture for generating the unique fingerprints of uploaded files with SHA3 hashing
algorithm and Particle swarm optimization. Evaluate the results using various performance metrics , e.g. time, memory and error
probabilities and compare with other existing techniques. This proposed research proposal is about working upon the betterment of
already existing fingerprint generation algorithms for hash function. The implementation shall involve cloud service provider Microsoft
Azure with offline development on Microsoft visual studio. The platform shall be .net. This research work shall improve the accuracy of
fingerprint generation algorithm for hash function.
Keywords - De-duplication, Cloud storage, SHA-3 algorithm and Particle Swarm Intelligence Optimization Algorithm.

The cloud center has three attributes that divide it from
prior facilitating.It is sold out on concern, more given than
not by the instant or the hour, it is flexible which infers
that a consumer would have the highly sum or almost
number of center as they need at any offer interval time.
The center of cloud implemented that center made gives
consumers on concern by process of the web from a cloud
computing provider server as in contradiction for being
offered from an organization’s own single on premises
servers. The cloud servers are prepared to create normal,
appendable access to methods , resources also advantages.

1. Introduction
In Recently, the cloud computing is a most famous
technology uses the internet and attract remote-server to
provide the applications and information. It concedes
clients and business to use the applications without any
access to their single file on any PCs without internet
accessing. It can be new that uses the web remote servers
which ought to keep-up the information methods. It is
licensed consumers in additional organizations use the
methods while not implemented, interaction their own files
on any computers by web-contact [1].

1. Software-as- a-Service (SaaS).
2. Infrastructure-as- a-Service (IaaS)
3. Platform-as- a-Service (PaaS)
Cloud computing deployment models are our types which
are defined to service client as followed:
1. Local (Private)
2.Global (Public)
3.Hybrid

Fig 1. Cloud Computing Architecture
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4.Community [2]
Two different ways to perform the de-duplication in the
cloud environment. The system can identify the similarity
factor on the client end or second one is server side. Client
side processing techniques are working before the storage
of any informational content. Here it’s a fast processing
technique need less time to execute and distribute unique
data according to the transmission policies. The second
architecture is server side which passes the data elements
to the server and server check similarity factor and process
accordingly [4].
De-duplication is an effective technique for optimization
of instances of data stored in cloud storage . Deduplication can be classified into the chunk level and file
level. De-duplication. The chunk level de-duplication
method enforces the storage of unique chunks by
comparing every incoming chunk for duplicate
identification. This method achieves better de-duplication
efficiency because it does exact de-duplication.

1.1 Private Cloud : It doesn’t obtain terms of cost and
productivity. It is corresponding to buy, dealing and
constructing
With your own base. It obtains enormous the amount form
security perspective.
1.2 Public Cloud : It is defined to unique cloud
facilitating. In this cloud computing development model,
server framework is offered to dissimilar clients.
Google is an open cloud. This cloud server could be
offered by a
The public cloud deployment model speaks to genuine
cloud facilitating. In this deployment model,
administrations; framework is given to different customers.
Google is a case of an open cloud. This administration can
be given by an operator of Cloud Computing.
1.3 Hybrid Cloud: In this model organizations to
adventure application secured, data, facilitating on a global
cloud, while, as a yet raising money-saving benefits by
possession shared data applications on the normal cloud
population.
1.4 Community Cloud : In this model, the cloud
organization is imparted be a such connection to the
similar method consistence reflections. The cloud servers
to further lessen expensive when compared with an
intimate cloud, as it is shared by huge gathering.

2. Characteristics of Cloud Computing
Cloud systems will be not simply one more structure of the
asset provision foundation; truly, have diverse open
entryways from the principles for cloud bases that will
engage additionally sorts of utilizations, decreased change;
provisioning time of unmistakable organizations.[3]
1. On-demand capabilities
2. A broad network access
3. Resource pooling
4. Rapid flexibility
5. Measured service

Fig 2. Methods of de-duplication [5]

However, the throughput is low as it checks every
incoming chunk for duplication. File level de-duplication
method enforces the chunks of similar files to be
compared against duplicates. Files with incremental
changes are referred to as similar files. This method
achieves better throughput as it compares every incoming
chunk only with chunks of similar files. However, the deduplication efficiency is comparatively low as some
duplicate chunks may be found across different groups.
Hence, this technique performs only approximate deduplication. In order to better utilize the storage
space,duplicates among the files need to be identified.
Every incoming file is divided into chunks.
Two different techniques global and local processing are
used to find the similarity factor where the global
approach performs better as compare to others.
3.1 Folder Level De- duplication : This section is
responsible for the whole file is compared. After

3. Overview on De-duplication
This technique is used to eliminate the unwanted uploads
from the user end and optimize the storage in cloud
environment. Real-time users might be upload multiple
copies of the data. Sustem with the use of this approach is
able to identify these similarity factors and reduce the
duplicate copies storage from the cloud repositories. The
stored data in this technique is sharing among all the users
with the hyper link over internet.this is quite similar as
photocopy of original data and distribute among various
users over cloud server.
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uploading, the system generate the unique fingerprint with
the help of hashing algorithms and compare with already
stored data to find the uniqueness. The unique finger print
is always different all the file. This unique finger
impression is utilized to store set up of the entire record
which diminishes the storage room in data stockpiling. A
marker is utilized to point the first document for the
accompanying duplicate. The upside of this strategy is that
it is basic; quick. On the off chance that one byte of the
record is changed, at that point its hash esteem is changed.
In the envelope, level de-duplication is performed at the
source level where de-duplication is done at the source
without putting away it into a data base. This strategy
spares more space in the data stockpiling.
3.2 Chunk level De-duplication :- This section is
responsible for deduplication check on the basis of various
blocks of a particular file. The algorithms are used to
divide the file into various sub-blocks and system find the
similarity factor between all the stored block of current
uploads. This section provide more saving in cloud storage
as compare to file level processing architecture. The
system is little bit complex due to high level compression
of the data elements.

having some variations in the working and output on every
stage.

4.1.1 Benefits in SHA algorithm
 The simplest form of the algorithm to find the various
unique properties of a particular file.
 It is Infeasible to find a correspondence that has a
concurred hash..
 It is Infeasible to receive a correspondence without
modifying its hash.
 It is infeasible to find different divergent uploads with
the comparable uniqueness.
 The crush proportion for SHA is far not as much as the
crush proportion MD.

4.2 Secure Hash Algorithm -3
SHA-3 is an individual from the SHA family. This
technique regular was unconfined by NIST on August
2015. The reference execution source code was devoted to
open space by means of CC0 waiver.Dubbed Keccak the
secured hash calculation, which will legitimately be
known as SHA-3, beat 63 different recommendations after
NIST disseminated an open require a SHA-2 substitution
in 2007. That move was driven by stresses which so far
haven't happen that SHA-2 may be helpless against being
broken. Hashing calculations are an essential data security
device, and used to affirm messages, and in addition
computerized marks and records. &quot;A honorable hash
calculation has a couple of essential features,&quot; as
indicated by NIST. Any adjustment in the first message,
however little, must reason an adjustment in the buildup,
and for any given document and process, it must be
infeasible for a falsifier to make at various record with a
similar process [7].

Fig 3. Block Level De-duplication

4. Hashing Algorithm
Hashing the data implies making a scientific type of a
particular data set that is extraordinary for all data set. For
this hashing esteem we require calculation which is known
as hashing calculation. These hashing calculations produce
a hash esteem or unique mark by utilizing a few stages. A
portion of the hashing calculations is neglected underneath
which have their own properties [6]: SHA-1
 SHA-2
 SHA-3

5. Particle Swarm Intelligence
The utilization of PSO calculations is set up ideal
arrangement. In this calculation, an ideal arrangement is
creating since the aggregate conduct of winged animal
collecting.Through the point of finding designs that
regulate the capacity of flying creatures to fly
synchronously and to surprisingly change the path with a
regroup in an ideal development. PSO comprises of a
gathering of elements called as particles. The particles fly
through multi-dimensional scan space searching for the
best arrangement. The effective arrangement can be
acquired by utilizing normal data of the gathering and
altogether possess through particles himself.
On behalf of improved normal, every molecule changes its
speed, timely in light of its present speed as for its past

4.1 Secure Hash Algorithm
This is mostly used to find the uniqueness of a particular
data entry.various popular algorithms are there for the
hashing in various areas like de-duplication, cryptography
etc. some of the common used algorithms are as MD5,
Sha1, Sha2 etc. Some them are again further type and
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1.
To study several approaches to store the backup data
online/offline.
2.
To propose a hybrid optimization based two layer
processing architecture for generating the unique fingerprints
of uploaded files with SHA3 hashing algorithm and Particle
swarm optimization.
3.
Evaluate the results using various performance metrics
e.g. time, memory and error probabilities and compare with
other existing techniques.

finest location and furthermore the position of the current
best molecule in the populace. For taking care of the
enhancement issues and combinatorial damages PSO
calculation is generally helpful.
The alteration in PSO consists of three categories:
extension of field searching space, adjusting the
parameters, and mixture with another method. The
modifications of PSO can enhance its performance [8].

6. Related Work
Harsha Nagarajaiah et al.,[9] the relatively low
performing embedded processors are capable of providing
the need computational provision if they were to holder
security functions in the field. When likened to the
algorithmic presentation on the extraordinary end scheme,
viz. Intel Core 2 Duo CPU, the positive results obtained
make a case for by the Atom CPU in networked requests
employing mobile plans. The system may be applied to
conservative de-duplication difficulties such as originating
in address management as glowing as more progressive
problems such as banned image recognition. The scheme
usages the AURA design match approaches instigated
within facility oriented structural design.
C. Ward et al. [10] spoken to familiar the enlargements
with a planned motorization limit called the Darwin
structure that engages on stack development for this
circumstance; discuss the impact that mechanized
movement has to the detriment; risks usually associated
with migration to the cloud.
Zheng Yan, et al., 2016 [11] Due to the rapidly
increasing amounts of digital data produced worldwide,
multi-user cloud storage systems are becoming very
popular and Internet users are approaching cloud storage
providers (CSPs) to upload their data in the clouds.
Among these data, digital videos are fairly huge in terms
of storage cost and size; and techniques that can help
reducing the cloud storage cost and size are always
desired. This paper argues that data deduplication can ease
the problem of BigData storage by identifying and
removing the duplicate copies from the cloud storages.
Although deduplication maximizes the storage space and
minimizes the storage costs, it comes with serious issues
of data privacy and security. Though the users desire to
save some cost by allowing the CSP to duplicate their
data, they do not want the CSP to wane the privacy of their
data. In this paper, a scheme is proposed that achieves a
secure video duplication in cloud storage environment.

Fig 4. Proposed Work

This proposed research proposal is about working upon
the betterment of already existing fingerprint generation
algorithms for hash function. The implementation shall
involve cloud service provider Microsoft Azure with
offline development on Microsoft visual studio. The
platform shall be .net. This research work shall improve
the accuracy of fingerprint generation algorithm for hash
function.

8. Result and Discussions
Main page of our system is used to provide various
sections of informational content along with user
authentication. Here user can create their account and
login to use services provided by the developed system.
The file upload section contains the whole code of our
proposed algorithm. It directly attached to the database
and proposed method to find the duplicate files and store
or discard data files. User can select file and submit to

7. Proposed Model
Th proposed model is a combination of various different module
in this research. Here some of them are listed as objectives of this
research:
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save on cloud storage. The proposed hybrid technique
process file content and generate unique hashing code with
optimization of bits.

Fig 7. Accuracy

These parameters are used to show the working
performance in terms of finding the hashing content
accurately with duplicate file detection time. High
accuracy rate shows the best performance of the system.
The second parameter is variable due to increases the size
of the database and number of uploaded files.

Fig 5. File Uploaded

After the selection of final hashing bytes it compare the
hashing code with the already stored data. If the data
element is already stored, our proposed method shares the
file with current upload and discard the uploading process,
otherwise it store the unique hash and store the file with
zero shares. This phase is responsible for showing the
detail to their users for file upload status. Here in this
message, it shows the unique hash created by the
proposed algorithm and compared with the database. After
the comparison with all stored entries it shows the unique
file content and upload in database.

Fig 8. Time saving for saving files

The proposed technique,
performance calculation
processed with various test cases. The overall results for
all the cases, perform on variable number of files and
systems called duplicators. In this case system calculates
the result parameters for saving files on cloud server with
duplication find policies. In all the cases the processed
technique saving more time is the change in duplication
network and node increased with duplication technique
installation.

Fig 6. All Files

User can view all files along with their hashing content
and category in this phase. Here it shows two or more files
are stored with the same hashing content. It means the file
content for them is similar and shared from a single
location.

Fig 9. Saving on updates
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9. Conclusion and Future Scope

The
proposed
technique,performance
calculation
processed with various test cases. The overall results for
all the cases perform on a variable number of files and
systems called duplicators. In this case system calculates
the result parameters for updating files on cloud server
with duplication find policies. In all the cases the
processed technique saving more time is the change in
duplication network and node increased with duplication
technique installation.

Cloud is the expensive stockpiling supplier, so the
inspiration is to utilize its stockpiling territory proficiently
De-duplication has been demonstrated to decrease memory
utilization by expelling the futile copy documents. So
distant from the past examinations document level deduplication is the better way to deal with be utilized, the
concentration of the proposed work will be on record level
de-duplication. In this work, we recommend a dynamic
data De-duplication technique for shade stockpiling; in
direct to satisfy the strength between shifting stockpiling
adequacy; botch resilience wants, and furthermore to get
introduction in distributed storage frameworks. A ton of
research has been done over this by methods for the
hashing calculation. From the past hashing calculations,
SHA-3 will perform superior to SHA-1 Techniques.
We achieved the best performance, according to the SHA3 Hashing Algorithm and PSO algorithm . Then evaluate
the performance parameters time, memory and error
probabilities etc.

Fig 10. Saving on Delete

In future work , it will take a shot at discovering
conceivable enhancements as far as data transfer capacity,
storage room and calculation and as work is done on
writings and sounds, in future work can be stretched out to
recordings and pdf documents. Microscopic organisms
Foraging Optimization can be utilized rather than Genetic
Algorithm and this exploration can be utilized to play out a
similar De-duplication of genuine distributed storage
utilizing NOSQL Database which contains various types
of information.

The proposed technique performance calculation
processed with various test cases. The overall results for
all the cases perform on variable number of files and
systems called duplicators. In this case system calculates
the result parameters for deleting files from cloud server.
In all the cases the processed technique saving more time
is the change in duplication network and node increased
with duplication technique installation.
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Abstract - Customers pose request (or queries) on portals like Yahoo! Answers which would then have the capacity to be answered
by various customers who are routinely getting the hang of with respect to that issue in Community Question Answering (CQA). CQA
is logically acclaimed on the Web, on account of its accommodation and reasonableness in accomplice clients with ask for and those
with answers. In this, we think about the issue of finding past inquiries (e.g., acted by different clients) which may take after new
demand, and changing their answers as the responses to the new inquiries. A key test here is to the extension the lexical opening
between new inquiries and old answers. For instance, "relationship" in the demand may appear differently in relation to "firm" in the
correct responses. To address this test, past research has proposed frameworks like machine understanding that "impact an interpretation
of" old responses to ones to utilizing the words in the new inquiries. Regardless, a key repression of these works is that they expect
inquiries and answers are parallel organizations, which isn't for the most part genuine frankly. In this way, the deciphered or d answers
may not look characteristic. In this paper, we consider how to learn demand and answer delineations for group question noting recovery.
Astoundingly, we set out toward demonstrating solicitation and replies in a more run of the typical way.

Keywords – CQA, Information Retrieval, Question Answering
chiefly identify with go to or in the nation of China. This
makes it conceivable to misuse classification data to
improve the question retrieval execution. To epitomize
how a classification of questions can be abused, consider
the accompanying questioned question (q): "Would you be
able to prescribe touring open doors for senior nationals in
China?" The client is occupied with touring particularly in
China, not in different nations. Henceforth, the recorded
question (Q) "Would you be able to prescribe touring open
doors for senior subjects in Korea?" and its answers are
not applicable to the questioned question in spite of the
fact that the two questions are grammatically
fundamentally the same as, making it likely that current
question retrieval techniques will rank question Q very
among the returned positioning rundown. On the off
chance that we can build up an association amongst q and
the classification "Travel.Asia Pacific.China", the
positioning of the questions in that class could be
advanced, in this way maybe enhancing the question
retrieval execution. A few work [3, 2] has been done to
consolidate the classification data into existing retrieval
models. This work demonstrates that abusing the

1. Introduction
Community Question Answering (CQA) has recently
become a popular type of web service where users ask and
answer questions and access historical question-answer
pairs from the large scale CQA archives. Cases of such
CQA administrations incorporate Yahoo! Answers1 and
Baidu Zhidao2, and so forth. To successfully share the
information in the substantial scale CQA chronicles, it is
basic to create viable question retrieval models to recover
verifiable question-answer matches that are semantically
proportional or significant to the questioned questions. As
a particular use of the customary Information Retrieval,
Question Retrieval in CQA documents is unmistakable
from the pursuit of site pages in that authentic questions
are sorted out into an order of classes. In other words, each
question in the CQA documents has a class name. The
questions in a similar classification or subcategory for the
most part identify with a similar subject. For instance, the
questions in the subcategory "Travel.Asia Pacific.China"
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classification data for each question legitimately can
enhance the retrieval execution viably. Notwithstanding,
there is one normal inadequacy in both past work: they
simply join the classification data into the current retrieval
models in an extremely heuristic manner that they just
directly consolidate the class data related models with the
current retrieval models remotely, regardless of at the word
level [2] or at the report level [3]. Language modeling has
turned into an extremely encouraging course for data
retrieval due to its experimental great execution. In this
paper, we attempt to coordinate classification data into the
unigram dialect displaying approach. Our instinct is that a
term might be more critical in some classification than
different classifications. For instance, "China" is a critical
or remarkable word in the classification "Travel.Asia
Pacific.China", however not in the class "Travel.Asia
Pacific.Korea". We show the individual term's saliency in a
particular class as Dirichlet hyper-parameter that weights
the comparing term discharge parameter of the
multinomial question dialect display. Accordingly, we
accomplish an inside recipe that successfully helps the
score commitment from terms when the term is more
notable in the class of the authentic question. This
consolidation of classification data at the word level is
numerically grounded. Besides, it performs experimentally
superior to past heuristic consolidation of classification
data at the word level [2] or at the record level [3] when
we direct trials on a substantial scale genuine CQA dataset
from Yahoo! Answers.

the entire accumulation, ft is the quantity of questions
containing the term t, and tfd;t is the recurrence of term t in
d.

2.2 BM25 Model
BM25 demonstrate considers the question length to defeat
the weakness of VSM [16]. Following [7], the similitude
score work between a questioned question and answer
authentic question d in the chronicles can be figured as
takes after:

where k1, b, and k2 are parameters that are set to 1.2, 0.75,
and1, individually. jdj is the question length of d and WA
is the normal question length in the gathering.

2.3 Language Model
The unigram language model (LM) is frequently utilized
and expect that each term is created autonomously. It
concerns just the probabilities of inspecting a solitary word
by the most extreme probability. To stay away from zero
likelihood, we utilize Jelinek-Mercer smoothing because of
its great execution and shoddy computational cost. So the
positioning capacity for the inquiry probability dialect
show with Jelinek-Mercer smoothing can be composed as:

2. Retrieval Models
In this section, we describe some existing retrieval models
for question search.

2.1 Vector Space Model
The vector space model (VSM) has been generally utilized
for question seek [11, 7]. Given a questioned question and
answer chronicled question d in the documents, the
similitude score capacity can be figured as takes after:

where C is foundation accumulation, ʎ is smoothing
parameter. #(w; d) is the recurrence of term w in d, jdj and
jCj mean the length of d and C, separately.

2.4 Translational Model

where wq;t indicates the IDF (converse report recurrence)
of term t in the accumulation, and wd;t mean the TF (term
recurrence) of term t in d. N is the quantity of questions in

Past work [7,11] reliably announced that the interpretation
display (TR) yielded prevalent execution for question seek.
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This model adventures the word interpretation
probabilities in a dialect displaying system. Following
[11], the positioning capacity can be composed as:

3. Literature Survey
The examination of question recuperation has been
moreover extended to the CQA data. The bona fide test for
question recuperation in CQA is the word inconsistency
and word mess issues. Examiners have used request answer
sets to learn unmistakable understanding models. Xue et al.
[2] proposed a word-based understanding tongue show up
for question recuperation with a request likelihood show
up for the fitting reaction. Tests dependably point by point
that the word-based clarification model could yield favored
execution over the standard techniques. In any case, these
word-based understanding models are acknowledged to set
free in that they don't consider any savvy information in
showing word clarification probabilities. Reviewing a
conclusive objective to in like manner upgrade the wordbased clarification appear with some anticipated
information, Na and Ng proposed a multilingual
interpretation model to improve the report portrayal for
data recovery. They initially done the word level
interpretation without considering the word requesting data
and afterward built the expression units utilizing the word
interpretations. Be that as it may, this procedure may cause
genuine ambiguities on express interpretation. Singh
concentrated on distinguishing the elements in questions
and coordinated them to enhance the execution of question
recovery. Buscaldi et al. used WordNet as a semantic
lexicon to catch the likenesses between terms in questions
also, competitor reports. The likeness of terms was
registered by the separation in the WordNet tree structure.
Be that as it may, the low scope, work escalated and nonauspicious nature makes these semantic lexicons hard to
adjust to data recovery on UGC, for example, question
recovery in CQA administrations. Riezler et al. received
the monolingual interpretation model to catch terms
likenesses between questions and their comparing answers.
The interpreted question terms consequently can be viewed
as the development terms for question. As of late, Gao and
Nie [11] broadened the inactive idea development show
for inquiry extension utilizing look motor question logs.
There are numerous other question extension strategies
that have been proposed for IR, a complete survey can be
found in [12]. Regardless, most existing works in the
creation are basically monolingual strategies which are
restricted to the usage of the essential vernacular of the
CQA records, without manhandling the possibly rich
information drawn from various tongues. In this , we might
want to address the two focal issues being alluded to
recuperation: word absence of definition and word
befuddle. To deal with these issues, we upgrade question
depiction by systems for multilingual cognizance. Showed

where P(wjt) signifies the interpretation likelihood from
word t to word w. Jeon et al. [11] expect that the likelihood
of self-interpretation is 1, implying that P(tjt) = 1.

2.5 Translation Based Language Model
Xue et al. proposed to directly blend two unique
estimations by consolidating the dialect show with the
interpretation demonstrate into a bound together system,
called interpretation based dialect display (TRLM). It is
demonstrated that this model increases preferred execution
over both the dialect show and the interpretation display
[26]. The model can be composed as:

where parameter α controls the effect of interpretation part.
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up contrastingly in association with the standard
monolingual techniques for knowledge, our proposed
multilingual translation is broadly more capable in context
of the present advance in honest to goodness machine
understanding. Additionally, some intriguing examinations
demonstrate the semantic connection between the tended to
request and the recorded request with immense request
examination or a seeing how to-organizing structure. Qiu
et al. (2015) presented convolutional neural tensor system
(CNTN), which joins display in what's more, semantic
coordinating. CNTN changes the word tokens into vectors
by a query layer, at that point encode the inquiries and
answers to settled length vectors with convolutional and
pooling layers, and at long last model their
communications with a tensor layer. Das et al. (2016)
utilized profound organized theme demonstrating that
joined subject model and matched convolution systems to
recover related inquiries. Zhou et al. (2016) utilized a
profound neural system (DNN) to delineate inquiry answer
sets to a typical semantic space and computed the
significance of each answer given the inquiry utilizing
cosine similitude between their vectors in that semantic
space. At long last they nourished the learnt semantic
vectors into a figuring out how to rank (LTR) system to
take in the relative significance of each component.

territory, and assessing patterns. It characterized question
answering as a data retrieval issue where the question is
postured in common dialect. The questioned information
can be of any sort or medium having at the top of the
priority list current heterogeneous databases comprising of
, pictures, video and sound potentially increased with
traditional table-shape database data. We have clarified
basic, computationally light methodologies and bit by bit
presented propelled types of examination of the question
(and of reports if there should be an occurrence of literary
data), yielding propelled portrayals. Nonetheless, in light
of the fact that it is unthinkable for a study to incorporate
all or even the majority of past research, this study
included just crafted by the best distributing and best
referred to creators in the QA field. Additionally, in light
of the fact that logical research is a dynamic, nonstop and
aggregate action, this study likewise included research
containing minor constraints to demonstrate how these
confinements were found, confronted and treated by
different analysts.
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Abstract - The recognition of face has been an area of intrest of reasearch from more then 3 decades mainly because of feature
changes, effect changes (lightning, capturer quality etc). In this paper we winn discuss the evolution in approaches that were used in
past, are being used in present and some of the recent approaches which are still practicable and can improve tha facial recognition
process for low resultion images. Appearance and texture based features are mostly being used in this erabut the work on structure based
approach can be the future of Facial Biometrics. Also the various effects that degrade the performance of previous approaches have been
discussed and techniques that overcome these are illustrated.

Keywords - Biometric, Face, Finger, PCA, LDA, DCP, IDA
likely the most widely recognized biometric trademark utilized
by people to make an individual recognition. In addition to the
facilitation, the Static or video images can also be taken into
work.

1. INTRODUCTION
1.1 Biometrics:

1.3 Low Resolution Images:

A more bodacious advertence of the framework security can be
given by a compact substantiating the biometric and it’s security
structure. Biometrics is depicted as one’s anomalous physical
characteristics which are used to depict each human due to
individuality. Any depiction of that differentiate one human to
another human can be used as remarkable data to further help in
identification and verification of human being i.e. iris, chin,
DNA, nose etc body which changes from one human to other will
be used as remarkable biometric data to serve. Now the data will
be collected and also will be stored which can further be used for
unique. The security structures of biometrics is formed by the
combination of data systems and affirmation. In easy words, for
accesing tome specific data, The thing which acts like a lock is
reffered to as “BIOMETRICS” and the phenomenal qualities of
human being will acts like a “KEY” to have a particular access.

It mainly refers to those images whose resolution is very low
resulted by number of things such as poor quality cameras, non
steady images, noisy images etc. For example the images which
are taken by the Surveillance Cameras, the main reason of which
is non steadiness, pose changing etc. So If these will happen
naturally It will effect the algorithms which are used for face
matching. So in this paper that’s why major emphasis is laid on
the technioques or approaches by which we can enhance the
recognition in case of low resultion images.

2. REVIEW OF LITERATURE
[1] Changxing Ding, et al [2016]: In this paper, the author put
emphasis on MDML-DCP scheme which is used to fetch the
(MDML-DCP’s) from the facial images to have a unhinderable
facial recognition wholesome to changing in position, guise and
formulation,. Specifically, this scheme exploits the Gaussian
operator derivative for reducing the to reduce the effect of
illumination differences and further computes the Dual Cross
Pattern feature at both the levels weather be holistic or
component.

1.2 Face:
Facial recognition is a non-meddling technique which are no
doubtly the widest used trademark for biometrics that is used to
recognize an individual. The modern era approaches are
directly-indirectly based on shape and location linkages of the
face landmarks such as chin, nose, lips, nose and so on. Facial
recognition is a non-nosy technique, and facial pictures are most
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[2]
Niloofar
Amani1,
AsadollahShahbahrami
and
Manoochehr Nahvi1 [2013] proposed a new approach to
improve the face recognition accuracy. In this approach main
emphasis had been laid on the enhancing of the contrast by the
means of high frequency filtering and. Now by the means of
digital filtering and histogram equalization, the global
visualization is enhanced. Firstly comes the task of transforming
the facial images into a domain with high frequency and then
Otsu method is. Then, only that values which are smaller then
threshold will be considered. 2DPCA and 2DLDA is further
applied for reducing the dimensions and extracting the features.
Then at last minimum distance method is used for classification
purpose.
[3] Kyungnam Kim [2011]: In this paper the author proposed a
technique PCA for face recognition. We can also say that PCA is
one of the best approaches for recognition due to the production
of eigenvectors. This case arises when the variables are correlated
strongly. Boadment, removal of redundancy, feature fetching etc
all can be performed by PCA, Because PCA operates on a linear
domain. Face recognition has many applicable areas. Expressing
the 1-2 Vector Pixels into the principal feature space which is
also termed as Eigen Face Detection is the main motive behind
PCA. By identification of the eigenvectors of the covariance
matrix derived from a set of facial images (vectors), Eigen space
can simply be calculated.
[4] Pong C. Yuen, J.H. Lai [2001]: In this paper the authors
mainly laid emphasis on face recognizing using ICA. Here two
major issues regarding facial representation by ICA should also
be depicted. First, as the independent components are not
orthogonal, images that do not lie in between training set cannot
be homered into these functions directly. However by
Householder transformation, a square solution method can be a
remedial measure. All Ic’s are not useful for recognition
purposes. For this, IC selection algorithm to 1nda subset of ICs is
recommended. MIT AI Laboratary, Yale University and Olivette
Labortary are choosen to fetch the results however the coming
results are enthusiastic
[5] JianYang, David Zhang, Alejandro F. Frangi, and Jing-yu
Yang [2004]: In this paper a 2DPCA was discovered by authors
opposed PCA. Now there is no need for transformation of image
matrix into vector before extraction as 2DPCA put emphasis on
2D image matrices rather than 1D vector. By using original
image matrice, a covariance matrix is directly computed whereas,
eigenvectors are derived for image feature extraction . On many
databases like ORL,AR etc this technique can be applied.
However 2DPCA suits smaller samples as it needs more
coefficients which is its major drawback.
[6] Timo Ahomen, Abdenour Hadid and Matti Pietikainen
[2006]: In this paper LBP (local binary pattern) is proposed by
the authors. Firstly the division of facial image into subregeions
takes place where LBP features are extracted and are put into a
feature vector for the purpose of using it as a face descriptor.
However this approach also has many drawbacks.
[7] BimaSena, Bayu D. and Jun Miura (2013) “Fuzzy-Based
Illumination Normalization for Face Recognition”, For lessening
the brightness of human face this paper plays a major role . For
the advancement of the fluffy standards, The Genetic Algorithm
is applied further followed by PCA to lessen the components.
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[8] Rasber D. Rashid, Sabah A. Jassim, Harin Sellahewa
(2013) “LBP Based on Multi Wavelet Sub-Bands Feature
Extraction Used for Face Recognition”, This document is used to
represent the frequency domain. This function is divided into a
single function. Facial recognition is performed using KNN.

3. COMMON APPROACHES USED
Face Recognition was generally considered a 2-D pattern in the
early stages. In that era only the Distance was the measuring
parameter as recognition was done only on the basis of distance
between the important points but then arose the necessity of the
face recognition system to be automatic. The following is a
perfect examples of the common approaches which were recently
used. Holistic Approaches are one of the perfect example of this.
In holistic approach the most widely used techniques were:

3.1 LDA (Linear Discriminant Analysis)
This method is mainly used to find the feature combination ins
linear point of view. The combination is done on those features
that separates two or more classes. The main usage of this lies in
the pattern recognition.

3.2 IDA (Independent Component Analysis)
It defines a holistic model for the data which is multivariate in
nature and is a good technique to find the factors that are hidden
i.e measurements. It plays an arbitrary role with respect to DCP.

3.2 DCP (Dual Cross Pattern)
In the Process of Dual Cross Pattern, firstly the image will be
divided into 5 by 5 Window patch as Shown in Figure 1. In all
the window paths two different images are used to extract the
facial image features and two different layers have been used so
that dual cross pattern can be can be combined into a single
pattern. Various points has been selected from the image regions
that has been denoted as {A0, B0; A1, B1; A2, B2; A3, B3; A4,
B4; A5, B5; A6, B6; A7, B7} in figure 1. On the basis of these
pixel points that are belong to neighbor pixels has been used for
computation of different codes that are defined below.
DCPi= (IAi – I0) * 2 + S (IBi – IAi)…………eq(1)
Where value of belongs to 0 to 7,
…………...eq(2)

(2)
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Figure 1

Figure 2. training dataset images
After this process the Eigen features and the Eigen values for the
face image was computed The Eigen value µ i and Eigen vector vi
has been computed on the basis different equations that are
represented as.

On the basis of these above defined eq. (1) and (2) various DCP
code from region has been computed these codes has been
concatenated using encoding method that has been done using
logarithmic function. On the basis of this encoding feature vector
has been developed. However the main drawback of this.

M.vi=µi.vi

(4)

4. EVOLUTION IN APPROACHES
(HYBRID APPROACH)
Firstly single approaches were used for facial recognition but
now the evolution has come in the facial recognition process such
as combination of (DCP+PCA). There are some other techniques
also like feature based methods and hybrid one but in this section
we will specifically put our emphasis on the Hybrid technique.
One of the the most consistant and accurate approach is the
combination of PCA and DCP which is as follows:
Figure 3. Mean image constructed from dataset images

4.1 HYBRID MATCHING METHOD (DCP + PCA)

By using the Eigen values and Eigen vectors Eigen face matrix
has been generated that is used as features for matching purposes.

Now we have already discussed the DCP method in which
features are extracted now we will talk about the technique in
which the main Drawback is the poor accuracy for the low
resolution images
Principal Component Analysis technique was invented by Karl
Pearson for the purpose of reducing the dimensional aspects of
the dataset in which redundant information is contained which
ultimately results in reducing the variables in dataset also known
as principal components from that set of data. Eigen faces are the
principal components from the distribution of the faces or Eigen
vectors are the 2-dimessional feature subspace from N*N
covariance image of facial part. Each face image is a linear
combination of different face images in Eigen sub space. Eigen
face cosmists mean of all the images. In this process of Eigen
face mean image has been computed from all the images
available in the dataset that has been represented by X1,
X2………………….Xn.
(1)
After computation of mean image dataset images subtracted
image has been reconstituted for the images that has been used
for development of covariance matrix.
(2)
Eq. (2) represents subtracted image the group of images have
been used for reconstructions of facial images covariance matrix
M=A.AT
(3)

Figure 4. Eigen faces from all images
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After the generation of Eigen space, the matrix is computed by
using different face samples. The database features has been
stored. These feature sub spaces have been used for recognition
purpose using distance classifier represented in eq. (5)
(5)

[7] Niloofar Amani1, Asadollah Shahbahrami2 and Manoochehr
Nahvi1 “A new approach for face image enhancement and
recognition”, International Journal of Advanced Science and
Technology Vol. 52, March, 2013.
[8] Dong-Ju Kim, Sang-Heon Lee and Myoung-KyuSohn “Face
Recognition with Local Directional Patterns” International
Journal of Security and Its Applications Vol. 7, No. 2, March,
2013
[9] Jian Yang ,Yong Xu and Jing-yu Yang “Bi-2DPCA: A Fast
Face Coding Method for Recognition”
[10] O. Deniz , M. Castrill_on, M. Hernandez: “Face recognition
using independent component analysis and support vector
machines”
[11] Alessandro L. Koerich, Luiz E. S. de Oliveira “ Face
Recognition Using Selected 2DPCA Coefficients” IWSSIP
2010 - 17th International Conference on Systems, Signals and
Image Processing
[12] Yue ZENG, Dazheng FENG, Li XIONG “An Algorithm of
Face Recognition Based on the Variation of 2DPCA” Journal
of Computational Information Systems 7:1 (2011) 303-310.
[13] Jiali Yu, Chi sheng Li: “Face Recognition Based on
Euclidean Distance and Texture Features”. International
Conference on Computational and Information Sciences,
2013, pp 56-60

5. FUTURE EVOLUTION SCOPES
Structural Feature Based Matching:
It is approach that is still practicable. As from the name it is clear
in in structural feature based approach, first of all the features
which are structural such as eyes, nose, chin etc are extracted,
then their geometrical locations and photometrical appearances
are put into a classifier which is structural but the challenge
which is coming now also is the robust feature restoration. This
happens at that point when the features which are invisible due to
variations are retrieved into the system. In this many sub
approaches can come such as combination of “Generic Methods
(edges, curves), Template based and Constraint Based”

6. CONCLUSION
In this paper the evolution of approaches of face recognition for
low resolution images has discussed that which takes into account
all the eras. No doubt that face plays an important role for
matching purpose. Overall a conclusion can be made out that the
hybrid techniques weather be any kind are proving to be more
successful then single approaches.
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Abstract- Vehicular Ad Hoc Networks (VANETs) is basically the subdivision of portable specially appointed systems
(MANETs). A network which helps to interconnect the vehicles on road is VANET (Vehicular Ad Hoc Network). It
delivers communication among nearby vehicles either between the vehicles or nearby static equipment’s (infrastructure).
Vehicular Ad hoc network is one of the essential technologies that give numerous services in ITS (Intelligent
transportation system).It provides road safety, navigation, passenger convenience and other road services. This paper
presents comprehensive overview of all facets of VANETs like architecture, communication among vehicles,
characteristics, security challenges and its various applications.
Keywords - VANET (Vehicular ad hoc network), Architecture, MANET (Mobile ad hoc network), OBU (on broad unit), RSU
(Road side unit), AU (Application Unit).

among moving vehicles. DSRC, a band of 75 MHz out of
5.9 GHz has been designated by the Federal
Communication Commission (FCC).The main goal is
increasing bandwidth and decreasing delay for vehicle to
vehicle [2, 3].
VANET purposes primarily to provide information related
to security and traffic management. Security besides
circulation administration involves immediate Information
and precisely affects the lives of individuals traveling at
lane. Straightforwardness and the safety of the VANET
mechanism authorize better efficiency. Security is
accomplished as the main aspect of Vehicle Ad Hoc
Network (VANET). The dominant part of VANET hubs
are vehicles fit for self-arranging systems without earlier
learning of one another. There is an extensive variety of
applications like commercial creations, clients,
entertaining where VANETs are conveyed and that is
extremely essential to enhance security to these
systems[4].VANETs have still appropriate ability in
vehicles to pass on cautions around environmental threats,

1. Introduction
Vehicular Ad Hoc Networks (VANETs) is basically the
subdivision of mobile ad hoc network (MANETs). A
mobile Ad hoc Network (MANET) is a collection of
independent mobile nodes where each node directly
communicates with each other through radio wave [18].
MANETS are of three types: VANET, inVANET, and
iManet. A vehicular network allows vehicles to
interconnect with each other and with a particular
infrastructure on the lane .
The association ordinarily comprises of an arrangement of
supposed roadside units that is associated with each other
or even to the Internet [1]. In vehicular Ad-Hoc Network
communication has been established among the road side
infrastructure to automobiles, automobile to automobiles
at a short range from 100 to 300m. Dedicated Short Range
Correspondence (DSRC) is used for communication
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road traffic conditions and rural information towards
further vehicles.
The Key objectives of VANETs include choice of the
clients on the track to build their road safely and
comfortably.

be disrupted along movement in front of road and not
behind the road [7].
Message forwarding is available in two ways: naïve
broadcasting and intelligent broadcasting.
In naïve broadcasting, broadcast messages are sent
by vehicle repeatedly at consistent intervals. Based on the
receiving of message, if it arrives behind the vehicle then
this vehicle ignores the message. If the message arrives
from a vehicles onward, receiver send its personal broad
cast message to vehicle behind. It assures entire enacted
vehicles moving in forward direction to obtain all the
broadcast messages. There are some limitations of naive
broadcast method which includes production of huge
number of broadcast messages that increases the risk of
collision which further decreases the message delivery rate
and increase delivery time.
To understand the acknowledgement addresses
intelligent broadcasting is used. The same messages
receives event detection vehicle from behind, so assume
that it stops broadcasting. The hypothesis is that the
vehicle in the back will be reliable to move the message to
the rest of the vehicles. Whenever a vehicle gets message
from more than one origin, it will react only at first
message [8].
The basic applications of vehicle to vehicle summarized
[7] into three modules:
a) Functions warning and Information: Propagation of lane
information (concourse, surface condition, including
incidents etc.) to automobiles afar by the subjected site.
b) Longitudinal monitoring through Communicationbased: Developing the “look-through” capability of IVC
for improving road capacity which is helpful in avoiding
accidents.
C) Supportive Assistance Systems: On important points,
crossing the coordinated vehicle like light control (called
blind crossings) and without highway entries.

2. Architecture of VANET
The VANET architecture consist of three modules
specifically application unit (AU), On Board Unit (OBU)
and Road Side Unit (RSU). Generally, the RSU hosts an
application it supplies facilities and OBU is a companion
gadget. The application probably will be in the RSU or
OBU. To facilitate the application of the host, the device is
known as the supplier and the device utilizing the
application is termed as the client. Each vehicle is
furnished along OBU and an arrangement of sensors. RSU
can interface with the Internet or other server to allow AUs
of numerous vehicles to join in direction of the internet [5,
6]. Fig. 1 shows architecture of VANET.

Fig.1 Architecture of VANET

3. Communication on VANETS
The communication between vehicles and the RSU are
mainly classified into three different regions. Fig. 2 shows
Taxonomy of communication.

Vehicular Communication

3.2 Vehicle to Infrastructure (V2I)
Vehicular to road side infrastructure plays important role
in VANET. In this, communication contains single hop
broadcast system, RSU send a broadcast message to
entirely further participated vehicles in the surrounding
zone. It utilized huge bandwidth connection for
communication among RSUs along with Vehicles. The
range of bandwidth is near by the road unit below one
kilometer or equal to one kilometer. While it utilized to
stimulate excessive information rate for communication
along with each traffic scenarios, such as the broadcast
message has a velocity limit, then RSU produces a
message for the proper velocity limit according to its
interior schedule and traffic circumstances. The RSU
frequently transmits a message in which there is a speed
limit and the vehicle determines to compare any

Vehicle to
Infrastructure

Vehicle to vehicle

HYBRID
Fig.2 Taxonomy of communication

3.1 Vehicle to vehicle (V2V)
Vehicle to vehicle communication uses multi hop,
multicast or broadcast to transmit the combined traffic
information about numerous jumps to a set of receivers. It
uses multi hop, multicast or broadcast to transmit the
connected traffic information about a lot of hops gathering
of receivers. In intelligent transport systems, vehicles must
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geographical or directional range with data that warns of
speed limit on any vehicle in the vicinity whether it applies
or not. In case that a vehicle interrupts the vital speed
limit, the vehicle will be broadcasted in the outer form of
an auditory or ocular warning, demanding that the driver
reduce its speed [7]. Fig. 3 shows Vehicle to Vehicle and
Vehicle to Infrastructure Communication.

4.6 Abundant network nodes:
Not at all like MANETs which are characterized by a tiny
network sizes, VANETs can be extensive because of high
density of the vehicles.
4.7 Arduous delay restraint:
Safety messages are the main aim of VANETs. So, safety
messages should be given on high priority and delivered
on time.

5. Security Challenges in VANET:To solve many security problems in VANET, the main
cryptographic archives are mentioned below:

5.1 Availability
Availability assurances the network should be accessible
at every times and necessary data is shared in any
functional time to transmit and receive messages. Another
availability problem is probably due to greedy nodes
which are existing in the network and don’t supply
services in order to benefit their nodes and can save their
personal resources, battery power and CPU cycles [9].
This highest safety essential for VANETs, this prime
objective is to make ensure that the life of the user is an
important aim for majority attackers. DoS and the
jamming attacks are the extreme famous examples.

Fig.3 Vehicle to Vehicle (V2V) & Vehicle to
Infrastructure (V2I) Communication
4. Characteristics

of VANET

The main characteristics of VANET are:

5.2 Confidentiality
It plays high security challenges for VANETs
communications and also provides to assure information is
read/write only through authorized clients and recognize
them. The entities (vehicle and infrastructure) outsiders are
unable to separate secret data between the entities at the
time of communication, which is related to each and every
unit. It should be accomplished by message encryption
thus; it keeps the secret data of all drivers, such as custom
profile and user’s entity. In VANET, message
confidentiality depends on particular application scenarios.
For example, susceptive information that is associated
with security concerned messages. The information
gathered through lack of confidentiality network can
control the confidentiality of individuals, knowing this
type of attack does not detect easily, when this is actually
inactive and the user does not aware of the collection
currently[10].

4.1 Huge mobility of nodes:
VANET nodes are at their huge relative speed, making the
VANET environment highly dynamic.
4.2 Probable and constrained mobility arrays:
Unlike MANET random mobility, the VANET node
motions are directed by limited rules (rules of traffic
movement concept), which they can estimate at minimum
in the short term.
4.3 Quick topology change:
VANET nodes are characterized by their great speed, it
leads to constant change in network topology that
introduces huge communication overload to exchange
modern topology information.
4.4 No power restraint:
All vehicles are furnished along with battery which is
utilized as a supply of infinite power for all
communication and calculation tasks.

5.3 Integrity
Integrity assures that the message has not been changed
between the moments it is sent and received as the sent
messages should be matched from received messages. The
receiver will be eligible to authenticate the identity of the
transmitter during the process. Integrity defends across

4.5 Localization:
To identify location with great accuracy, vehicles can use
Global Positioning System (GPS).
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illegal unauthorized construction, destruction or change of
data. Whenever it accepts any corrupted message, the
integrity property is infringed then this protocol will
considered defective. For the sake of accomplish integrity;
the network must inhibit assaulter’s from changing
messages because messages content should be trusted [11].

There are many commercial applications which play major
role in VANETs that are demonstrated in Table 1.

Table 1: Applications of VANETs
SUB

5.4 Authenticity

CATEGORY

Authenticity in VANETs is one of the biggest challenges
for security purpose services. All active stations in the
network should be certified. Some violation or attack
associated with the procedure of authentication or
identification can be highlighted on the serious
consequences of the entire network. In a vehicle network,
the basic aim of authenticity is to defend the authentic
nodes from inside or outside assaulters. The importance of
the authentication process arises with the fact which is
used regularly while a vehicle is often needs to join the
network either service. Several methods of attacks come in
this section. It is the essential desires for any structure. In
VANETs, it is most crucial to have definite information
regarding transmission node like its identification,
message sender as well as its property and position. This is
essential to authenticate all clients and messages which
transmit over the network. Authentication governs
authorization levels of vehicles. Authentication stops Sybil
attacks through identifying a unique identity for each and
every vehicle [12].

1)Safety
Application

CATEGORY

Traffic signal
warnings to
avoid
collision[16]

OBJECTIVE

1) Traffic

violation

[14,15]
2)Intersection collision
alert
3) Stop the violation
and stop the movement
support
[14,16]
4) Warning about
identification of blind
marge
5)Pedestrian crossing
information

Public safety

1)Emergency vehicle
warning
2)SOS services

5.5 Non-Repudiation
Sign Extension

It may be described as an entity which involved in
communication refuse to participate impracticality in
communication event. The fundamental key of nonrepudiation comprises of gathering, creating accessible,
keeping up, approving indisputable substantiation about a
appealed event or an activity in order to determination of
disputes about the occurrence and non-occurrence of that
event [12].

1)In the direction of
vehicles
2)Curve speed caution
3)Less parking
structure and bridge
warning
4)Wrong driver
warning

6. APPLICATIONS OF VANETs

5)Work zone caution
2)Traffic

Road-side units can be deal with as an access point and
router or buffer number, which can collect the data and
provide information as required. All information on roadside units is uploaded / downloaded through vehicles.
Taxonomy of presentations is also finished as a car-to-car
traffic submission, as a car for the infrastructure
application. We are systemizing the applications of
VANETs into following categories [13]:
 Safety Application
 Commercial Application
 Convenience Application
 Productive Applications

monitoring

Vehicle diagnosis
and maintenance
[14]

1)Safety recall
notification
2) Time repair
notification on bus

Information from
another
vehicles[14]
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1) Co-operative
forwarding
collision warning
2)Vehicle-based road
condition warning
3)Emergency electronic
brake lights
4)Lane change and Blind
spot warning
5) Increasing visibility
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6) Co-operative collision
warning
7)Road condition warning
8)Pre-crash sensing and
Highway/collision warning
9)Cooperative vehiclehighway
robotics system
3)Entertainment

[8] Kiess, Wolfgang, Jedrzej Rybicki, and Martin Mauve.
On the nature of inter-vehicle communication.In
Communication in Distributed Systems (KiVS), 2007
ITG-GI Conference, pp. 1-10.2007.
.[9] Caballero-Gil, Pino,Security Issues in Vehicular Ad
Hoc Networks, INTECH Open Access Publisher, 2011.

Entertainment

[10] M. Raya, J.-P. Hubaux, Securing vehicular ad hoc
networks Journal of Computer Security, vol. 15, no. 1, pp.
39-68, 2007, 2007.

Applications[14,16,17]

7. CONCLUSIONS
This paper presents a comprehensive overview of all facets
of VANETs like architecture, communication among
vehicles, characteristics, security challenges and its
various applications.

[11] Engoulou, Richard Gilles, Martine Bellaïche, Samuel
Pierre, and Alejandro Quintero,VANET security surveys,
Computer Communications 44, pp. 1-13, 2014.
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Abstract - In this paper, Inter-satellite optical-wireless communication systems (IsOWC) is proposed which is one of the imperative
utilizations of Free Space Optics/Wireless Space Optics (FSO/WSO) innovation which is an optical communication technology using
light propagating in free space to transmit data between two different points. This is one of the main objectives that are considered while
the system is designed. IsOWC system consists of transmitter and receiver communicating with optical wireless communication. The
technology uses laser light of infrared wavelengths to transmit optical signals between two points via free space. For sending signal
various modulation techniques have been used. In this proposed approach the digital technique Quadrature Amplitude Modulation is
used. Receiver pointing error, transmitter pointing error etc and also check the noise effect at input power by using various filters has
been investigated. IsOWC different parameter play an important role, one of them is pointing errors. Inter-satellite communication is
limited by "satellite vibration". The ultimate disadvantages include misalignment in tracking, signal attenuation and high BER. An
optical communication system brings some new and challenging requirements like achieving and maintaining a very demanding
pointing accuracy in the presence of both host satellite vibration and relative satellite motion.

Keywords - Inter satellite optical wireless communication (IsOWC), Inter satellite link (ISL), optical wireless communication
(OWC), Bit error rate (BER)

utilizes laser light of infrared wavelengths to transmit
optical signals between two focuses by means of free
space. Laser correspondence joins in space are laser
sources are fit for transmitting information up to rate of 1
Gbps and at a huge number of kilometers with no error.
This has drives us to adjust optical correspondence
innovation in our space satellite frameworks; henceforth
therefore inter satellite optical links (OISL) has created.
ISL join in light of viewable pathway or link based on line
of sight (LOS) [1, 2]. To join satellites of same orbit and in
addition of various orbits, IsOWC system is to be utilized.
To sends the information for a huge number of kilometers
utilizing small payload size optical communication is to be
required. The primary inter satellite connection
correspondence utilizing optical connection was
effectively accomplished on March 2003 between advance
relay and technology mission satellite (ARTEMIS) and
Satellite Pour l’Observation de la Terre (SPOT-4). An
IsOWC framework offers a high data transmission, small
size, low power and minimal effort contrast with

1. Introduction
The use of laser innovation to interchanges, particularly
space correspondences, was imagined in the early days of
laser advancement described a strategy for secure
communication between a satellite and a submarine. From
the most recent years to now, government offices,
organizations, colleges, and people in numerous nations
have made tremendous specialized advancement in
optical-space correspondence i.e. inter satellite optical
wireless communication. Inter satellite optical wireless
communication (IsOWC) is one of the essential
utilizations of free space optics (FSO) innovation that will
be sent in space soon to provide power efficient and high
transfer speed or bandwidth facilities and not like present
microwave satellite framework. IsOWC framework
comprises of transmitter and Receiver communicating
with optical remote correspondence. The innovation
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microwave satellite frameworks. Laser exhibits narrow
beam width contrast with RF framework. Radio frequency
(RF) is any of the electromagnetic wave frequencies that
lie in the range extending from around 3 kHz to 300 GHz,
which include those frequencies used for communications
or radar signals. In IsOWC framework the fundamental
center is to disperse least power and to get least BER [3, 4].

conceivably utilized in a various scope of correspondence
applications ranging from optical interconnects inside
integrated circuits throughout door inter building
connections to satellite communication. Optical wireless
communication in the infrared and visible range is an
attractive arrangement, particularly in environment
settings where radio communication experiences troubles
[14, 15].

2. Optical Wireless Communication
3. System Description
Optical wireless communication (OWC) is a type of
optical correspondence in which unguided visible, infrared
(IR), or ultraviolet (UV) light is utilized to convey a signal.
OWC systems working in the obvious band (390–750 nm)
are ordinarily referred to as visible light communication
(VLC). VLC frameworks exploit light emitting diodes
(LEDs) which can be pulsed at high speeds without
recognizable impact on the lighting yield and human eye
[5, 6]. VLC can be utilized as a part of an extensive variety
of utilizations including local area network, wireless
personal area network and vehicular systems among others.
On the other hand, physical point-to-point OWC
frameworks, otherwise called the free space optical (FSO)
frameworks, work at the close IR frequencies (750–1600
nm). These frameworks normally utilize laser transmitters
and offer a cost effective protocol transparent connection
with high information rates, i.e.10 Gbit/s per wavelength,
and give a potential answer for the backhaul bottleneck [7,
8]. There has additionally been a developing enthusiasm
on ultra violet communication (UVC) as a consequence of
late advance in strong state optical sources/locators
working inside solar blind impaired UV range (200–280
nm) [9, 10]. In this so called deep UV band, solar radiation
is irrelevant at the ground level and this makes possible the
configuration of photon-counting identifiers with wide
field-of-view receivers that increase the received energy
with little additional background noise. Such outlines are
especially helpful for outside non-viewable pathway
arrangements to support low power short-range UVC, for
example, in wireless sensors and adhoc networks [11, 12].
Throughout the decades, the interest in OWC remained
essentially constrained to secret military applications and
space applications including inter satellite and deep space
links. OWC's mass business sector entrance has been so
far constrained except for Infra red Data Association
(IrDA) which turned into a profoundly effective remote
short-range transmission arrangement [13]. Improvement
of novel and efficient wireless innovations for a scope of
transmission connections is key for building future
heterogeneous correspondence systems to support an
extensive variety of service types with different activity
designs and to meet the continually expanding demands
for higher data rates. Varieties of OWC can be

The optical wireless comprises of transmitter, spread
medium and collector i.e. Receiver. Figure 1 demonstrates
the fundamental piece chart of an IsOWC framework
where the transmitter is in the primary satellite and the
Receiver is in the second satellite. The free space between
the satellites is the OWC station that is use to transmit the
light signal.
The IsOWC transmitter receives data from the satellite’s
Telemetry, Tracking and Communication (TT&C) system.
The data that usually transmitted by a satellite are such as
the satellite position and attitude tracking, captured image
for remote sensing satellite, or even voice data for
telephone network relaying satellite.

Fig.1 IsOWC basic system block diagram for simplex communication [12]

Light source is the most important component in optical
signal since communication is done by transmitting light.
Light-emitting diode (LED) and injected laser diode (ILD)
are two types of optical light source commonly used in
optical communication. These devices are commonly
made from semiconductor materials whereby the
interaction between positively charge semiconductor and
negatively charge semiconductor produces photons or light
energy. The output light emitted by the ILD is
monochromatic, coherent and has high radiance which
makes it suitable for long distance free space transmission.
The light generated by the laser can travel much further
than the light emitted by LED. Hence, ILD is used for
IsOWC system. The electrical signal from TT&C
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Table 1 Parameters used in simulation
Parameters
Values

framework and optical sign from the laser will be
regulated by an optical modulator before it is transmitted
out to space. An optical modulator differ the force or
sufficiency of the info light signal from ILD as per the
electrical sign. This is finished by changing optical
parameters, for example, refractive file, reflection
component and transmission variable of the optical
modulator that is produced using fiber waveguides.
IsOWC system utilizes a laser beam as a wireless
connectivity in the middle of transmitter and recipient,
free-space as propagation medium for conveying data. The
execution of the system is enormously affected by the
propagation medium. Subsequently, the determination of
regulation strategy is a key part in the configuration
procedure of the system. There are two sorts of optical
wireless communication (OWC) system: (i) non-line-ofsight or diffused-link (DL) system and (ii) line-of-sight
(LOS) system. The DL system solves the problem of
mobility, severe shadowing but has a huge loss because of
the multipath propagation [16].
So, this is the block diagram of inter satellite optical
wireless communication in which quadrature amplitude
modulation technique is used and to check the
performance of this model this is designed in the
OptiSystem software.

Technique used

QAM

IsOWC Wavelength

1550 nm

Bit Rate

2.5 Gbits/s

Modulator/Demodulator Frequency

100 GHz

Transmitter Aperture Diameter

15 cm

Receiver Aperture Diameter

15 cm

Attenuation/Additional Losses

0 dB

Range

1000

4. Graphical Results
For IsOWC, The performance of the system is analyzed by
its BER value. The transmitter pointing error of the system
is changed and the BER value is calculated. The graph
below shows the comparison of the BER value for three
different values of transmitting power i.e. 10 dB, 12 dB,
14 dB. Less bit-error rate (BER) which leads to better
performance of the system. According to the proposed
model in the above section, the pointing angle error and
the BER plots are made using OptiSystem.

4.1 Transmitter pointing error Vs BER
In this, distance is maintained at 1000 km and the transmit
wavelength is 1550 nm. Transmitter pointing error is set
from 1.1 urad to 1.9 urad. Figure 3 depicts the
measurement of BER and pointing error at difference
between the two satellites at an operating wavelength of
1550nm. From the graph, it can be seen that as the
pointing error increases BER also increases for 14 dB
power. At 10dB and 12dB there is slightly changed in
BER as we increase the pointing errors. So we can say that
at low power if we increase pointing error very small
change in BER. But it can be concluded from the graph
that at minimum error or at maximum error better BER
achieved in the case of maximum power i.e. 14dB. After
14dB, better BER is achieved in the case of 12dB power.
So it can be observed that 14dB (in green) has better BER
as compared to12dB (in red) and 10dB (in green).

Fig. 2 Block Diagram of IsOWC with QAM

The simulation models inter-satellite links between
satellites as shown in Figure 2. Optiwave OptiSystem
software is used to simulate the model. The circuit using
OptiSystem of an inter satellite link between two adjacent
satellites. Therefore in order to analyze the IsOWC system,
communication between two satellites is used. In the
chosen model satellite 1 is the transmitter and the satellite
2 is the receiver. The propagating medium is the optical
wireless channel. Quadrature Amplitude Modulation
technique is chosen. The transmitter includes a laser
source, a telescope and a tracking system. The receiving
module includes a telescope, photo detector and a tracking
system. The transmitter converts the electrical signals into
optical signals by using the laser.
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The simulation models inter-satellite links between
satellites as shown below. In the chosen model three
different types of filters are used in the receiver side with
QAM modulation and checked the shot noise effect at
input power. The parameters used in this case are
transmission range 1000 km, wavelength 1550 nm, Data
rate 2.55 Gbps, transmitter power 10 dBm, transmitter and
receiver aperture diameter 15cm. In Figure 5, at the
transmitter side same components are used like in above
section figure. At the receiving end of the inter satellite
optical wireless communication signal consists of a
photodiode with shot noise added, amplitude demodulator
and a low pass Gaussian filter. The QAM demodulator is
used in receiver side further connected with the combiner
to get single output. The graph below shows the
comparison of the BER value for three different filters.
Less bit error rate (BER) which leads to better
performance of the system.

Fig. 3 Transmitter pointing error Vs BER

4.2 Receiver pointing error Vs BER
In this, distance is maintained at 1000 km and the transmit
wavelength is 1550 nm. Receiver pointing error is set from
1.1 urad to 1.9 urad that is in built in optical wireless
channel in OptiSystem software. Figure 4 depicts the
measurement of BER and pointing error at difference
between the two satellites at an operating wavelength of
1550nm.

Fig. 5 Transmit power Vs BER

From graph it can be observed that as transmitting power
increases BER decreases. Less bit error rate (BER) which
leads to better performance of the system. So from the
graphical representation it can be concluded that which
modulation is best for low earth orbiting satellites. But it
can be concluded from the graph that at minimum power
or at maximum power better BER achieved in the case of
Gaussian filter. At minimum power BER received at 105- 10-7 for all three filters and at maximum power
received BER at 10-23, 10-22, 10-18. After Gaussian,
better BER is achieved in the case of Bessel filter. So it
can be observed that Gaussian has better BER as
compared to Bessel and Butterworth because this is
rotationally symmetric, reduce edge blurring and
computationally efficient.

Fig. 4 Receiver pointing error Vs BER

From the graph, it can be seen that as the pointing error
increases BER also increases in all three cases. But it can
be concluded from the graph that at minimum error or at
maximum error better BER achieved in the case of
maximum power i.e. 14dB. At minimum pointing error
BER received at 10-30, 10-18, 10-9 and at maximum
pointing error received BER at 10-25, 10-15, 10-10. After
14dB, better BER is achieved in the case of 12dB power.
So it can be observed that 14dB (in green) has better BER
as compared to12dB (in red) and 10dB (in green).

5. Conclusion

4.3 Transmit Power vs BER
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wavelength and operating frequency” , International Journal of
Advanced Research in Computer Engineering & Technology, vol.
4, no. 5, pp. 1691-1698, 2015.
[12] Vishal Sharma, Naresh Kumar, “Improved analysis of 2.5
Gbps-inter-satellite link (ISL) in inter-satellite optical-wireless
communication (IsOWC) system”, Optics Communication, vol.
286, pp. 99-102, 2013.
[13] Charu Sharma, Sukhbir Singh, Bhubneshwar Sharma,
“Investigations on Bit Error Rate Performance of DWDM Free
Space Optics System Using Semiconductor Optical Amplifier in
Inter satellite Communication”, International Journal of
Engineering Research & Technology, vol. 2, pp. 1106-1111,
August 2013.
[14] Michael Rani, Shanthi Prince, “A study on inter-satellite
optical wireless communication and its performance analysis”,
International Conference on Devices Circuits and System
(ICDCS), Coimbatore, pp. 202 – 205, 15-16 March 2012.
[15] Rakesh Goyal, R. S. Kaler,“A novel architecture of hybrid
(WDM/TDM) passive optical networks with suitable modulation
format”, Optical Fiber Technology, vol. 18, pp. 518-522, 2012.
[16] Norhanis Aida, M. Nor, Md. Rafiqul Islam, Wajdi Al
Khateeb, Suriza A.Z., “Atmospheric effects on free space earthto-satellite optical link in tropical climate”, International Journal
of Computer Science, Engineering and Applications, vol.3, no. 1,
pp. 17-36, February 2013.

The complexity of pointing the beam with high accuracy is
stated and the consequences are studied and analyzed. The
IsOWC simulation and modeling is done in OptiWave
OptiSystem software. We have studied the satellite
vibration in terms transmitter and receiver pointing errors
and also checked the shot noise effects in different filters
by varying transmitting power. From the IsOWC model
and simulation results, it can be concluded that as pointing
error increases BER also increases although maximum
power is applied. It can also be concluded Gaussian filter
shows better BER in the presence of noise in all cases.
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Abstract - Radio over Fiber (RoF) is an indispensable technology for the amalgamation of microwave and optical communication
which facilitates a flexible access network infrastructure capable of providing broadband wireless connectivity in a range of applications
including last mile solutions, extension of existing radio coverage and capacity. Increased spectral efficiency and improved link
reliability are major challenges in design of future wireless communications systems. Combination of Orthogonal Frequency Division
Multiplexing (OFDM) and RoF system is a promising candidate for next-generation fixed and mobile wireless systems. This work
presents a comparative analysis of Conventional RoF with the OFDM based RoF system in terms of bit error rate (BER) for different
modulation formats. The simulation results show remarkable BER improvement in RoF system with OFDM.

Keywords - Radio over fiber, OFDM, Bit error rate.
and enhances network capacity. Further it reduces power
expenditure and leads to small sized portable units [3].
RoF technology finds application in cellular networks,
satellite communication, multipoint video distribution
services (MVDS), mobile broadband system(MBS) and
wireless LANs over optical networks due to its advantages
such as low signal attenuation in fiber, improved system
performance and coverage, large bandwidth, reduced
complexity and therefore low system costs [4]. But, the
RoF system performance depends on the technique used
for generation of the optically modulated radio frequency
(RF) signal, fiber chromatic dispersion induced power
degradation, optical power level dependent nonlinearity,
and phase noises due to laser and RF oscillator [5].
Further, RoF uses analog optical transmission and
therefore undergo degradation due to noise and distortion.
The performance of these analog optical transmission
links, is generally acceptable for 2nd generation (2G), such
as GSM (Global System for Mobile) and 3rd generation
(3G),
such
as
UMTS
(Universal
Mobile
Telecommunications System) wireless communication
systems. Higher generation wireless systems have more
demanding requirements from the RoF links in presence of
noise and distortion. A number of measures need to be
used in these wireless systems to attain higher data
throughput. For instance, there is a requirement of using

1. Introduction
Integrated networks based on radio over fiber (RoF)
technology provide high data rate and wireless access to
the end user. These have been projected as a promising
inexpensive answer to meet growing demand of
multimedia services. Since their first demonstration for
cordless and mobile telephone services in 1990 [1], a lot of
research work has been carried out to explore its
limitations and develop new high performance RoF
technologies [2].
In essence, RoF is an optical technique for providing
wireless access, in which radio frequency waveform
having baseband information is used to modulate light
wave. RF signal is transmitted on optical fibers between
common control station and low power radio access point.
The radio access point (RAP) then transmits and receive
the RF signal to end user’s unit over the air. The RAPs
only execute optical to radio frequency conversion and
radio frequency to optical conversion. Due to use of fiber,
air interface becomes shorter thereby reduction of delay
spread due to multi-path and mostly line of sight link is
provided. RoF technology allows Micro/Pico cellular
architecture inexpensively as it augments frequency reuse
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wider channel bandwidth and higher level modulation
schemes. Orthogonal frequency division multiplexing
(OFDM) has came out as one of the most important
modulation technique in the wireless field. It is applied to
offer a strong wireless channel. OFDM uses several subcarriers to transmit bit stream in parallel. The sub-carriers
with overlapping and orthogonal frequency responses are
used to accomplish high spectral efficiency, the frequency
responses of sub-carriers are overlapping and orthogonal.
Due to high spectral efficiency, ability to flexibly counter
multi-path faded wireless channels and compensation of
effect of dispersion in optical fiber links, OFDM
technology emerges as a capable candidate for RoF system
[2, 9].
So far, many researchers have worked on assessment and
improvement of performance of RoF systems. In [10], a
RoF system has been simulated and its performance in
terms of Q factor, BER and eye opening has been
analysed. The performance of OFDM based RoF system
with QPSK modulation has been investigated in [11]. It is
found that OFDM spectrum containment obtained on the
optical fiber link is nearly same to as that on AWGN
channel. Some potential RoF deployment set-ups for
WiMAX data transmission are projected as a means for
declining the capital and operational expenses in [12].
The present work comprise of describing the effect of
introducing OFDM modulation for improving error
performance of conventional RoF system for different
modulation formats such as BPSK, QPSK and 8-PSK. We
present comparative analysis of Conventional-RoF (CRoF) and OFDM based RoF (O-RoF) system in terms of
Bit Error Rate (BER). The rest of the paper is organized as
following: In Section 2, simulation model has been
described. In Section 3, results and comparison are
described. Finally, conclusions are given in Section 4.

respectively. For carrying OFDM signal as optical signal
on a 2 km long single mode fiber inducing a loss of 0.4
dB, a laser diode has been employed. The instantaneous
output power emitted from laser has been represented
using 3rd order polynomial [13]. The additive white
Gaussian noise (AWGN) channel implements the wireless
propagation of signal. On the receiver side, the data is
recovered by using Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) and
demodulator.

3. Results and Analysis
In this section, the results obtained from the simulated
Conventional-RoF (C-RoF) system and OFDM based RoF
(O-RoF) system are reported for BPSK, QPSK and 8-PSK
modulation formats. The simulation results for bit error
rate vs SNR values for BPSK modulation are shown in
Fig. 1.
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Fig. 1 Bit error rate vs signal to noise ratio for C-RoF and O-RoF systems
with BPSK modulation

It is evident from the figure that SNR gain is low and
number of bits in error is higher for conventional RoF
system while an improvement is observed in BER for ORoF system. The SNR penalty of approximately 1 dB is
observed in C-RoF system in comparison to O-RoF
system. It is observed that the C-RoF system achieves
BER of 1.2x10-5, while O-RoF system achieves the BER
of 10-6 at SNR of 18dB. Further, the Fig. 2 summarizes
the BERs possible for the C-RoF and O-RoF systems at
different values of SNR for QPSK modulation. It is
observed that at SNR of 21 dB, the lower number of errors
is reported in O-RoF with a BER of 7.9x10-6, followed by
C-RoF with BER of 2.5x10-5.
The similar improvement is observed in the performance
of C-RoF system, when 8-PSK modulation format is used
but due to smaller euclidean distance in 8-PSK, the more
errors are observed in both the systems in comparison to

2. System Description
In order to get the comparative results, the ConventionalRoF (C-RoF) and OFDM based RoF (O-RoF) systems
have been designed and simulated. For O-RoF system, the
model on the transmitter side consists of a random integer
generator to generate uniformly distributed random integer
numbers, a modulator conforming to one of the digital
modulation schemes and an OFDM modulator. The
number of bits per symbol and symbol period are 100 and
0.00002 respectively. To ensure that data is carried on
narrow band sub-carriers over the channel in time domain,
Inverse Fast Fourier Transform (IFFT) is used in an
OFDM system, and at the receiver using Fast Fourier
Transform (FFT), it is changed back to frequency domain.
The total number of sub-carriers, sub-carriers for data and
sub-carriers for pilots are set at 256, 192 and 8
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those for BPSK and QPSK modulation and it requires
greater SNR. The BER values achieved at SNR of 24dB
for C-RoF and O-RoF systems are 0.0014, 0.0007
respectively. The BER values obtained for the C-RoF and
O-RoF systems in case of 8-PSK are summarized in table
1.

In this simulative study, we investigated and compared the
error performance of Conventional-RoF (C-RoF) and
OFDM based RoF (O-RoF) system using different
modulation formats namely BPSK, QPSK and 8-PSK. It is
observed that for all the simulated modulations, the BER
performance of OFDM based RoF (O-RoF) system is
remarkably improved than the conventional system.
However, there is a significant effect of choice of
modulation format also. The OFDM based RoF (O-RoF)
system provides best results with BPSK modulation. In
case of PSK modulation formats, as the order of
modulation is increased, higher SNR requirement is
observed for achieving suitable BER. The BER values
reveal out that error performance of the C-RoF system
improves as the OFDM technique is added to the system
and the best results are obtained with lower order
modulation.
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Abstract - Wireless Communication Technology plays vital role in modern world. The demand for small, compact low cost and
reduced size and multiband applications in both military and commercial sphere has increased day by day. Multiband operation and
miniaturization are the major issues of Multi-standard wireless system which leads to handheld systems with enhanced portability and a
smaller amount of electromagnetic interference. Stepped Impedance Resonator (SIR) Technique is also one of the novel methods that
contribute in achieving multiband frequency functionality and miniaturization. This paper presents a review of types of SIR and
employment of SIR in microwave circuits.

Keywords - Stepped Impedance Resonator, Variable length Transmission line, Uniform Impedance Resonator, Hairpin
The miniaturization has remained a parameter of
concern in designing of band pass filters. The Hairpin
1. Introduction
band pass filters have been designed to provide
compaction comparatively [1]. In order to minimize the
The advent of wireless technology has eye witnessed
size even further, modified Stepped Impedance Resonators
economical and low power handling circuits imprinted on
(SIR) has been anticipated by researchers in different areas
dielectric substrate. This has led to production of light
of electronics. SIR is made up of two transmission lines
weight and less power handling components. Hence, the
having unlike lengths and characteristic impedance that
multi-standard wireless system has demanded paradigm
operates above the VHF band. The SIRs have been found
shift in the resonator design to be functional at multiband
suitable in designing of microstrip band pass filters with
frequency. The Planar resonators are important in low
good stop band performance [2-5].The SIRs are also used
power applications. High valued Q resonators were
to shift or suppress the higher order frequencies [6]. The
popular for oscillators and filter application because of the
special property of SIR is its tuning with resonant
inherent narrow bandwidth of the components. But
frequency adjusting the impedance ratio of the high-Z and
Stepped Impedance Resonator (SIR) is the reasonable
low-Z segments.
expansion to Uniform Impedance Resonator (UIR), a
This paper is planned in six sections. Section 1gives the
simplest resonator. SIR has embossed a position in planar
importance of use of SIR in microwave circuits followed
circuit design and has been proved as an alternate to UIR
by Section 2which describes theory and concept of SIR.
which was used for various filter applications since past
Section 3 describes the types of SIR and Section 4 presents
few decades. SIR was first introduced by Makimoto and
technological trends of SIR. Section 5 concludes the
Yamashita in 1980s [1-2]. The fascinating feature about
reported work.
Stepped Impedance Resonator is that it was introduced to
move the higher spurious bands without perturbing the
fundamental frequency along with multiband operation.
2. Stepped Impedance Resonator
The concurrent usage of multimode wireless systems over
the years has augmented the demand and has put extra
Stepped Impedance Resonator (SIR) can be considered as
restrain on designers. Consequently, the modifications in
two transmission lines of different lengths and
the design resulted in a flexible option of resonators.
characteristic impedance. Its design parameters are
Conventional filters like parallel-coupled lines and
controlled by both length and impedance ratio. The current
hairpin filters are implemented in multiple stage
density along the transmission line can be controlled by
configurations. However the size of the circuit is colossal.
the alternating segments of high and low characteristics
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impedance lines. Due to its high Q-factor and compactness,
it has been employed in filters, oscillators and mixers.

3. Types of SIR
SIR has three main types that can be employed in the
composite transmission line as fundamental structure of
transmission line namely: half wave, quarter wave and one
wave.

3.1 λg/4 or Quarter-Wave SIR
For application-oriented viewpoint, the λg /4 type SIR is
the most attractive among various types of SIR. When
quarter is compared with the half wave structure in the
same frequency response then the dimension of quarter
wave is small, which can be used in the design of band
pass filter. It is also noteworthy that reducing a size and
conceal of harmonic response. By using practical design
examples using air-cavity type and dielectric-type coaxial
SIR are introduced.The fundamental structure of QuarterWave SIR is displayed in Fig. 2.

Fig. 1 Structural variations of (a) Uniform Impedance Resonator (UIR)
(b) Capacitor loaded UIR (c) Stepped- Impedance Resonator (SIR) [1].

The aim of development of SIR was to overcome the
limitations like limited design parameter and spurious
responses etc. of Uniform Impedance Resonator (UIR) and
Capacitor loaded UIR. Figure 1 depicts the structural
variations of (a) UIR, (b) Capacitor loaded UIR and (c)
SIR.
The condition of resonance for SIR signal is given by
(1)
Where Z1 is the impedance of narrow section, Z2 is the
impedance of wider section and θ1 and θ2 are the electric
lengths of narrow and wider sections having characteristic
impedance Z1and is given by

Fig. 2.Basic Structure of λg/4-Type SIR [1].

3.2 λg/2 or Half-Wave SIR

(2)
From equation (1),

In half-wave SIR, SIR is composed of a strip line
configuration, working in millimetre-wave band which
may be beneficial for reducing the insertion loss. Figure 3
shows the basic structure of Half-Wave SIR.

is given by
(3)

And θT is the total electrical length of the transmission line
and is given by
(4)
θT is minimum when
(5)

Fig. 3 Basic Structure of λg/2-Type SIR [2].

Using equations (2) and (5)we get

Typical the structural variations of λg /2 type SIR are
Straight type, Hairpin type, Ring type, Hairpin type with
internal coupling and Ring type with internal coupling and
are shown in Fig. 4.

(6)
for0 <K < 1, we get the minimum line length of the
resonator.
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In 2005, tri-section SIR with short and low impedance
section installed in usual two section SIR structure [10].
Further, in 2008, three arbitrarily specified resonant
frequencies, the impedance ratios of an equal electric
length tri band transceiver (TR-SIR) can be calculated
using a simple set of formulas, without help of any
designed graph [11].

Fig. 4 Structural variations of half wave SIR (a) Straight type, (b) Hairpin
type, (c) Ring type, (d) Hairpin type coupling, (e) Ring type coupling [2].

3.3 One-Wave SIR
In one-wave SIR, SIR is formed by use of micro-stripline,
slot line or stripline structure. It has slow radiation loss
characteristics and also has an ability to eliminate the
parasitic components. In short-circuit and open-circuit,
these components can be easily induced with quarter wave
and half wave [1]. The elementary structure of one-wave
SIR is presented in Fig. 5.

Fig. 6 Tri-Section SIR [11].

.
3.5 Coupled SIR
The coupled SIR is used to replace two dual-band baluns
combining with a single ended dual-band filter, or two
single band balanced band pass filter in balanced RF frontend. With eight quarter wavelength type coupled SIRs in
the balanced dual band filter provides the required
differential mode dual band response. Further in 2007, SIR
was designed for a new fourth-order balanced BPF to get
the desired differential mode performance [12].

3.6 Pseudo-Interdigital SIR
Fig. 5 Basic Structure of λg-Type SIR [1].

The cascaded open-stub structure is employed to achieve
the dual band BPF and result in large size and circuit
complexity [13]. A pseudo-interdigital SIRs (PI-SIRs) [14]
was introduced in 2007 to attain tuned impedance ratio
and good transmission performance [15].

There are two orthogonal resonance modes within a 1-λ
ring resonator. They have been applied to filtering devices
using these two modes [7-8]. The practical application of
this dual-mode ring resonator can be divided into two
approaches; the first approach is by independently
operating the two orthogonal modes in 4-port devices, the
second approach is to utilize an internal coupling between
the two degenerate modes for 2-port devices [9].

3.7 Ka-Band SIR
A new coupling structure is proposed to increase the
coupling coefficient which overcomes the limitation of
fabricating craft in millimeter-wave band having Ka-band
filter. Planar filters are normally used in frequency band
below the Ka-band. The problem of pool coupling from
the feed port to SIR structure is solved by applying Ka
band [16].

3.4 Tri-Section SIR
Tri-Section SIR consists of three different characteristics
impedances sections Z1, Z2 and Z3 as depicted in Fig. 6.
There are a number of ways to design multi-band filters,
for example filters cascade, filters paralleled that have
been exhibited including SIR, dual mode resonators,
meandered open loop resonators, and photonic bandgap
structures.

4. Technological Trends in SIR
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4.1 Band pass filter using coaxial SIR
Filters are the most typical applications of SIR, and the
design methods for such filters vary in accordance with the
SIR structure. For example, a direct-coupled multistage
band pass filter consists of a λg /4- type SIR as a unit
resonant element. Various coupling methods such as
capacitive, inductive, and electromagnetic coupling can be
adapted to this filter. When performing filter synthesis
using distributed-element resonators like SIR, the
resonators are usually expressed as electrically equivalent
lumped-element components approximated at the
resonance frequency. This lumped-element approximation
is valid only in the frequency band near resonance. In
designing a band pass filter, one must keep in mind that
although an accurate estimation can be obtained for
frequency responses near pass-band, this approximation
cannot be applied to calculate response at the stop-bands
far from centre frequency. The synthesis method of this
filter, originally proposed by S.B. Cohn [17] is slightly
modified to meet with SIR structure and is shown in Fig.
7.

Fig.8Basic structure of a double coaxial SIR (DC-SIR) [18].

Fig.9 Photograph of duplexer using DC-SIRs [18].

4.3 Push-Push Oscillator
The push-push oscillator consists of two identical negative
resistance circuits that are separately connected to the two
open-ends of the SIR, realizing two oscillating circuits that
operate at uniform frequency while possessing a reverse
phase [19]. Figure 10 illustrates the basic circuit structure
based on a hairpin-shaped SIR. This oscillating circuit is
composed of two negative circuits and one SIR, and this
configuration enables single operation of each oscillator as
well as simultaneous operation of the two oscillators. Due
to nonlinear operations, the output signal of a typical
oscillator contains various high level harmonics other than
the fundamental component. Although the output signals
of the two oscillators show reverse phase for the
fundamental component, for the second harmonics they
operate in common phase. This makes it possible to
combine the power of the second harmonics by applying
an in-phase hybrid, while simultaneously suppressing the
fundamental component. Consequently, this configuration
can be applied to realize a high efficiency osciplier, which
is an oscillator with a multiplier function that does not
need an output filter. By contrast, by applying a 180
degree hybrid the fundamental signals of the two
oscillators can be combined while suppressing the second
harmonics. Oscillator phase noise reduction near
resonance can effectively be realized with this
configuration, for, while the power of both oscillators are
amplified, the lower frequency noise components which

Fig. 7 band pass filter [17].

4.2 Double Coaxial SIR (DC-SIR)
Anti-vibration characteristics of this SIR structure are
insufficient for practical use due to a heavy weight at the
end of the centre conductor. The inner area of the centre
conductor contains no electromagnetic field, meaning that
the space is not effectively used for increasing the Q value.
As is apparent from the definition of unloaded-Q, the
effective use of space within the resonator becomes critical
for the enhancement of the Q value, because
electromagnetic energy within an air-cavity type resonator
is stored in the space enclosed by the inner and outer
conductors. To overcome these problems, a DC-SIR
(double coaxial SIR) which adopts a double coaxial
structure at the tip of the centre conductor [18].
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are mixed into both oscillators in common phase are
cancelled by the 180° hybrid.

can be replaced by a combination of transmission lines,
allowing new features while maintaining the advantages of
a conventional SIR structure. An example of this resonator
type is the folded-line resonator [20], which can be
considered as one of the expanded concepts of the basic
SIRs. Figure 13 shows a folded line SIR structure with
basic SIR in (a), its equivalent circuit in (b) and folded line
SIR in (c) to enable miniaturization. The electrical
performance of this resonator structure is equivalent to the
conventional
SIR
however
achieves
further
miniaturization, Furthermore, to obtain an accurate
resonance frequency estimation, effects of the T-junction
and right-angle bends must be accurately calculated, thus
requiring electromagnetic analysis based on methods such
as the finite-element method.

Fig.10 Basic circuit configuration of the experimental push-push
oscillator [1].

Fig. 11 Photograph of the experimental push-push oscillator [1].

4.4 Multistep SIR and Tapered-Line Resonators
The multistep resonator approaches a tapered-line
resonator at extreme conditions by increasing the step
number. Despite a scientific interest asan object of
analytical study, the multistep resonator seems to possess
little availability for practical use when compared with
conventional two-step SIR. Figure 12 shows Multistep SIR
and Tapered-Line Resonators with varying number of
steps.

Fig. 13 λg /2 type SIR as folded line SIR. (a) Basic SIR; (b) an equivalent
circuit of (a); and (c) A folded-line SIR [3].

4.6 Split Ring Resonators

Fig.12 Multi-stepped impedance resonators and linear tapered-line
resonator [1].

4.5 Folded-Line SIR
The basic structure of SIR is composed of serial-connected
plural transmission lines with different characteristic
impedance. A single transmission line in a SIR structure

Fig. 14 represents SIR based spiral resonator [24].
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The foundation of all researches on artificial structures
arises from Metamaterials (MTM) invented by Victor
Veselago in 1968 [21]. Split Ring Resonators (SRR) and
metallic thin wires (TW) are the first two structures used
to actualize artificial index medium [22-23].These
inclusions can favour in miniaturization of MTM
structures to a great level if designed with SIR technique
[24-25]. Figure 14 represents SIR based spiral resonator.

5. Conclusions
This paper provides a review on SIR based SRR and types
of SIR techniques used for designing antenna. It is
observed that SIR is more suitable and promising
candidate to design miniaturized structures for different
applications.
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Abstract - Electrocardiogram is a machine used to detect and analyze the peaks of the Electrocardiograph (ECG) signal. ECG signal
detects the cardiac arrhythmia which shows abnormalities of heart. These abnormalities are major threat to the human life. The detection
of the disease is based upon the peaks that are present in the ECG signal. Mainly, the R peak of the ECG signal is used for the detection
of the diseases such as Tachycardia and Bradycardia etc. Numerous techniques have been used for detection of Arrhythmia
abnormalities such as Fast Fourier Transform (FFT), Short Time Fourier Transform (STFT) and Wavelet Transform (WT), etc. This
paper presents a study of the ECG signal, its peaks and various techniques that are used for the detection of disease.

Keywords - ECG signal; arrhythmia; wavelet; Continuous Wavelet Transform (CWT); Discrete Wavelet Transform (DWT).
An ECG signal comprises of the five peaks i.e. P, Q, R, S,
and T. These peaks help to detect the disease. The standard
ECG waveform is shown in Fig.1.

1. Introduction
Electrocardiogram is the record of electrical activity of
heart. ECG is a test to detect and study normal rhythmic
activity of the heart for instance heart attacks, irregular
heartbeat [1][2][6]. The amplitude and time span of the
ECG wave carry helpful knowledge regarding the nature
of disease troubling the heart.
The ECG signal proffers the considerable revelation of a
human heart
 Position of heart and size of chambers.
 Impulse source and circulation.
 Heart rhythm and transference disturbances.
 Degree and position of myocardial ischemia.
 Abnormalities of the electrical conducting
system.
 Drug effects on the heart.

Fig.1 Standard ECG waveform [7]

2. ECG Arrhythmia
Any of the disorder or abnormality in the normal
activation sequence of the myocardium is called cardiac
arrhythmias. There are various symptoms of Cardiac
arrhythmias that can range from no loss to sudden death.
The sinus node, spontaneously depolarizes, depolarizing
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the trioventricular node, displaying properties of
automaticity etc can help in detection of disease [8]. The
presence of various structural heart diseases can cause
server problems. There are two types of arrhythmia on the
basis of the R-R interval.
 Bradycardia
 Tachycardia
Bradycardia: - In Bradycardia, the heart rate is less than
60 beats/min. The patients with increase in the pressure,
myxoedema and jaundice can have the effect of the
bradycardia [2][3].

Tachycardia: - In Tachycardia, the heart rate is
greater than the 100 beats/min the presence of
ectopic focus in the atrium, that beat regularly cause
the tachycardia [2][3].

P
wave

QRS
compl
ex
R
wave
Q
wave

T
wave

PQ or
PR
interv

Normal
Duration
60-100
Bpm

Abnormal
Conditions
Bradycardia :< 60bpm
Tachycardia : > 100bpm
Sick sinus :
100 bpm <Heart rate
<60bpm
Atrial flutter:
250<Heart Rate<350bpm

Amplitude:
< 2.5mm
Duration:
< 0.11s

Duration:
0.08-0.12s
Amplitude:
1.60±0.5m
V
Amplitude:
> 2 mm
Duration: >
0.04 s
Amplitude:
0.1to
0.5mV
Duration:
0.10 -0.25 s
0.12-0.20s
(3-5 small
squares)

Duration:
0.35-0.44s

ST
interv
al

Duration:
0.80-0.12s

U
wave

extremely
small wave
or absent

Wavelet is similar to Fourier transform and breaks a signal
into its essential parts for analysis. While the Fourier
transform splits the signal into a sequence of sine waves of
various frequencies, the wavelet transform splits the signal
into scaled and shifted forms of the "mother wavelet" ,
called as "wavelets"[1][3]. The wavelet transform permits
unusual localization in both the time and frequency
domain. To calculate the wavelet coefficients, the
translation and dilation process is applied to the mother
wavelet, which shows the correlation among the wavelet
and a contained segment of the signal. For each wavelet
segment, the calculation for wavelet coefficients is
performed. Some attractive characteristics of wavelets are:
· Wavelets are confined to both time and frequency.
· For examine non-steady signals such as ECG signal.
· Signal is separated by the wavelet into multi-resolution
units.

Remarks
Atrial &
Ventricular
fibrillation
causes stroke,
blood clots
and irregular
heartbeat or
unexpected
death
of person
Electrical
activity
associated
with atrial
depolarization
i.e. activation
of auricles,
upper
chamber of
heart.
Ventricular
depolarization

3.1 Continuous Wavelet Transform (CWT)
Wavelet is a small wave or the window function of finite
length. CWT splits a continuous-time function
into wavelets. CWT was developed to conquer the
resolution difficulty in STFT. CWT is shown by Eq. (1).
Ws (a,b) =
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dt

(1)

Where (t) is called the mother wavelet and the overline
represents process of complex conjugate [4]. The most
important function of the mother wavelet is to provide a
basis function to generate the daughter wavelets [9]. To
recover signal
, the first inverse continuous wavelet
transform can be exploited and is represented by Eq. (2)

Repolarisation
of ventricles

PR>200ms: first degree
of heart block
PR<120ms: Slurred

travels from
auricles to
ventricles.
varies with
heart rate, for
clinical
relevance
QTc=0.42s
Represents
ventricular
depolarization.
Generally
Isoelectric
Invisible
among 70% of
the people

3. Concept of Wavelet

Table 1: ECG parameter and normal heart beat duration
[1][14]
Parame
ters
Heart
Rate

QT
interv
al

upstroke to the QRS
indicating preexcitation, broad QRS
extended QT poses risk
factor for ventricular
tachyarrhythmia and
unexpected death

Time duration
for which
depolarization
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db

signal does not make translation along time-axis. For that
reason SWT provide better feature extraction, denoising
effect, and exact localization of signal. Filters are upsampled version of the previous at each level shown in
Fig.3.

(2)

3.2 Discrete wavelet Transform (DWT)
The wavelet are discretely sampled in DWT. It has fourier
transforms in temporal resolution and it records both
frequency and location information. It is simple to employ
and reduces the computational time sufficiently [13]. The
DWT is based on sub-band coding, and it analyze the
signal at different frequency band with different
resolutions. DWT is carried out by repeated filtering of the
input signal using two filters [5]. To decompose the signal
into different scales Low pass filter (LPF) and a high pass
filter (HPF) are used [10]. The approximation coefficients
are obtained by LPF and detailed coefficient is obtained
from HPF. The process of decomposition shown in Fig.2

Fig.3 Implementation of SWT

4. Conclusion
ECG is the method for the recognition of every type of the
alteration that is made in the heart through each heart beat.
It is an analysis method which is used to measure the rate
and the regularities of the heart beat. For correct detection
of problems related to heart the output of system should be
of good quality and accurate. The P,Q,R,S,T peaks in the
ECG signal are used for the detection of the disease. This
paper gives an overview of different techniques used to
identify abnormalities in ECG signal. Wavelet Transform
is the flexible tool which can be used for signal analysis.
Hence it is more appropriate for analyzing the nonstationary, pseudo periodic ECG signal.

Fig.2 ECG signal decomposition [11]
The DWT is formally written as Eq. (3):
W(a,b) =

(3)

The most important benefit of DWT is it provides good
time resolution at high frequency and at low frequency it
provides better frequency resolution [12].
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Abstract - In this paper, the effect of different shapes of nanoparticles on the localized surface Plasmon sensor is investigated in terms of
refractive index sensitivity and signal to noise ratio. The nanoparticles of different shapes of noble metal are used to analyze the
performance of optical fiber sensor. Gold nanoparticles of spherical shape show higher sensitivity of 240nm/RIU (Refractive Index Unit)
as compared to its block shape nanoparticles of sensitivity 150nm/RIU. The signal to noise ratio also decreases in block shape particles.
The Gold nanoparticles of spherical shape give better performance of localized surface Plasmon sensor.

Keywords –Localized Surface Plasmon Resonance, Signal to Noise ratio, Nanoparticles
Surface Plasmon Resonance are oscillation of conductivity
electrons at the surface of negative and positive
1. Introduction
permittivity material stimulated by input light source.
These oscillations are used for detecting adsorption of
Nanoparticles of Noble metal show highly localized
material onto noble metal surfaces or onto the surface of
surface Plasmon resonance properties. The wavelength of
metal nanoparticles. This principle is used in many colour
their surface Plasmon is highly sensitive to the
–based biosensor applications and various lab-on-a-chip
surrounding which articulates the basis of LSPR
sensor. A prism and metal is used for the production the
spectroscope [1–3]. In terms of the detection sensitivity of
surface Plasmon waves in figure1.
Plasmon spectroscopic analysis, metal nanoparticles that
In this work, we replaced prism with optical fiber and
exhibit high ratio sensitivity area unit powerfully desire
gold nanoparticles of spherical and block shapes at the tip
the optical properties regarding the position of SPR
of fiber to analyze their effect on sensor and found that
may be changed by adjusting nanocrystals in size or shape
spherical shape nanoparticles show higher sensitivity than
[4–6]. Kretschmann planned the employment of Surface
that of block shaped particles.
Plasmon Resonance 1st time in 1968 [7] and at the
moment numerous
Plasmonic
sensors have
been
planned [8–14]. Xia et al. according the localized SPR
(LSPR) of Au nanocages are often exactly tuned to any
wavelength within the 600–1200 nm by adjusting the
thickness of the porous walls [15]. Yu et al. explained gold
nanorods with 3 totally different ratios. The 3 goldnanorods molecular probes were sensitive and extremely
specific to the targets because of the various SPR peak
positions[16].Gold nanoparticles surfaces functionalized
with a spread of chemical and biological molecules [17].
Therefore, the Au (Gold) nanoparticles occur
in numerous shapes and sizes are best than those of others,
Fig 1.Surface Plasmon Waves
like copper or silver.

2. Surface Plasmon resonance (SPR)

3. Proposed structure and simulation
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In this design nanoparticles are used at the tip of optical
fiber, to produce the surface Plasmon resonance. An input
source applied from the one end face at 680nm wavelength
which is Gaussian convolved. The design is simulated by
solving the Maxwell equation using OptiFDTD. The
simulation domain is 425 nm x425 nm x1800 nm within x,
y, and z coordinates. In x and y direction, periodic
boundary condition (PBC) and excellent matching layer
(PML) are utilized in the z direction. The modification is
detected 100nm backside to the input source, when the
surrounding refractive index varies from 1.30 to 1.33.
In figure 2, optical fiber sensor having block nano particles
at the tip and in figure 3 block nanoparticle is replaced by
spherical nanoparticle of gold material.

The relation between the change in resonance and
refractive index (ns) is given as below:
Sn=

(1)

Where
Δλres = shift in wavelength
Δns = shift in Refractive index of surrounding
The signal to noise ratio (SNR) is highly affected by the
width of the response curve. It is inversely proportional to
width of curve. The SNR of the SPR sensor is expressed in
equation (2).
SNR ( ) =

Δλ
Δλ

(2)

λ0.5 = Full Width at Half Maximum.
For Better performance value of FWHM should be small
as possible.
Figure 4 shows the reflectance of optical fiber sensor using
block type nanoparticles when surrounding is at different
refractive index of 1.30 and 1.33 and it shows the
sensitivity of 150nm/RIU.
Figure 5 shows reflectance when block type nanoparticles
is replaced by spherical nanoparticles and surrounding
refractive index varies from 1.30 to 1.33 and shows higher
sensitivity of 240nm/RIU as compared to block type
nanoparticles. It is also concluded from figure 4 and 5 that
spherical shape particles have lower value of full width
half maximum which increases the signal to noise ratio by
using equation2.

Fig 2. Design of SPR sensor with block nanoparticles

Fig 3. Design of SPR sensor with spherical nanoparticles

When light of suitable wavelength strikes at the boundary
of metal dielectric interface SPR produces and reflected
light is detected at the detection plane. After that, when the
surrounding refractive index undergoes some changes, the
reflected light shifts towards right and sensitivity can be
measured using equation 1.

4. Results and Discussion

Fig 4.reflectance of block nanoparticles at refractive index 1.30 and
1.33(wavelength (nm) vs. normalized power (watt) )

The effect of shapes of nanoparticles on SPR optical fiber
sensor is analyzed in terms of signal to noise ratio
(detection accuracy) and sensitivity. The value of these
parameters should be high for best performance of sensor.
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Fig 5.reflectance of gold nanoparticles at refractive index 1.30 and 1.33
(wavelength (nm) vs. normalized power (watt) )

5. Conclusion
Surface Plasmon Resonance based sensor are label free as
compared to conventional sensor and by using optical fiber
it is also used in remote area . shapes of nanoparticles
highly affect the sensitivity of surface Plasmon based
sensor and concluded that nanoparticles of spherical
shapes gives better performance as compare to block
nanoparticles. Spherical particles give sensitivity of
240nm/RIU whereas block particles gives 150nm/RIU.
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Abstract - This paper presents a security system in the vehicles, when the driver is found to be drunked. Many accidents now a day’s
happening due to the consumption of alcohol by a person or driver. In this a system present that when a driver is found to be alcoholic by
MQ3 sensor, the engine of vehicles get locked or off by using the electric relay and also a message can be sent to the related person or to
the related company of vehicle by using the GSM module SIM 900 and microcontroller.

Keywords –Global system Mobile (GSM), Microcontroller, Alcohol sensor (MQ3)
be taken at the output. Microcontroller used here is the
1. Introduction
AT89S51.
Security is an important issue in today’s life and also
during journey through the vehicles everybody wants to be
secure but some time due to the mistakes of driver, some
accident has been happened. Driver or person may be
drunked.
Due to alcohol consumed by drivers 10,265 died in United
States which is 29% of all driving crashes in 2015[1-4].
The purpose of this paper is “Drunk driving detection”.
Alcohol Detector can be used in vehicles and further the
control of engine is also possible. This project ought to
be fitted/installed inside the vehicle.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2, 3,
4 AND 5 introduce to 8051 microcontroller, comparator,
GSM module and alcohol sensor respectively. Then 6
describe the

3. Comparator
Comparator in electronics is used to compare the two input
signal in many application or to compare the input with
some references value and provide the differential output
may be high or low level voltage. It is designed by opamps, diodes and transistor with some logic

4. GSM module
A GSM modem is electronic equipment that works with a
GSM wireless network. A wireless modem behaves sort of
a dial-up modem [6]. GSM is used in this application to
send SMS or notification through Microcontroller which is
serially connected using DB-9 connector. Radio waves are
used to send notification at 9600 baud rate. This MODEM
needs a SIM card to connect it with network. Some
initially commands are used to start up the MODEM
which are known as AT commands. These commands are
sent serially to MODEM, and written in 8051
programming using software. C or assembly programming
can be used to write the program according to the
requirement. quality AT commands, GSM modems
support an extended set of AT commands. These extended
AT commands are outlined within the GSM standards.
With the extended AT commands, you can do things like:
1. calling
2. message

2. Microcontroller
It is the major part of the system. It receives the signal
from comparator and then transmit signal to the relay to
stop the engine. It has one serial port at port 3 from which
it is connected to GSM module which can transmit or
receive signal simultaneously because of
in built
Universal asynchronous Receiver-transmit. It can work at
different baud rate as per specification requirements.
Microcotroller is the heart of the system which receives
the inputs from input module and the controlling action to
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3.

monitering

5. Alcohol sensor
Alcohol sensor MQ3 is appropriate for detecting alcohol
concentration similar to your common device. it's a high
sensitivity and quick response time, mentioned as in [5].
Sensor provides an analog resistive output supported
alcohol concentration.
This is conventional sensor used in many applications
now a day.

6. Proposed system
In this system 8051 work as a heart of the system as shown
in figure 1 which work at 11.059mhz frequecy. comparator
is used to compare the voltage input from MQ 3 alcohal
sensor and the output from comparator connected to the
p1.0 of 8051 microcontroller. After that a GSM sim900
module connected serially with 8051 by using pin p3.0 and
p3.1 at 9600 baud rate. An electrical relay is used to lock
the vehicle engine when there is detection of alcohol.

Fig 2.flow chart and metholodgy

In figure 2 flow chart shows that When the vehicle will
start the proposed system starts working, and the MQ3
alcohal sensor initialize if there is no detection of any
alcohol then the vehicle will work normally and if there is
found to be alcohol the signal will transmitted to the
microcontroller for furher action from where the relay at
the output turn off the engine and message will be send to
a particular destination.
The hardware section is shown in figure 3.
In this we need a C compiler and knowledge of
programming for 8051 microcontroller.

Fig1.block diagram

Fig 3. Hardware section of system
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7. Conclusion
It is concluded that, this system should be helpful to
decrease the road accident because the engine will be
locked if a driver or person should be drunked which drive
the vehicle so journey should be safe by installing of this
types of system which is connected to global system
mobile network through microcontroller 8051. To use this
system we do not need any other network. Microcontroller
will connect the system to GSM network through
Universal Asynchronous Receiver/Transmitter (UART).
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Abstract - The Wireless Sensor Network (WSN) has turned out to be a standout amongst the most intriguing exploration territories in
the previous couple of years. The WSN is made out of various remote sensor hubs shaping a sink with a sensor field. These various hubs
with the capacity to detect the environment perform restricted counts and frame a WSN remotely. Late advances in remote and
electronic advances have made WSN's wide application conceivable in military, movement observation, target following, ecological
checking, human services observing, There are numerous new difficulties that WSN planners have developed to fulfill the necessities of
different applications, for example, detected amount, hub measure, hub self-governance and so forth. Thusly, enhancements in current
innovation and better answers for these difficulties are required. The future improvement of sensor hubs is to a great degree capable and
financially savvy with the goal that it can be utilized as a part of uses, for example, submerged acoustic sensor frameworks, detecting
based digital physical frameworks, time basic applications, intellectual detecting and range administration, security and protection
administration It is important to create high gadget. This white paper likewise clarifies the examination subjects of WSN.
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by military applications, for example, front line observing.
WSN is utilized as a part of numerous mechanical and
common application zones, for example, modern process
observing and control, machine wellbeing checking,
ecological and environment checking, therapeutic
applications, home computerization, and movement
control. A WSN for the most part comprises of a base
station (additionally infrequently called a portal) that can
speak with numerous remote sensors by means of a remote
connection [3]. The remote sensor hub assembles
information, packs it and sends it specifically or in a
roundabout way to the portal with the assistance of
different hubs. The information sent is exhibited to the
framework by means of a passage association. In this
article, on late patterns of WSN empowering an extensive
variety of utilizations and future advancement in
applications, for example, submerged acoustic sensor
framework, detecting based digital physical framework,
time basic application, subjective detecting and range
administration, security and protection administration To
specify [4]. Rest of the paper is composed as takes after.
Area 2 depicts the current patterns in WSNs. We examine
future patterns in WSN in Section 3. Area 4 depicts the
examination challenges for WSN. At last Section 5 shows
the conclusion.

1. Introduction to WSN
The wireless sensor networks are emerging as a useful
configuration of sensor entities that are capable of
providing solutions for diverse applications under various
unexpected and difficult situations. Recently, these
networks are permeating in almost all areas where sensing
of some physical quantity is the primary application. In
addition to sensing applications, these networks are used
to further assist in evaluating different situations in tandem
with numerous higher level applications [1]. While the
application of sensor networks seems to be diverse, there
are many challenges that need to be mitigated in order to
effectively implement practical systems. Due to the
paucity of resources and unexpected nomenclature of these
networks, it is difficult to control and perform
management operations in an effort to satisfy the
requirements imposed by various applications of the users
[2]. Alongside progresses in small scale electromechanical
framework (MEMS) innovation, advancement of remote
correspondence and WSN has likewise showed up. WSN
has turned out to be a standout amongst the most
fascinating exploration territories as of late. Here we will
examine the current advance of WSN and future patterns.
WSN as a rule comprises of little, minimal effort gadgets
that convey remotely, have handling, recognition and
capacity capacities. The advancement of WSN was roused
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2. Recent Trends

2.2. Topology and Coverage Control

Late patterns in remote and electronic innovation have
empowered WSN's wide application in military detecting,
activity checking, target following, natural observing,
medicinal services observing, We will clarify these sorts
of advances in WSN and their applications in different
fields.

Topology control is one of the essential issues of WSN.
This lessens radio obstruction, builds the productivity of
media get to control conventions and directing
conventions, and is critical for longer administration life. It
additionally ensures the nature of associations and scope
and enhances arrange benefit. In the topology control of
WSN, there is a major advance in explore. Numerous
topology control calculations have been produced to date,
however issues, for example, absence of clear and down to
earth calculations, absence of effective estimation of
system execution, perfect of numerical model, and so on
still exist. A few diagram models are utilized as a part
without bounds pattern of topology control, ebb and flow
hotspot, topology control inquire about [9].

2.1. Sensor Localization and Location Aware Services
2.1.1 Smart Home/Smart Office
In a savvy home condition, you can give custom activities
to particular people. A lot of research has been committed
to this point. Research on savvy homes is presently
starting to advertise. It requires extensive exertion and
intending to make a shrewd home. There are numerous
cases of items at present in the market that can do the
individual capacities regarded as a component of the savvy
home. A few helpful applications that use the data
assembled by WSN [5].

2.3. Quality of Service (QoS) Provision
QoS bolster is troublesome because of stringent vitality
and computational asset imperatives of remote sensors.
Different administration attributes, for example, delay,
dependability, arrange life, information quality may
struggle. For instance, multipath steering can enhance
dependability, yet it can expand vitality utilization and
postponement because of copy transmissions. It is basic
for QoS support to model such connections, measure the
quality gave, and give a way to control the adjust. There
are different research chances to enhance QoS of WSN.
One of the investigations is to present a basic maxmin
decency transfer speed portion innovation [10] to break
down and enhance the execution of WSN.

2.1.2. Military
New advances, for example, arranges and developing
advances will bolster military operations in a convenient
way by giving imperative data rapidly and dependably to
suitable people or associations. This enhances the
productivity of fight operations. New innovations should
be immediately incorporated into an extensive engineering
that meets current prerequisites. Change of circumstance
awareness is a fundamental prerequisite [6]. Other vital
applications are recognition of development of adversary
units ashore/ocean, identification of gatecrashers at the
site, location of substance/organic dangers, arrangement of
coordinations in urban fight, charge, control,
correspondence, processing, insight, Surveillance,
observation [7].

3. Future Trends
The future advancement of sensor hubs is to a great degree
intense and financially savvy with the goal that it can be
utilized as a part of uses, for example, submerged acoustic
sensor frameworks, detecting based digital physical
frameworks, time basic applications, intellectual detecting
and range administration, security and protection
administration It is important to produce high gadget. In
this segment, we will talk about potential outcomes for
facilitate improvement of WSN application.

2.1.3. Industrial & Commercial
For quite a while remote transmission of information has
been done in mechanical applications, however as of late
the significance is expanding. Fruitful utilization of remote
sensors in frameworks, for example, supervisory control
and information gathering demonstrated that these gadgets
can adequately address the requirements of modern
applications. A critical WSN process application in the
business screens temperature, stream level, and weight
parameters. With the fast innovative progression of remote
innovation and ensuing value diminishment, various
remote applications are being created in the business.
WSN in the assembling business can screen and streamline
quality control [8].
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intrigue can be seen in bio motivation detecting and
system [11]. Two surely understood cases of intellectual
detecting are amass knowledge and majority detecting.
1. Gathering insight is being produced with manmade
brainpower for concentrate aggregate conduct of conveyed
self-arranging framework.
2. Majority detecting is a case of bio-motivation
detecting and systems administration. Majority detecting is
the capacity of microscopic organisms to impart and
arrange conduct through flagging particles.
3.2. Spectrum Management
As utilizations of low-control remote conventions
increment, you can envision the future where remote
gadgets, for example, remote consoles, powerpoint
moderators, cell phone headsets, wellbeing observing
sensors, and so forth will end up plainly prominent. Be
that as it may, the broad utilization of these gadgets builds
obstruction and blockage between systems, as well as
inside the system because of the cover of physical
frequencies. Subjective radio and multi-recurrence MAC
are various methodologies created to abuse numerous
frequencies for parallel correspondence. A far reaching
arrangement is offered as SAS: Self-versatile range
administration middleware for WSN that can be
effectively coordinated into existing single recurrence [12].
3.3. Underwater Acoustic Sensor Systems
Submerged sensor systems are intended to empower uses
of marine information accumulation, contamination
checking, seaward investigation, calamity counteractive
action, help route, and strategic observing applications.
Submerged sensors are additionally utilized for
investigation of normal submarine assets and accumulation
of logical information. In this manner, there is a
requirement for submerged correspondence between
submerged gadgets. The submerged sensor hub and the
vehicle must have the capacity to organize its operation,
trade its position and development data, and transfer the
checked information to the land base station. The new
research worldview of the submerged remote sensor
arrange (UWSN) postures difficulties, for example,
extensive spread postponements, hub versatility, and high
mistake likelihood of the acoustic submersible channel
contrasted with the ground based WSN. The convention
called DUCS (Distributed Underwater Clustering Scheme)
is a GPS free steering convention. This limits proactive
steering message trades and does not utilize flooding
methods. We additionally utilize information total to
dispose of repetitive data [13].
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3.4. Coordination in Heterogeneous Networks
Since the sensor hub is a vitality imperative, the
fundamental obstruction in organizing with different
systems is the vitality furthest reaches of the sensor hub.
Sensor systems are to a great degree helpful for
applications, for example, wellbeing checking, untamed
life living space observing, timberland fire identification,
building administration and that's only the tip of the
iceberg. To screen the WSN, the information created by
the sensor hub must be available. This should be possible
by interfacing the WSN to a current system foundation, for
example, the worldwide Internet, neighborhood, or private
web. Two sorts of interconnection innovation: passage
based interconnection innovation and overlay-based
interconnection innovation [14].
3.5. Time Critical Applications
Another age of circulated installed frameworks furnished
with an extensive variety of continuous applications, for
example, fire observing, outskirt checking, therapeutic
treatment, roadway movement coordination, and so forth
can be communicated by WSN. In exceptionally powerful
situations, asset limitations are serious and these
frameworks are looked with another sort of timing
imperatives. A significant number of the established ways
to deal with continuous processing, for example, remote
systems administration conventions, working frameworks,
middleware administrations, information administration,
programming models, hypothetical investigation, and so
on are tested by WSN. Outlining complex time-basic
frameworks includes different sorts of data and
correspondence innovation frameworks, for example,
remote (work) sensor systems, and completes the control
procedure continuously [15].

4. Research Challenges
4.1. Power: Power is dependably an issue in the plan of
WSN. One approach to broaden the lifetime of a system is
to outline vitality effective calculations and equipment that
utilizations control insightfully.
4.2. Hardware Cost: One of the primary difficulties is to
make ease, minimized sensor hubs. Current sensor hubs
are fundamentally models for these reasons. The ease of
sensor hubs can be accomplished by later and future
advances in the field of MEMS.
4.3. Security: Security is one of the significant errands of
WSN. By far most of assaults performed on the WSN is
the inclusion of mistaken data by bargained hubs in the
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system. The advancement of security plans for WSN
additionally faces issues identified with obliged conditions.
4.4. System Architecture: Research in the field of WSN
is led far and wide, however there is no brought together
framework and system design yet, it can be worked at the
highest point of that diverse application.
4.5. Real World Protocols: Thinking about hypothetical
ideas, it is important to create conventions for genuine
issues, blending imaginative answers for finish framework
wide conventions for true applications.
4.6. Analytical and Practical Results: There are few
examination comes about on WSN by date. Every single
new application are certain lone when they are really tried
and examined and comes about are contrasted and existing
plans.

5. Conclusions
The first idea of WSN makes them accessible for sending
in different circumstances. They can possibly be dormant
in all spots, streets, houses and workplaces, backwoods,
war zones, zones hit by catastrophes, and even under the
ocean level. In this paper, we will explore application
regions where WSN is presented, for example, military
detecting, movement checking, target following, natural
observing, medicinal services observing. We are
additionally examining different zones where WSN will be
presented sooner rather than later, for example, submerged
acoustic sensor framework, detecting based digital
physical framework, time basic application, intellectual
detecting and range administration, security and protection
administration. These application zones are widely
contemplated by different individuals of the business and
researchers.
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Abstract
Fiber optic sensing technology is one of the fastest growing hi-tech technologies in the modern era
of science. Today optical fiber sensor technology has become interest of all engineers and scientists
for research purposes and in many others applications to move forward in technology and also look
for enhancement. We use optical fiber due to its exclusive and very valuable characteristics. As the
technology advances, utilization of instruments and their authenticity also increases. Fiber optic
sensors are replacing the electrical sensors and nowadays broadly used in place of electrical sensor
and along with optoelectronics devices. Optical Sensors are used in numerous research, and
commercial applications today. This article addresses various sensors types, and their applications.
Keywords: Fiber Optic Sensor, Intensity based Fiber Optic Sensor, Wavelength modulated Fiber
Optic Sensor, Phase modulated Fiber optic sensor.
among other sensing methods. These fiber
optic sensors successfully meet the
requirements like high sensitivity and prompt
response in sensing different chemical and
physical variables.[1] Using optical fiber
sensing devices one can measure or monitor
different physical and chemical parameters
in terms of one of the principal parameters
that describes the light beam. These principal
parameters include light intensity, phase,
polarization
and
wavelength.
The
characteristic features and promising
capabilities of fibre optic sensors make them
attractive and place them in the forefront of
the Photonics technology. In the fiber optic
sensing system, the sensed signal is immune
to electromagnetic interference (EMI) and
radio frequency interference (RFI). Since
optical fibers offer low loss to the signal
propagating through it we can use this
method for remote sensing applications.[3,4]

1. Introduction
An optical sensor is a device that converts
light rays into electronic signals. It is similar
to
photo-resistor.
The
technological
advancement of Photonics is very rapid
compared to other technologies. In the
modern era, we can find that its involvement
in other potential technologies has also
grown enormously. [2]
The broad range of applications of photonic
devices gives us an illustration of the
importance of this emerging field. Optical
fibers have a prominent role not only in
communication but also in the development
of different types of sensors. [1, 2] These
fiber optic sensors (FOS) form a major
contribution to the photonics technology as a
whole. Fiber optic sensing is facilitated by its
salient features, which make it versatile
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Fig-1 BLOCK DIAGRAM OF FIBER OPTIC SENSOR

Optical sensors can work either on the single
point method or through a distribution of
points. In a single point method, a sole phase
change is required to activate the sensor. The
features of the optical sensor depends upon
the location of placement of sensor that
whether it is placed internally or externally
in a device.[3]

Optical fiber sensors may be defined as a
means through which a physical, chemical,
biological or other measurand interacts with
light guided in an optical fiber or guided to
an interaction region by an optical fiber to
produce an optical signal related to the
parameter of interest. Light is taken to a
modulation region using an optical fiber and
modulated therein by physical, chemical, or
biological phenomena, and the modulated
light is transmitted back to a receiver,
detected, and demodulated.

With the help of sensor, one could sense
changes in phase, wavelength, potency and
polarization from outside the fiber itself.
Thus the fiber optic sensor technology has a
significant user friendly technology related
with opto-electronic and fiber optic
communication industries. due to decrease in
prices and quality improvements, fiber optic
sensors replace traditional sensors.[4] Fiber
Optic sensors are excellent for monitoring
environmental changes and they offer many
advantages over the traditional electrical
sensors.

This paper is organized in four sections.
Section 1 covers the Introduction, Section 2
and 3 covers different types of fiber optic
sensors and their applications. Final
Conclusion is made in Section 4.
2. Different Types of Optical Sensors
2.1 Intrinsic and Extrinsic Sensors

The basic principle of optical fiber sensor’s
block is as shown in figure-1.It consists of
source, transducer, measurands, detector and
electronics devices. For data transmission
this system uses optical fiber. As optical
source it use LED, laser or laser diode. As
sensing or modulator element (which
transduces the measurands to an optical
signal). As a detector it uses pin diode or
photo detector. And as electronic devices it
use oscilloscope, spectral analyzer.[2]
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In intrinsic sensor modulator is utilized as a
component. In intrinsic sensor, one or more
of the the optical fiber physical properties
undergo variations.[4] The extrinsic and
intrinsic sensors are shown in Figure-2.In
extrinsic fiber optic sensor, the sensor is not
a part of the fiber, rather sensor transducer is
installed outside the fiber where the sensing
takes place. In extrinsic optic fiber sensor,
the optical fiber is used to carry light to and
from the external optical device where
sensing process takes place. In extrinsic fiber
sensor, the transducer is not part of an optical
fiber modulating light, out of a physical
phenomenon like a vibration and this
modulated light is then sent inside the fiber
where it will propagate up to a device
converting at the output of a fiber. [5, 7]
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the signal. These sensors are simple in
construction and cost effective.[7]
The intensity-based sensor requires more light
and therefore usually uses multimode large core
fibers. There are a variety of mechanisms such
as micro bending loss, attenuation, and
evanescent fields that can produce a measurandinduced change in the optical intensity
propagated by an optical fiber. The advantages
of these sensors are: Simplicity of
implementation, low cost, possibility of being
multiplexed, and ability to perform as real
distributed sensors.[6,7]One of the intensitybased sensors is the micro bend sensor, which is
based on the principle that mechanical periodic
micro bends can cause the energy of the guided
modes to be coupled to the radiation modes and
consequently resulting in attenuation of the
transmitted light.

2.3Wavelength Modulated Fiber Optic Sensor

FIG.-2: INTRINSIC AND EXTRINSIC SENSORS

Wavelength modulated fiber optic sensors are
the sensors that detects the change in wavelength
of light for detection. Fluorescence sensors,
black body sensors, and the Bragg Grating
Sensor are examples of wavelength-modulated
sensors.[8]Another the simplest wavelength
based sensor is the blackbody sensor as shown in
Figure-3. In blackbody sensor, a blackbody is
placed at the end of an optical fiber. A
blackbody cavity is placed at the end of an
optical fiber. When the cavity rises in
temperature it starts to glow and act as a light
source. Detectors in combination with narrow
band filters are then used to determine the profile
of the blackbody curve. This type of sensor has
been used to measure temperature within a few
degrees centigrade under intense RF fields. [9]

Extrinsic sensors are generally not dedicated to
high level measurements, but they are
convenient for applications where low resolution
and low cost are required. Intrinsic Fiber optic
sensor is different from others. The conversion
of the modulation of a physical parameter is
done by a portion of an optical fiber. These
sensors are much more difficult to elaborate, but
they have the best performances. [5, 6]
2.2Intensity Based Fiber Optic Sensor
Intensity based fiber optic sensors are a kind of
sensors which work on the principle of the
change in the intensity of light travelled through
the fiber. An electronic apparatus is used to
convert the signal under measurement into a
force which bends the fiber and cause
attenuation of the signal. The second way to
attenuate the signal is absorption or scattering
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could not be monitored effectively using
conventional strengthening and maintenance
technique. It is an obligatory task to develop a
new type of sensor monitoring system, for the
real time and long term monitoring of loading
state and reinforcing effect of the old bridges.
[2, 6] We have constructed a real-time, multiparameters and long-distance reinforcement
monitoring system by combining the optical
fiber sensing technology which has specific
advantages with the mature conventional
reinforcement technique. According to the
bridge diseases, the reinforce actions and
construction orders were grouting and closing
cracks setting external pre-stressed tendons,
bonding of carbon fiber composite sheets,
maintenance.[6] The external pre-stressed
tendons are fixed on the surface of concrete
structures and acts on the bridge structures
through deviating structures and anchor
structures of the up keeping system. As a
result, the structure stress is adjusted and
restored to the original load-carrying capacity
and then the structure performance is
improved.[2] It has the most obvious effect for
improving the stress and alignment of the
bridge structure.

FIG-3: BLACK BODY SENSOR
2.4 Phase Modulated Fiber Optic Sensor
In the Phase modulated sensors, the change in
phase of light for detection is used. The optical
phase of the light passing through the fiber is
modulated by the field under detection. Then
the phase modulation is then detected
interferometerically, by comparing the phase
of the light in the signal fiber with that in a
reference fiber. Interferometers are used in
science and industry for the measurement of
small displacements, changes in refractive
index and surface deformity.
3. Applications of Fiber Sensor

3.2. Optical Fiber Sensor for High-Speed
Railway Monitoring
To design a high-speed railway, the track line
must be straight, and a switch should avoid to
be put on a bridge, however, in the bumpy
mountain area, the station, tunnel and bridge
may be connected together to form a flat line.
Track switch and its ballast less concrete
sleeper slabs have to be installed on a bridge
[2]. The influence of climate, geology and the
dynamic impact by passing high speed trains
cause high stress in the track, slab, and bridge,
specially the variation of environment
temperature makes the continuous beam of the
bridge expansion or contraction.[9] The

FIG:4 INTERFEROMETER
3.1 Optical Fiber Sensor for Health
Monitoring Bridge
The strength and maintenance is the most
essential work of bridge safety. The bridge
general status and the reinforcement effect
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designers
estimated
that
when
the
environmental temperature rises 1°C, a 20kN
stress generates to press the 60kg/meter track.
And it causes both the track creeps on the slab
and slab creeps on the bridge body. In order to
retain switch track working in a safe condition,
the quantitative value of both creeping
displacement must be supervised.[6] However,
because the track is used as return circuit of
train power, and the voltage is as high as
27.5kV, and under the open-air meteorological
stipulations, it is difficult to use the traditional
electrical sensors.[5] The operation principle
of Fiber Bragg Grating (FBG) is to control the
properties of light propagating in the fiber,
different from the electrical sensors. FBG
sensing technology is of high reliability, good
stability,
moisture-proof
and
antielectromagnetic interference. Specially, only
could the FBG do the long term monitoring in
engineering field. This has led FBG becoming
a strong competitor to measure the stain,
temperature and displacement in constructions.
[2, 6]

sensor array without welds has been
successfully burgeon, which solves the
engineering technical complications of FBG
and welding points vandalism. Fiber grating
sensor array and transformer inner wire are
wounded at the same time in the transformer
manufacturing
process,
obtained
the
transformer internal components temperature
distribution, especially the winding hot
temperature.[5,8]

3.3Optical Fiber Sensor for Transformer
Temperature Monitoring
The development of Smart Grid (SG) requires
real-time and on-line monitoring of
transformer. Optical fiber sensor is the good
choice to measure due to its attribute of
insulation
and
anti-electromagnetic
interference.[8] However many optical fiber
temperature measurement technologies don’t
attain good effect in the transformer, since the
optical fiber sensor should be embedded in
copper platoon of transformer winding when
measuring temperature, and do not demolish
the electromagnetic field distribution of
transformer. Since the internal space of the
transformer is limited, FBG and welding points
can't take protective measures, and therefore is
easily damaged. [10] By co-operation with the
electric power research institute as well as
transformer manufacturer, mass fiber grating
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129-149 (2003).
2. Dhiraj Ahuja and Deepa Parande,” Review
of Optical Sensors and their Applications”
Journal of Scientific Research and Reviews
Vol. 1(5), pp. 060 - 068, November 2012.

Conclusions
Through this review paper, efforts have been
made to deduce principle of operation of fiber
optic sensor, its different types and
applications. This paper also gives knowledge
of Optical Sensors and the ever increasing
demand of optical sensors in the modern era
world and its area of applications. Paper
concluded the importance of Optical Sensors
in modern world.
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GPON is eminent for its network management capability
and regarded as one of the best choices for broadband
access network [5]. A GPON system deploying optical
access lines between central office (CO) and customer
sites
and it is a bi-directional point to multipoint network [6].
GPON system is more flexible as it provides not only an
ATM service but also other services like GEM with some
possibilities for information encapsulation. Like ATM or
GEM, Ethernet is capable of encapsulating other protocols
[7]. GPON networks signify optical solution for local
access networks, in general give distributed connectivity
over a large geographic area [8].
The reduced installation/maintenance cost and high
bandwidth access build GPON prominent in the current
communication scenario [9]. Vikas Shrivastav et.al [10]
represented simulation model that is verified with various
parameter variations and the downstream link with
performance of 2 Gb/s bit rate. Min BER is e-075 with Q
factor between 18 to 20 are obtained having good eye
diagram which shows the effectiveness for better
communication. Erik Weis et al. [11] demonstrated a
FTTH field trial with GPON technology in the network of
Deutsche Telekom. Focus of this trial was to achieve
practical knowledge about GPON technology, fiber
cabling in customer and fiber installation in existing ducts
with micro duct technology.
Their main objective was
to give broadband access to a part of the city formerly not
servable by digital subscriber line technology and to

Abstract - The performance of Gigabit Passive Optical
Network is analyzed by varying the pump power of EDFA for
different number of users at different transmission distances and
performance is evaluated in terms of acceptable bit error rate and
Quality factor. The performance of GPON system is enhanced
by using Erbium doped fibre amplifier (EDFA) with 64 ONUs.
The signal is transmitted upto 162 km transmission distance at
2.8Gbps for downstream.

Keywords - Gigabit Passive Optical Network (GPON), optical
line terminal (OLT), optical network unit (ONU), Erbium doped
fibre amplifier (EDFA), Quality factor, Bit error rate.

1. Introduction
GPONs have become a popular fiber access network due
to its service transparency, energy savings, cost
effectiveness and higher security over other access
networks [1-2]. GPON is now standardized and
commercially available. Optical fibre based access
technologies such as fibre-to-the-home (FTTH) have the
well-known advantages of low loss, high bandwidth, and
long reach and is currently being deploying worldwide [3].
GPON has enhanced capability as compare with APON
and BPON and is the next generation passive optical
network. The main characteristic of GPON is enabling one
single feeding fiber from the provider’s central office to
serve multiple homes and small businesses, the use of
passive splitters in the fiber distribution network [4].
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acquire practical use and operation experiences with fiber
based access networks. Deeksha Kocher et al. [12]
Investigated a FTTH Gigabit Ethernet Passive Optical
Network provides better performance when the optimized
parameters are used. FTTH system design for 56 users at
20 km arrives at 2 Gbps bit rate. The simulated worked
reports bit error rate 4.5246e- 009 at 2Gpb/s systems. It
observed that BER increases in its value as transmission
distance increase.
The investigation presented in [12] was limited to the bit
rate of 2 Gbps and transmission distance of 20 km. We
have extended the bit rate of 2.8 Gbps with enhancement
in the number of users and transmission distance. We
examine the GPON architecture for a bit rate of 2.8 Gbps
using 64 users at the 29 km distance by varying the pump
power of Erbium doped fiber amplifier.

higher energy states. The optical pumping process requires
the use of three energy levels. When silica is doped with
rare materials like erbium desired energy states are created
according to stark splitting. The top energy level to which
an electron is elevated must lie above the desired lasing
level. Once the electron is reached in the excited energy
state, it drops some of its energy and drops to the desired
lasing level .At this lasing level, a single photon can
trigger the excited electron into stimulated emission. The
electron releases its remaining energy in the form of new
photon. The wavelength of new photon is same as that of
incident photon. The single mode fiber is used to transmit
the amplified signal with a attenuation 0.1 dB/km, non
linear refractive index (n2) of 2.6×10-20 m2/W, dispersion
of 16.75 ps/nm/km and dispersion slope of reference 0.075
ps/nm2/km at 1560 nm. Optical network unit consists of
photo detector and low pass Bessel filter. The modulated
signal is converted into original signal with the help of
PIN photodiode and filters. A receiver is used to detect the
original signal and convert into electrical form.

2. Simulation Setup
A transmission link composed of three sections i.e. optical
line terminal (OLT), power splitter and optical network
unit (ONU) as shown in Figure 1. The transmitter
comprises of data source, non return to zero (NRZ) pulse
generator, continuous wave (CW) laser source and MachZehnder (MZ) optical amplitude modulator. The signal is
generated at 2.8 Gbps for downstream transmission with
pseudo random sequence. Electrical driver generates NRZ
rectangular type data format with a signal dynamics i.e.
low level −2.5V and high level +2.5V. The signals from
data source and laser are fed to the external Mach-Zehnder
modulator. Data source generates a binary data stream.
Laser block shows simplified CW laser. The extinction
ratio of modulation driver is 15dB and 0 chirp factor.

3. Results & Discussion
The performance analysis of 2.8 Gbps GPON is
investigated at different pump powers of EDFA. The plot
of Q-factor vs. transmission distance using EDFA
amplifier at different users is shown in figure 2.

Fig. 2 Quality factor vs. distance using EDFA amplifier at different users
Fig. 1 Simulation setup using Erbium doped fibre amplifier

The Q factor of 6.12 is observed at 2.8 Gbps up to 162 km
transmission distance. The transmission distance of 29 km

EDFA is used to amplify the optical signal. In EDFA
optical pumping process is used to excite the electrons to
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is obtained without amplification. It is observed that large
transmission distance is achieved using EDFA amplifier.

decreases. It is also observed that the transmission distance
of 162km is achieved at 100mw pump power of EDFA
with acceptable quality factor and BER.

Figure 3 shows the quality factor vs. distance at different
pump power of EDFA. It is observed that the as the
forward pump power of EDFA increases, quality factor
decreases. The transmission distance of 145km is achieved
at 110mw pump power of EDFA with acceptable quality
factor and BER.

Fig. 5 Optical Time Domain Visualizer

Optical Time Domain spectrum is as shown in figure 5.
Optical time domain visualizer allows the user to display
optical signal in time domain. It displays signal intensity,
frequency and phase parameters. In downstream
transmission of 2.8Gbps, the quality factor of 6.12dB and
bit error rate of 4.57e-010 is achieved at 162 km
transmission distance having 64 users.

Fig. 3 Quality factor vs. distance at different pump power of EDFA
amplifier

Fig.6 Optical Spectrum Analyzer

Fig. 4 Quality factor vs. pump power of EDFA amplifier at different
users

Optical frequency Domain spectrum is as shown in figure
6. Optical spectrum analyzer allows the user to measure
and display the distribution of power of an optical source
over a specified wavelength span. An OSA trace displays

Figure 4 depicts the Quality factor vs. pump power of
EDFA amplifier at users. It is observed that the as the
forward pump power of EDFA increases, quality factor
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power in the vertical scale and wavelength in the
horizontal scale. Signal. It displays signal power,
frequency, distortion, harmonics, bandwidth and other
spectral components of a signal. In downstream
transmission of 2.8Gbps, the quality factor of 6.12dB and
bit error rate of 4.57e-010 is achieved at 162 km
transmission distance having 64 users.

diagram provides information about the state of the
channel and the quality of incoming pulse. An analog
oscilloscope is generally used to display an eye diagram
on its display.

Fig. 9 Eye diagram at 64 users using EDFA
Fig. 7 Eye diagram at user 1 using EDFA

When the received bit pattern is free of errors i.e. ideal, the
oscilloscope shows two vertical lines across its display. If
the bit sequence is slightly distorted the oscilloscope
display shows the pattern which is very similar to human
eye. The central portion of the pattern representing the
opening of the eye. If the received digital signal is further
distorted the eye appears to be closed.

4. Conclusions
The performance of GPON downstream transmission is
demonstrated for 64 users by using EDFA. The GPON
system is analyzed by varying the pump power of EDFA
for different number of users at different transmission
distances and performance is evaluated in terms of
acceptable bit error rate and Quality factor. It is found that
162 km transmission distance is covered at 2.8Gbps bit
rate.
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Abstract - With the passage of several decades communication field is achieving its heights in terms of data as well as voice
transmission. In the earlier scenarios it was difficult to transmit the signal without the presence of wires. Later on it helped in building a
technology that overcame all these shortcomings. This paper tells about the several parameters that helped in building the telephone
network architecture.
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1. Introduction

This network was analog in nature and it was vulnerable to
the noises. In this technology customer firstly used to call
the operator and then by providing the other network
contact number the call was connected to that network.
But before this the operators used to talk to each other and
try to decide that weather the call should be connected
directly or any other path need to be followed. When the
call was terminated by the customer they were also
terminating the network. The telephone lines in the
network were provided by a technique called circuit
switching [2]. In circuit switching the network was
connected by connecting a

Today’s telecommunications industry has achieved high
quality, reliability and availability over decades of
development. A number of requirements, methods, and
techniques have been established and standardized by
Telcordia [1] to quantitatively evaluate the capability of a
system for providing the desired service. On the other
hand, due to the increasing competition and the growing
dependence of the entire society on telecommunications
services, survivability has become a crucial issue for
vendors, service providers, and government agencies.
Alexander Graham Bell was the person who made the first
call in 1876 to his assistant telling him “Mr. Watson, come
here. I want you.” Near about the 1890 the networks were
operated by using manual switches.

Fig. 2 Common signaling channel used around 1988

group of circuits to each other. By altering the physical
connections of the circuits we were changing the circuits.
Around 1988, an electronic connection was introduced to
convert the analog signal from the telephone to the switch

Fig. 1 Manual switches used in 1890’s
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into the digital form. Later on the work of conversation
between the two telephone operators was taken by the
common signaling channel[3]. It was introduced to deal
with the control information between the switches. The
control information is different from the voice that was to
be sent from one customer to the other. Common signaling
channel was the signaling channel that was helping in
differencing between the both. The digital signal was sent
separately in this model.

2.2 Blocking of call
The blocking of the call may exists because of two
reasons. The first one is the engagement of the receiver
with other call at time interval t1. As a result any new call
attempt will fail and the blocking of call is said to occur.
The outgoing calls are made at time interval t1 and t4.
Generally the telephone network is regarded as “lossy’’
system. This is due to the fact that the blocked call get
disappeared from the network. Here the inter-arrival time
is equivalent to the inter-call time (t4-t1) as shown in
Figure 3(b).

2. Traffic Analysis of Telephone Network
The number of accumulated communication channels in
the telephone network are referred as traffic which are
used by all the users. The telephone network is a complex
network as compared to the user network. It has direction
for every edge from the caller to the receiver. The calls are
categorized into two types for the users. The categories are
incoming calls and outgoing calls[14]. The term incoming
call is referred to the call which the caller receives from
other caller.
The outgoing call is the call that the caller initiates.
Because the outgoing call is the first step in the telephone
network before the incoming call, so this paper is more
concerned about the outgoing calls for the analysis of the
network. The call arrival have the same meaning as
outgoing call in this paper. The outgoing calls are
generated random. When the call is arrived and the
conversation is successfully build then there will be an
engagement for a certain interval of time that time is called
the holding time. The holding time length is also random
[15]. The load is dependent on the call arrival rate and the
holding time of each call. There are three cases for the
process of calling which are as follows:
2.1 Establishment of call
A receiver is selected at random when the outgoing call
arrives at time t1. The call is successfully established when
the receiver is idle at that time and the network channel is
idle. The engagement of the caller and the receiver will be
up to the holding time (t2-t1) and it end at the time interval
t2. The time interval (t3-t2) which is present between the
beginning of next outgoing call arrival and end of the call
is called the interval-call time. The sum of holding time
and the inter-call time is the inter-arrival time. It is
regarded as normal calling process and described in
Fig. 3(a).

Fig. 3 Typical processes of calling

2.3 Cancellation of call
Call cancellation is the case where it is assumed that the
outgoing call is going to take place at t7 time interval [16].
If before that any incoming call arrives and we are starting
the conversation at the t7 time the attempt of the outgoing
call will be cancelled. This call attempt is neither assumed
as arrival of call nor a call blocking since this has not been
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initiated. Another inter-call time is considered before the
next outgoing call arrival at time t9, when the conversation
ends at t8. For scenario like this, (t9-t1) is the inter-arrival
time.

enhance the security of the audio signal that means the
data is to be sent on a medium which is insecure.
M. Enayah et al. [7] tells about the cryptographic
technique that uses the user’s voice to generate the
cryptographic key when they are talking on the handheld
device. It is making utilization of the intelligence of
humans for authenticating and identifying the speaker’s
voice. Therefore, it’s public key is the human voice that is
provided. Over the open communication channel, the
generated public key is used for the encryption of
transferred data. The problem of eavesdropping from thr
phone calls or even from the service providers itself can be
resisted by implementing such a system on the mobile
phones. The issue of trusted third party can be eliminated
by using the proposed protocol. As a proposed protocol,
this work firstly analyzes the effect of Diffie-Hellman and
RSA impact along with the RC4 stream cipher.

The modeling of the inter-call time and holding time can
be provided by using certain random variable. These
variables are assumed to be have the exponential
distribution. The holding time probability distribution
function (PDF) is given by:
(1)
Where tm=average holding time.
For inter-call time,
The PDF is given by:

Where 1/µi = average inter-call time.

K. Brahmbhatt et al. [8] shows his concern in respect to
the voice communication security over the assumed Wi-Fi
network. It basically tells about the usage of IP enabled
phone for the secure speech communication over the WiFi network. By implementing this technology the
organizations may provide coverage in entire buildings for
mobile users, smart phone and tablets. It also reduces the
cost of telephony.

3. Related Work
Over the past era, nowadays we are provided with more
desirable data and security in terms of voice due to the
advancement in the wireless communication. G. Bahwe et
al. [1] presented an idea in order to develop the foremost
step of audio security with the help of rapid scrambling
techniques in time domain. There is a compatibility
present between the all the communication channels and
the encrypted audio. The transducer provides the audio
signal of human speech and later on it is encrypted with
the help of fast transposition scrambling in time domain.

J. Kaur et al. [9] uses the various algorithms like RSA,
NTRU and RINJDAEL for the encryption of speech
signals as well for the decryption of speech signals.
RINJDAEL is symmetric in nature and the NTRU and
RSA are asymmetric in nature.
O. Bondarenko et al. [10] tells that earlier the local
telephone networks (LTN) were divided into two main
types-Town Telephone Network (TTN) and Rural
Telephone Network (RTN). The TTN was using the
copper wires with isolation of paper along with lead shell
and also with polyethylene isolation in wires along with
polyethylene shell. RTN was using the high frequency and
KSPP cables. The different external influences affected the
electrical parameters of these cables and these were not
compatible with the nowadays scenario needs of digital
systems. In order to utilize the old lines of TTN for the
new technologies, certain things are considered that are the
subscriber line (SL) should be suitable for the introduction
of them and it should calculate the electrical parameters of
the cables and then compare them to normal values.

The keys that are used in the symmetrical cryptosystem
here are decimal numbers which can be maximum 16
digits. It is simple entered in the keypad that is present on
the circuitry off system. S. Rajanarayanan [2] told that in
order to get secure data transmission and reception for the
data protection the various methods and algorithms can be
used by supposing that the both sides should have trust
on each other.
Dr.J.Jayakumari [3] says that no modem or speech
compression is demanded in the case of analog scrambling.
The original signal is modified by certain known algorithm
of coding in such a way that the original signal should not
match with the coded signal. A specific code or key can be
used for controlling the coding algorithm.

G. Bousaleh, et al. [11] told that with the advancement of
the broadband services over the network of telephone there

D. Sharma [4], H. Gupta et al. [5] and D. Ambika [6]
proposed a technique of the cryptography in order to
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is a requirement of better quality of installation. The
symmetry of the line is the parameter that is used for
defining the quality of the telephone installation system.
From the telephone exchange center, a measure of
symmetry does not provide permission for the remote
observation of asymmetry over the telephone installation
of client. A new method for analyzing of quality of the
pair is proposed in order to encounter this problem. From
the telephone exchange side the symmetry of the line is
evaluated by the low frequency measure . The capacitive
defects in the remote client can be detected up to a
distance of 4800m.

communication origins can share the
communication in between the routers.

channel

of

When this scenario is compared with the airline traffic
network then it is analyzed quite similar to that. In that the
passengers and the goods can be treated as the packets and
the airports are the routers. The goods and the passengers
arrived at the airport can be transferred to other airport by
the airplane. So in this way it can be regarded as a packet
switching system. Contrasting to it the telephone network
is the system which works on circuit switching. That
means there is a dedicated connection between the sender
the receiver. Without building the physical connection it is
difficult to send the data in circuit switching. The circuitry
cost that the circuit switching demand is more than that of
the packet switching because in packet switching the link
is established for the certain interval of time only. We can
change the link topology as per the need of the user in
which it wanted to transmit the data.

The signaling that is present between the automatic
network and telephone user by the means of dialed digits
and coded tones provides more than the basic services that
it was proving earlier. The range of services can be widen
by taking the more natural medias of speech. The
perspectives of history shows the development from the
speaking clock to the voice guided and modified
information services. D. Cheeseman et al. [12] says that
the signaling values of voice are evaluated by the
communication between the needs and characteristics of
human users and the performance of available technology.
It can provide the match between the requirements of a
particular user and the system.

4. Research Methodology

Y. Xia et al. [13] discussed the effect of the user network
on the telephone system. The method that is considered for
the analysis is different from the earlier approach in which
the users were assumed to be connected uniformly. This
method proposes a scale free network in order to model
the behavior of telephone users. A fixed set of
acquaintances are provided for every user with which they
can communicate. The number of acquaintances follows
the distribution of power-law. On comparison is analyzed
that the network traffic of the network which assumes the
scale free property is different from the conventional
approach. The carried traffic is also limited by the user
network scale free property rather than the network
capacity.
The traffic networks like Internet and airline network has
been studied in respect to the complex network. Internet is
assumed as a traffic network of huge data in which there is
an interconnection between the sources and sinks by
network of routers. It is regarded as a packet switching
system. In this the information of the data sources are
firstly broken into smaller pieces called packets. The main
functioning of the router is receiving the data from input
and again transit it towards the destination with the help of
some routing protocols. While transmitting the data no
dedicated connection is build in between the destination
and the source. The packets from the different

5. Conclusions
As depicted in past subsections, the traffic analysis of the
telephone network is done in which the various calling
processes are described. In this paper the traffic network is
also discussed in terms of scale free user network. It is
concluded that the network traffic that assumes the scale
free user network has the different network traffic as
compared to the conventional user network. The traffic
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[9] J. Kaur and K. Singh, “Comparative Study of Speech
Encryption
Algorithms
Using
Mobile
Applications,”
International Journal of Computer Trends and Technology, Vol.
4, No. 7, 2013, pp. 2346-2350.

load arises from a small number to the large number in the
scale free network. Along with that it is also concluded
that the user who have the less acquaintances contribute
less to the traffic of the telephone network. In the nutshell
is can be said that the telephone network is affected by the
behavior of the user.

[10] O. Bondarenko and A. Riabushei,“ Analysis of the
Technical State of Cable Lines of Local Connection,” in
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2013, pp. 487-488.
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Abstract - In this paper, a triple band flexible circular patch antenna for S and C- band applications is proposed. The proposed antenna
is simple structure as compared to many antennas proposed earlier. The proposed antenna is designed by using a flexible Rogers
substrate with dielectric constant 3.55, height 1.7mm and a tangent loss of 0.0009 .The simulated results shows that the proposed
antenna resonates on 3.125GHz, 6.320GHz and 7.715GHz frequency with return loss -18.73dB, -10.22dB and -11.54dB respectively
which is good for wireless applications. Also, proposed antenna has good radiation property and gains in S and C- bands, so it can be a
good candidate for next generation of wireless communication.

Keywords - triple band, flexible, c-band, circular
is in demand so researchers are showing more interest for
implementing all circuits on flexible materials.

1. Introduction

2. Design of Proposed Antenna

Modern wireless communication antennas required careful
design. The communication devices are becoming
compact day by day due to the integration of electronic
circuit in which the antenna becomes a significant part of
the overall package [1-2]. When an antenna occupies a
large volume of compact wireless equipment system and
transceivers are integrated into devices, the accurate
characterization of the antenna becomes more important
for high performance of device. In high speed wireless
applications for example spacecraft, aircraft, missile and
satellite system, where size, weight, cost, performance and
ease of installation is very important, low profile flexible
antennas are high in demand [4-7]. So to meet these
requirements, flexible microstrip antenna offers an optimal
solution. Slot patch antennas fed by co axial probe feed
show good radiations characteristics for wireless
applications [7-11]. Flexible and low dielectric constant
substrates are generally preferred for maximum radiation
efficiency [2]. Flexible Microstrip patch antenna has high
efficiency, high gain, simple structure, easy manufacture
and low cost, so these can be applied for next generation
wireless local area network (WLAN) [12-14]. In next
generation of wireless communications, flexible electronic
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The proposed slotted circular microstrip patch antenna
(CMPA) consists of a main radiator, a rectangular slot on
patch, and a ground plane. The substrate material used to
design CMPA is Rogers RT/duroid 4003 with a dielectric
constant ɛr=3.55 and a loss tangent of 0.0008 and
thickness of the substrate height h= 1.7mm are used to
design microstrip patch antenna. The main advantage of
such substrate material is that it is flexible which can be
easily installed when no planar surface is available. The
proposed antenna has a very small size and simple
structure [15-16].

2.1 Triple Band CMPA
The 3-D structure of the proposed circular microstrip
patch antenna with a rectangular slot on radiating
patch is shown in figure 1 and figure 2. The proposed
antenna consists of a copper patch, a rectangular slot
on radiating copper plane, coaxial probe feed and a
ground plane. The different dimensions of CMPA
antenna are calculated by using the transmission line
modal which are presented in table 1.
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In figure 3. A plot between return loss and frequency
is plotted for slotted CMPA. It is observed that such
antenna is resonating at three frequency 3.125 GHz,
6.320 GHz and 7.715 GHz with return loss -18.73dB,
-10.22dB and -11.54GHz respectively.
CMPA
offered moderate bandwidth for all resonating
frequency that is 1.01%, 0.26% and 1.21%
respectively.

Fig. 1. Top View of proposed slotted CMPA antenna

Fig 3. Return Loss Versus frequency for Slotted CMPA

3.2 Voltage Standing Wave Ratio (VSWR)
The deviation of VSWR within frequency vary from 2 to 8
GHz is shown in the Figure 4. The value of VSWR should
be less than 2 for proper impedance matching between the
source and load [17]. From figure 4 it is observed that
such antenna has VSWR values less than 2 and had 1.261,
1.891 and 1.757 values of VSWR at 3.125 GHz, 6.320
GHz and 7.715 GHz resonating frequency respectively.

Fig. 2. 3-D view of proposed slotted CMPA antenna

Table 1

Dimensions of Proposed Band CMPA Antenna
Parameter of CMPA

Dimension of
CMPA (mm)

Length of ground , Lg

50

Width of ground , Wg

50

Length of substrate, Ls

50

Width of substrate, Ws

50

Radius of circular patch (r)

13

Height of Substrate (h)
Length of slot , L
Width of slot, W

1.7
15
1.4

Fig 4. VSWR versus Frequency for Slotted CMPA

3.3 Directivity of triple band CMPA
Directivity of antenna defined the ability of antenna how
powerfully it can focused radiations to particular direction.
Here from fig. 5, 6 and 7 its clear that CMPA antenna has
directivity 5.012dB, 6.73dB and 5.66dB for 3.11GHz,
6.32GHz and 7.71GHz resonating frequency respectively.

3. Results and Discussion
3.1 Return Loss Characteristics of slotted CMPA
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Figure 5. 3-D Polar Plot of Directivity at 3.11GHz

Figure 9. 3-D Polar Plot of Gain at 6.32GHz

Figure 6. 3-D Polar Plot of Directivity at 6.32GHz

Figure 10. 3-D polar plot of Gain at 7.71GHz

Here 3-D polar plot of gain for slotted CMPA are shown
in figure 7, figure 8 and figure 9 for three resonating
frequency. From figures its clear that CMPA has
acceptable value of gain that is 4.41dB, 6.44dB and 4.60
dB for 3.31GHz, 6.32 GHz and 7.71GHz resonating
frequency respectively.

Figure 7. 3-D Polar Plot of Directivity 7.71GHz

3.4 Gain of triple Band CMPA

4. Conclusions

The gain of an antenna can be defined in any direction as
the ratio of the power gain in a given direction to the
power gain of a isotropic antenna in the same direction.
Isotropic radiator is a lossless antenna and that it would
radiate its energy equally in all directions [16-18].

A compact flexible slotted CMPA for S and C- band
applications is presented. Compared to many antennas
proposed earlier for S and C band applications, such
antenna is flexible in nature and simple in structure which
is suitable for flexible wireless equipments. The proposed
antenna resonates on triple band by cutting a rectangular
slot on the radiating patch, so it will be easier to fabricate.
The simulated results shows that the proposed antenna
resonates on 3.125GHz, 6.320GHz and 7.715GHz
frequency with return loss -18.73dB, -10.22dB and 11.54dB respectively. In addition, the proposed antenna
has good radiation efficiency and high values of gain and
directivity in the three operating frequency, so it can
emerge as a good candidate for next generation of
wireless. Communications

Figure 8. 3-D Polar Plot of Gain at 3.11GHz
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Abstract - Broadband based wireless systems are setup with an attractive method for communications above multicarrier schemes.
Specially, the solid diffusion of orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) technique with communications have motivated to
investigate more on multicarrier systems. The aim of current survey is to cover the mode for the progress of multicarrier plots from
existing state to upcoming technologies. Various filter designs that are reviewed for multicarrier system are: Half cosine, Hermite,
Mirabbasi, Gaussian, matched multistage FIR half band filter and IOTA (Isotropic orthogonal transform algorithm). Finally, OFDM’s
SIR (signal to interference ratio) is evaluated for practical issues such as frequency carrier offset and timing offset in transceiver.

Keywords - OFDM, FIR, IOTA, SIR.
sorted the filters constructed with their design measures
viz. energy concentration, channel features and hardware.
Analytic demonstrations of the explored filters are given
below.

1. Introduction
In electronics, a digital filter is a filter which enables
logical and mathematical functions on a trial signal so that
to shrink or boost some features of particular signal.
Digital Signal Processing allows cheapo construction of an
extensive variety of filters. Initially, signal is sampled and
passed from analog to digital converter that turns the
signal into a stream of numbers. A program running on a
CPU or a particular DSP estimates output number streams
and further this output stream can be converted to a signal
by passing it through a digital to analog converter. Digital
filters are used for separation of signals from a combined
signal and for restoration of signals from distorted signal
in any way.

2.1 Energy Concentration: A Design Measure
Generally, a slashed pulse shape with time reduces the
calculation complication and retards the contact latency,
which is inversely comparative to the length of filter. In
another way, implementing shorter filter may boost high
side lobes in the frequency region. PSWFs (Prolate
spheroidal wave functions) deal with energy-concentration
trade-off difficulty during achieving with restricted pulse
having low out-of-band leakage with maximum
concentration inside specified interims. To characterize
PSWFs, there are number of ways [18]. A suitable
description during prototype filter model is that PSWFs,
{Ψn,, ʈ σ(t)} and is a category consists of the orthogonal
operations optimum for the energy concentration of a σband limited function on the interlude [−ʈ, ʈ], in which n is
the order function. Ψ0,ʈ, σ(t)is the most centered pulse
and the absorption of the function drops in sequence. In
supplementary terms, {Ψn, ʈ,σ (t)} is the strong function
after {Ψn− 1, ʈ σ(t)} and it is also orthogonal to {Ψn−1, ʈ
σ(t)}. Thereafter, it gives the length of filter and the

2. Filter Sketch
A sample filter establishes the connection amongst the
representation and the sturdiness of the method beside
dispersive stations during a multicarrier arrangement. This
considers designing prototype filters that are proper for
communication within time and frequency selective
channels respectively. This further enables to verify the
available filters with an objective to build the links
between the filters and the authors in [4], [11]- [19] have
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bandwidth as the plan constrictions, the prime pulse turn
out to be Ψ0, ʈ, σ(t) and made on the above said restraints.
PSWFs have many appealing plus points [12]. For
representation, the eigen function during the process
initially truncates and then bound the bandwidth. Thus,
these functions can go via this method with no
deformation or sorting effect apart from the scaling with a
actual coefficient. Let suppose energy of a pulse is 1 then
eigen values will be a lesser amount of than 1. In addition,
PSWFs relate to an imperative family unit where ʈ = σ→
∞, known as Hermite-Gaussian functions that are called
Eigen functions of Fourier transformation. These give the
best possible results with time and frequency at the same
time. For this reason, it enables the isotropic comebacks in
time and frequency. The authors in [11], [13], [14], [18],
[19] also suggested to the specified points on the features
of PSWFs. In the succeeding sub headings, the sample
filters with an objective to achieve time-frequency

hindrance to calculate the weights al for lth PSWF for a
particular interval employing Lagrange multipliers and
variations in calculus. In [10], a single even-indexed
prolate function is evenly symmetrical, lone a2l is believed
through the optimization modus operand. Also in [33], the
authors suggested a method to reduce the optimization
complications and drive the composite matched filtered
rejoinder of OFDP filter rather than OFDP itself.

4) Gaussian Function: In [4], [7], [9], [22] when a

concentration is discussed in the following section.

prolate window ʈ = σ → ∞, it is run with a parameter ρ,
to check the filter localization. The authors in [7], showed
the properties with the frequency response of a Gaussian
function.
When ρ = 1 , time and frequency response of signal rises
parallel and does not have any zero readings.
Consequently, the Gaussian filter will not meet up the
Nyquist criterion and in other words, it produces
obstruction from one point to others within the lattice.

1) Prolate Window: It signifies the energy focus is on

5) Isotropic Orthogonal Transform Algorithm: The
authors in [2], orthogonalizes the algorithm (IOTA) to
attain a filter that sustains the optimum concentration
property of Gaussian filter to counteract nosiness to
adjacent positions in the matrix. Taking the Gaussian
function pulse which is orthogonal in nature is generated
where F & F -1 are the functions for Fourier transform and
its transpose in the same way, and Oa is the
orthogonalization operator. A builded sample filter
accomplishes the Nyquist criterion and may surrender
same result of time and frequency. For standard, when ρ
=1, ʈo=√2T/2 & Vo = √2F/2, the pulse figure duplicate
to its Fourier transform.

occurrence for a particular filter length and bandwidth.
During the time domain, this represents to Ψ0,ʈ,σ (f) or
zeroth order Slepian sequence in time for the distinct item
[14]. This work is discussed as a side lobe minimization
trouble in [1]. Fig. 1 and Fig. 2 represent the prolate
window showing time and frequency attributes.

2) Kaiser Function: As discussed in [15] and [21] by the
authors, an effective result for a finite length filter is
proposed by deploying Bessel functions to fulfill an
estimate within the prolate window. It provides a suboptimal result for the out of band leak. Ability to adjust the
side lobes and stop-band attenuation is a fruitful asset of
Kaiser Filter in which a particular plan parameter β
expressed in a shut down position.

6) Extended Gaussian Function: In [23], Extended
Gaussian function equal to the critical equation of the
function achieved by the use of IOTA as discussed in [23],
where 0.528V0 2 ≤ ρ ≤ 7.568 V0 2 and dk,vo,ρ are real
valued figure. This has been described that these
coefficients can be handled (i.e. co-efficient bk,j ) as given
below:

3) Optimal Finite Duration Pulses: Although, Prolate
window for a particular filter length and bandwidth with
an optimally-concentrated labels of lower side lobe energy,
it does not accomplish the Nyquist criterion which
guarantees the zero-interference among the lattice points.
Keeping in view, the authors in [17] discussed PSWFs as a
new family unit which is implemented as optimal finite
duration pulse (OFDP) by simplifying the optimization
formula for single carrier as justified in [16]. With an
objective to fulfill a Nyquist filter during time and
frequency respectively with the highest energy in the core
lobe with a particular bandwidth and filter length. The
authors in [17] have developed thumps and selected the
signal illustration of OFDPs as linear connections of the
PSWFs and designed the conditions as an optimized

The authors in [24], defines the coefficients bk,j for 0 ≤ k ≤
14 and 0 ≤ j ≤ 7. For ρ = 1, ʈo = √2T/2 and Vo = √2F/2,
Extended Gaussian Function provides the matching
responds in time and frequency. Although, in [8] and [10]
it may also shorten into one symbol duration to deal the
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latency limitations as the filter length while sustaining
filter localization with other optimization methods.

7) Hermite Filter:

According to [20], Linear
combinations of Gaussian functions provide HermiteGaussian functions by warping the Gaussian filter beside
the higher order Hermite functions and zero-crossings are
given to mollify Nyquist criterion. It has unique features
with IOTA and generates same response as demonstrated
in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2. Further modes of the HermiteGaussian combinations also describe the dispersion
qualities of communication medium.

6) Optimal finite duration pulses: This is defined as the
optimally concentrated pulse for a set interval and
bandwidth which gratifies Nyquist criterion in time and
frequency respectively.

7) Kaiser: Kaiser has more comparable time-frequency
characteristics of prolate filter. While it has sub optimum
solution for absorption obstruction, its utterance is given in
folded form.

2.2 Some Proven Prototype Filters in the collected
works
1)

Rectangular: It delivers the symbol energy
homogeneously in time domain. It is the prototype filter
for CP-OFDM scheme.

8) Modified Kaiser: To provide sharper decomposing,
Kaiser window is tailored to obtain zeros at |t| = ½.

2) Hanning (Raised-cosine): The function itself and its
first derivative are uninterrupted. Hence, power of side
lobes fall at 1/ |ω|3per octave.

9) Gaussian: It is the optimally-concentrated filter when
there are on no account boundaries on filter length and
bandwidth and ρ = 1.

3) Exact Hamming: Exact Hamming filter chairs zero at
the position of the first side lobe.

10) IOTA: IOTA yields optimally-concentrated function
when there are not at all ceilings on length of filter and
bandwidth. It also accomplish Nyquist criterion after
matched filtering.

4) Mirabbasi-Martin: It provides brisk - degenerating.
Power of the side lobes fall at 1/ |ω|(q+3) per octave,
where q is the derivation order. Last equation is operated
to construct a complete set of equations.

11) Hermite: Gaussian filter with its high-order Hermite
functions obtains zero readings to mollify Nyquist
criterion and has alike features with IOTA

5) Prolate: Prolate is the optimally-concentrated pulse in
frequency for a known length of filter and bandwidth.
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filters and the authors of [30]- [33] provided analogous
results based on theoretical concepts. Robustness among
synchronization faults may be setup by the suitable
prototype filter operation with lattice points in their region
and the resistance in opposition to TO and CFO is
unmatchable for Hermite, IOTA, and Gaussian functions.
Considering the stage when ρ = 1, filters are capable of
providing same output in time and frequency. Increase in
the Lattice is useful to explore the efficiency of prototype
filters and they do not verify Nyquist criterion in the
existence of TO and CFO. Gaussian function is not
capable to meet Nyquist criteria and but on the other hand,
it has orthogonal property due to increase in lattice which
gives a significant improvement in its efficiency.

2.3 Criteria of Design
Orthogonality may be spoiled by channel description and
hardware of radio and its multicarrier schemes are lowered
appropriate to its descriptive properties in frequency as
well as in time which generates inter-symbol interference
(ISI) and inter carrier interference (ICI). In order to
disparage meddling amongst the points in web, mapping
of a thump should be heightened.
1) Rectangular Function: It equally distributes the symbol
energy homogenously in time region. This can also be
called as an exemplar filter used for straight CP-OFDM
scheme. It gives a fruitful answer to fight with ICI and ISI
during time variability and provides multipath channels by
way of maximizing its slab on the transmitter. This method
shows the symmetrical nature of above said function.

3. Simulation Model Results
The strength of the multicarrier systems contrary to time/
frequency management faults, i.e., TO and CFOs are
mainly governed by the void domains in the uncertain
faces. The example of cyclic prefix use of the main OFDM
method provides a wider range void domain which
distributes the stoutness beside timing faults. On the other
hand, it is incapable of delivering any option besides CFO.
Simulation results have been shown to demonstrate the
performance of various filters employed in OFDM system
one after another at varying frequency and timing offset
between transmitter and receiver. Filter used are: Half
cosine, IOTA, Hermite, Gaussian, Mirabbasi and matched
multistage FIR half band filter.

2) Channel based Pulsations: As discussed in [25], a new
pulse shape is being formed by optimally weighted
combinations of the Hermite-Gaussian functions.
Although, the authors have also discussed the voids in the
uncertain surface which corresponds to zero-interference
domains and are widened through Hermite- Gaussian
functions to boost the healthiness in doubly dispersive
channels. In [3], Hermite-Gaussian family is generated as
a base to disparage ICI and ISI whereas the authors in [26]
describes to operate bigger S/I pondering bi-orthogonal
schemes and considering different points viz. maximum
signal-to interference- plus- noise ratio (SINR) as in [5]
and minimum ISI [6] and ICI [27].
While in [28], it is being contradicted through two
prototype filter design production and is proposed by
orthogonal control of the prototype filter for preamble
transmission. Besides above constraints, the researchers
can design a prototype filter taking into consideration the
variables of hardware. Considering the example of [29],
prototypes filter which deals with the PAPR and timing
jitter situations by diminishing the tails of the prototype
filter.

Fig. 1 shows that simple OFDM with no filter can result in
much interference due to increased carrier frequency offset
in between transmitter and receiver which will further
results in low quality signal at receiver end. It can be
improved by using various filters in OFDM system. As it
can be observed from the figure that matched multistage
FIR half band has performed outstanding among all.

2.4 Time Frequency Synchronization
The vigor of the multicarrier methods alongside time as
well as frequency harmonization oversights, i.e., carrier
frequency offset (CFO) and timing offset (TO) and it
primarily depends on the void domains in the obscurity
shells. Ideally, CP operation provides a wider void domain
in time which increases the resilience of the method used
among timing faults, but it fails to give any option against
CFO. As considered in [24], performance of SIR with its
different filters has been given for different TO and CFOs.
Protection against TO and CFO is being provided by
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Fig. 2: BER of various pulse shaped OFDM at L=9
Table 1: SIR of Various Filters Employed in OFDM on Varying Carrier
Frequency Offset
Signal to Interference Ratio (SIR)
Carrier Frequency Offset (CFO)
0.01

0.1

0.2

0.3

Half Cosine

22.5

16.5

10

6.5

Hermite

22.5

15.5

9.5

4

IOTA

22.5

15.5

9.5

4

Gaussian

21

14.5

8.5

4

22.5

17.5

11

7.5

Matched
multistage FIR
halfband

Table 1 illustrates the signal to interference ratio of various
filters in OFDM at varying carrier frequency offset. These
filters are half cosine, Hermite, IOTA, Gaussian and
matched multistage FIR half band filter. As it is shown in
the above mentioned table that at high carrier frequency
offset (CFO), half cosine and matched multistage FIR half
band filters have outperformed with SIR value of 6.5 and
7.5 respectively. On comparing these two, it can be
observed that at high CFO, matched multistage FIR filter
still have great signal strength as its SIR is 7.5

Fig. 1: BER of various pulse shaped OFDM at L=9

In fig. 2, it has been analyzed that IOTA and Hermite filter
has performed well as compared to Gaussian and half
cosine filter at high timing offset introduced within
transmitted and received signal’s timings. Matched
multistage FIR half band results in high quality signal at
receiver end even at great timing offset. Immunity against
timing offset is undistinguishable to the immunity against
carrier frequency offset for Hermite, Gaussian and IOTA
filters. This is caused by the fact that these filters impart
matching reactions in time and frequency at ρ = 1.

Table 2: SIR of Various Filters Employed in OFDM on varying timing
offset
Signal to Interference Ratio (SIR)
Timing Offset (TO)
0.01

0.1

0.2

0.3

Half Cosine

35

13

6

3

Hermite

35

15

8

4.9

IOTA

35

15

8

4.9

Gaussian

20.75

14.5

8.2

4.2

35

16

9.5

5.9

Matched multistage
FIR half band

Table 2 reveals the SIR (signal to interference ratio) values
of various filters in OFDM at varying timing offset.
Highest value of timing offset is taken as 0.3. The Table
shows that Hermite and IOTA (Isotropic orthogonal
transform algorithm) have performed well with SIR value
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[11]. H. Landau and H. Pollack, “Prolate spheroidal wave functions,
Fourier analysis and uncertainty” Bell Syst. Techn. J. vol. 40, pp. 6594,
1961.

of 4.9 at great timing offset that occurs due to mismatch of
timings of transmitted signal with respect to received one.
Matched multistage FIR half band filter has performed
quite better among all filters at high timing offset with SIR
value of 5.9.

[12]. D. Slepian and H. Pollack, “Prolate spheroidal wave functions,
Fourier analysis and uncertainty” Bell Syst. Techn. J, vol. 40, pp. 4363,
1961.
[13]. H. Landau and H. Pollack, “Prolate spheroidal wave functions,
Fourier analysis and uncertainty” Bell Syst. Techn. J., vol. 41, pp. 1295–
1336,1962.

4. Conclusion
In this survey, OFDM (Orthogonal Frequency Division
Multiplexing) multicarrier scheme is employed with a
variety of filters in order to judge its toughness to work
with perfection even at great timing and frequency offset
between transmitter and receiver. It has been observed that
matched multistage FIR half band is better as compared to
other filters in both of the cases i.e. at high frequency and
timing offset in OFDM system.
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Abstract - This paper reviews the Economic Load Dispatch (ELD) problem resolved with help of Moth-Flame Optimization (MFO). As
ELD is an online dispatch of power and plays a pivotal role in the electrical system therefore it needs attention for meeting the required
demand while satisfying various system curbs. Moth Flame Optimization (MFO) is a fresh meta-heuristic ingenious by the navigation
method of moths in nature called transverse orientation. The major objective of ELD problem is curtailment of the total power cost while
meeting up the numerous curbs when the required load of the system is being supplied.

Keywords - Economic Load Dispatch(ELD), Optimization, Moth Flame Optimizer (MFO).
Firefly Algorithm [15], Bacterial Foraging Optimization
[16], Shuffled Frog Leaping algorithm [17], have been
buoyantly applied to ELD problems. Recently, a fresh
meta-heuristic approach called Grey Wolf Optimization
(GWO) [19,20] and Ant Lion Optimization (ALO) [21,22]
has been applied to solve ELD problem but GWO and
ALO algorithm become sluggish when accustomed to
resolve economic dispatch issue of average- and large-scale
power system. To beat the downside of lately developed
ALO algorithm, newly developed moth flame optimization
(MFO) algorithm proposed by Seyedali Mirjalili [23] is
tested on different benchmark and delineated the promising
results comparable with other tactics.

1. Introduction
The electrical power has an indispensable role to assure a
variety of needs in the present world. It is consequential
that the generated power is transmitted and distributed
coherently in order to satisfy the power requirement. The
cost-effective scheduling of all generators in a system to
meet most wanted demand is a significant problem in
planning and operation of power system. The most
significant optimization obscurity is Economic Load
Dispatch (ELD) issue in which the slating of thermal
generators for generation of power is done. In ELD issue,
the ultimate aim is to reduce the operational cost of the
power system generation, while supplying the power
demanded. In ELD issue to appease a peculiar load
demand by electric utilities within economical cost, the
reactive and real powers are allowed to vary within certain
curbs. In addition to this, the numerous operational curbs of
the system should also be gratified.

2. Problem Formulation
To curtail the total production cost while gratifying the
various constraints is the main objective of the ELD issue
when the load is being supplied in power system. The
objective function to be minimized is given by the
following equation:

Conventional methods to resolve ELD problem
incorporate the lambda iteration method, linear
programming method, Newton’s method and gradient
method [1]. To solve ELD issue one of the tactics is
Dynamic Programming but it suffers from the problem of
the curse of dimensionality [2].

n

F ( Pg )   (ai Pgi2  bi Pgi  ci )

(1)

i 1

Meta-heuristic
tactics,
such
as
Evolutionary
Programming [3], Differential Evolution Algorithm [4,12],
Particle Swarm Optimization [5,6,24,25], Genetic
Algorithm [7,8], Improved Genetic Algorithm [9],
Quadratic Programming[10], Simulated Annealing[11],
Flower Pollination Algorithm[13],Cuckoo Search[14],

And objective function considering valve point loading
effects is given by:
n

F ( Pg )   (ai Pgi2  bi Pgi  ci )  di sin(ei ( Pgimin  Pgi ))
i 1
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The overall fuel cost has to be reduced with the following
constraints:

(5)

2.1 Power balance constraint
Where the number of variables is indicated by ‘d’ and the
number of moths is indicated by ‘n’.
We also presume that there is an array for storing the
commensuration fitness values for all the moths as
follows:

The total generated power must be equal to the total load
demand by all the generators and system’s real power loss.
(3)

2.2 Generator limit constraint
The real power generation of each generator is to be
controlled inside its particular upper and lower operating
limits.
i=1,2,...,NG

(6)

Other key components in the proposed algorithm are
flames. We assume a matrix similar to the moth matrix as
follows:

(4)

Where
ai, bi, ci : coefficient of fuel cost of ith generator, Rs/MW2
h, Rs/MW h, Rs/h
di, ei : coefficient of fuel cost of ith generator for valve
point loading
F(Pg ) : Total fuel cost, Rs/h
n
: Number of generators
: Minimum limit of generation for ith generator, MW
: Maximum limit of generation for ith generator, MW
Pl
: Transmission losses, MW
Pd : Power demand, MW

(7)

We also assume that there is an array for storing the
corresponding fitness values for the flames as follows:

(8)

3. Moth Flame Optimization (MFO)
4. MFO Algorithm

Moth-Flame Optimization (MFO) is a fresh meta-heuristic
tactic stimulated from the direction-finding method of
moths in nature called transverse orientation. Moths have
been adapted to fly at night deploying the moon light. They
used a method called transverse orientation for directionfinding. In this method, a moth flies at night by sustaining a
fixed angle in reference with the moon, a very effective
mechanism for traveling long distances in a straight path.

The MFO algorithm is three-tuple that helps the
optimization problems to estimate the global optimal
solution and can be defined as follows:
MFO = (I, P, T)

(9)

By the function ‘I’ the complementing fitness values and
an erratic population of moths are engendered.
Mathematically this function can be represented as
follows:

In spite of the potency of transverse orientation, we
commonly perceive that moths fly spirally around the
lights. As matter of fact, moths represent such behavior as
illusion by artificial lights. When the light source is very far
it is fruitful for moving in a straight line, this is due to the
incompetency of the transverse orientation.

(10)
The moths are moved around the search area by function
‘P’ which is the function. The matrix ‘M’ is received by
this functions and also returns its updated one eventually.
(11)

Since the MFO is a population-based algorithm, and a
matrix delineates the population of moths as follows:
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Where Mi indicates the i-th moth, Flj indicates the j-th
flame, and Di indicates the distance of the i-th moth with jth flame.

If the stoppage specification is gratified then ‘T’ function
turns true and if the stoppage specification is not gratified
then turns false:

Fig. 2 shows a moth position updating to a flame. The
black curves (feasible positions) which can be selected as
the upcoming position of the moth (blue horizontal line)
around the flame (green horizontal line) in Fig. 1 distinctly
depicts that a moth can exploit and explore the search area
around the flame in one dimension. When the upcoming
position lies inside the area between the moth and flame
then exploitation happens as can be seen in the arrow
labeled by 2. When the upcoming position is outside the
area between the moth and flame then exploration happens
as can be seen in the arrows labeled by 1, 3, and 4.

(12)
Unless the ‘T’ function turns true, the ‘P’ function is
iteratively run after fledgling. The ‘P’ function is the main
function that moves the moths around the search space.
The transverse alignment is the main motivation for this
algorithm as referred above. With respect to a flame the
position of each moth is modified using the following
equation:
(13)
Where Mi indicates the i-th moth, Flj indicates the j-th
flame, and ‘S’ is the spiral function. A logarithmic spiral is
used as the main update mechanism of moths and is
defined as follows and represented by Fig 2:

Fig.2. Some of the possible positions that can be reached by a moth with
respect to a flame using the logarithmic spiral.
Fig 1. Logarithmic spiral (pitch 100)

By the advancement of iterations the flames numbers are
adaptively reduced using below given formula:

(14)

(16)

Where t ranges from [-1, 1] is a random number, the shape
of the logarithmic spiral is depicted by a constant ‘b’ for
identifying, and Di represents the distance of the i-th moth
with the j-th flame. D is calculated as follows:

Where the maximum number of iterations is depicted by
T, l is the current number of iteration, and N is the
maximum number of flames. The balance between the
exploration and exploitation is done by gradual decrement
in a number of flames of the search area.

(15)
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Start the MFO algorithm as above by
The flow chart represents
Fig.3
Define the
algorithm

parameters

of

5. Conclusions
This review present a survey of MFO over various tactics
have been delineated in numerical ends up represented by
Mirjalili (in 2015) in terms of robustness, less
computational efforts, avoid premature convergence,
sturdy convergence artibutes and easy pertinency.
Therefore, it seems from its distinctive feature that MFO is
a promising methodology for finding sophisticated issues
in power systems. The algorithm can also depict the
spacious assortment of applications such as multi-area
power system and also with integrated wind farms and PV
system, application to real systems such as actual power
systems and power pools so as to realize its full benefit to
society and to larger test system.

the

Generate initial moths randomly

Calculate the fitness functions and tag the best
position by flames
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Abstract – Electricity is very essential necessity in our day to

Hence the voltage stability is basically defined as the
ability of the electrical power system to keep the voltage at
various buses or nodes in the permissible limits under
normal and abnormal operating conditions. If the electrical
system can maintain the permissible voltage at it’s all the
buses or nodes the system is said to be in voltage stable
state and vice-versa. As the voltage instability is the
frequent phenomena in the present electrical system
networks, hence because of this, it has become the
important topic in the present fields of research. The main
causes of the voltage instability are the system overloading,
high reactive power demand by the system loads,
unbalancing in the system etcetera. The voltage stability
may arise from a local bus or node but it can adversely
affect the whole system. Because of all these reasons, the
voltage instability has become one of the main threats to
the system security and reliability.

day life. The electricity, we use in our daily life comes from the
power generating stations via electrical transmission and
distribution networks. Hence, the load centers are at the end of
electrical transmission and distribution system. For the stable
operation of this complete system, it is must that the system
should operate in the permissible limits all the time, but there
occurs many problems in this system like voltage sag, voltage
violation on the various system buses etcetera. In order to fix
these problems, it is must that their cause should be minimized or
eliminated. There are many ways to solve these problems,
however in this paper a 50 bus, IEC standard system is assumed
for the voltage stability analysis and its voltage stability analysis
is done in ETAP software and optimal capacitor placement is
used for strengthening the voltage profile of the system.

Keywords – Voltage Stability, Voltage Profile, Reactive
Power Management, Optimal Capacitor Placement.

The system load characteristic and magnitude at various
nodes in the transmission or distribution line has also very
deep affect on the voltage instability problem. In the
practical world, the load characteristics of the system
changes from time to time. The high inductive nature of
the load can strengthen the voltage instability problem.
Hence the inductive effect of the load should be
minimized by providing the necessary reactive power to
the system for minimizing the voltage instability problem.

1. Introduction
Electrical power systems, in the present world are
constantly facing new challenges and problems day after
day. Voltage instability is one of the major problems that
occur in the power system networks. This is mainly
because of the constant increase in the power demands and
increase in the complexity of the electrical networks.
Under such scenario the power system networks operate
near to their permissible limits and voltage instability
becomes frequent phenomenon in such case. The basic
definition of the voltage stability can be given as

Another major factors that contributes to the voltage
instability problem are transmission line drops when the
electrical power flows through these lines. The line drops
are because of resistance and reactance of the transmission
lines. This effect catalyses the voltage instability problem
and hence because of this the voltage instability problem
becomes stronger. Also this thing limits the active power
transfer limit of the system because of the involvement of
the reactive power flow in lines.

“Voltage stability is the ability of a power system to
maintain steady acceptable voltages at all buses in the
system under normal operating conditions and after being
subjected to a disturbance.”
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In the present studies the voltage stability analysis is done
by using the simulation software. The main reasons behind
the use of simulation software are their speed, accuracy
and time saving advantage. Also they provide the
engineers practical feedback while designing the
engineering systems and engineering problems. In this
research paper all the work related to voltage stability
analysis is done in the ETAP software.

m electrical transmission line. The 2 MVA power
transformer supplies the electrical power to two electrical
feeders namely Feeder A and Feeder B. The assumed data
for the electrical power transformer is shown in the table 1.
Table 1: Assumed Data of 2 MVA Power Transformer

S.
No.

2. Problem Formulation
In this research paper, a 50 bus electrical system is
assumed for the purpose of the voltage stability analysis.
All the data for the system like electrical power source,
various loads in the system, transmission lines, and phase
conductors etcetera are adequately assumed. The project
standard is assumed to be of Indian Electrical Code. The
modeled assumed electrical network in ETAP software is
shown in the figure 1.

Electrical Quantity

Value

1.

Rating

2 MVA

2.

Primary/Secondary Voltage

3.

Type/Sub-Type

4.

Class

66/11 kV
Liquid Fill/MineralOil
ONAN

5.

Altitude

650 ft.

6.

65 ℃
Star With Solid

8.

Temperature Rise
Primary/Secondary
Grounding
Vector Group

9.

Basic Insulation Level

325/75 kV

10.

Harmonic Data

11.

Magnetization Rush

G2/3P-FL_LL
Point With 6
Multiplier

7.

YNyn0

The assumed data for all other electrical distribution
transformer is same as that of 2 MVA power transformer,
the only difference is in their level of voltage and power
ratings. All distribution transformers are of 11/0.433 kV.
The power ratings and branch data of all the distribution
transformers are shown in the table 2.
Table 2: Power Ratings and Branch Data of Distribution Transformers

Transformer
ID

Power
Rating
(KVA)

T1-FA

100

Bus1-FA

Bus1-FA

2.

T1-FB

100

Bus1-FB

Bus1-FB

3.

T2-FA

200

Bus2-FA

Bus2-FA

4.

T2-FB

63

Bus2-FB

Bus2-FB

5.

T3-FA

100

Bus4-FA

Bus4-FA

6.

T3-FB

100

Bus4-FB

Bus4-FB

7.

T4-FA

100

Bus6-FA

Bus6-FA

8.

T4-FB

200

Bus6-FB

Bus6-FB

9.

T5-FA

200

Bus7-FA

Bus7-FA

10.

T5-FB

100

Bus7-FB

Bus7-FB

11.

T6-FA

100

Bus8-FA

Bus8-FA

12.

T6-FB

100

Bus8-FB

Bus8-FB

S. No.
1.

Fig. 1 – Modelled Electrical Network

In the assumed system the source of power is assumed to
be a 2 MVA, 66 kV electrical power grid that supplies the
electrical power to a 2 MVA power transformer via 1750
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13.

T7-FA

100

Bus10-FA

Bus10-FA

9.

Wind Force

0.386 lb/ft2

14.

T7-FB

100

Bus9-FB

Bus9-FB

10.

K Factor

0.3 lb/ft2

15.

T8-FA

200

Bus11-FA

Bus11-FA

11.

Operating Temperature

35 ºC

16.

T8-FB

100

Bus10-FB

Bus10-FB

12.

Wind Speed & Direction

18 ft./s, 45 Degrees

17.

T9-FA

100

Bus12-FA

Bus12-FA

13.

Elevation

624.6 ft.

18.

T9-FB

100

Bus11-FB

Bus11-FB

14.

Azimuth

0 Degree

19.

T10-FA

100

Bus15-FA

Bus15-FA

15.

North Latitude

30.7 Degree

20.

TMSS

2000

BusIN
TMSS

BusIN
TMSS

16.

Solar Absorptivity

0.5

17.

Solar Emissivity

0.6

-

-

The assumed ratings for all the lumped loads is taken to be
equal to the ratings of the transformers to which they are
connected and the power factor of all the lumped loads is
assumed to be 0.85. The model type of all lumped loads is
assumed to be conventional type, connection is assumed to
be of star with solid grounding and percentage locked
rotor current is assumed to be 600.

The branch data for the transmission lines is shown in the
table 5.
Table 5: Branch Data of Transmission Lines

S. No.

All the cables used in this network are assumed to be of 11
kV, 110.4 A current capacity and 3 feet of length. The
ETAP library standard of all the cables is assumed to be
BS6622, XLPE, Non-Mag. 3/C with size 25 mm2. The
assumed data for electrical cables used in the network is
shown by the table 3.

1.

Table 3: Assumed Data of Electrical Cables

S. No.

2.

Cable ID
CableL TMSS
Cable - FA

3.

Cable - FB

1.

From Bus
BusLIN - TMSS

To Bus
Bus - MBDSS

Bus - MBDSS

BusM - FA

Bus - MBDSS

BusM - FB

The assumed data for all the transmission lines is same the
only difference is in their length. The assumed data for all
the transmission lines is shown in the table 4.
Table 4: Assumed Data for Transmission Lines

Line ID
Line - IN

Line
Length
(in
meters)
1750

From Bus

To Bus

Bus - UG

BusIN TMSS

2.

Line1-FA

1050

BusM - FA

Bus1-FA

3.

Line1-FB

1050

BusM - FB

Bus1-FB

4.

Line2-FA

770

Bus1-FA

Bus2-FA

5.

Line2-FB

700

Bus1-FB

Bus2-FB

6.

Line3-FA

560

Bus2-FA

Bus3-FA

7.

Line3-FB

560

Bus2-FB

Bus3-FB

8.

Line4-FA

560

Bus3-FA

Bus4-FA

9.

Line4-FB

490

Bus3-FB

Bus4-FB

10.

Line5-FA

700

Bus3-FA

Bus5-FA

11.

Line5-FB

630

Bus3-FB

Bus5-FB

12.

Line6-FA

490

Bus5-FA

Bus6-FA

13.

Line6-FB

490

Bus5-FB

Bus6-FB

14.

Line7-FA

560

Bus6-FA

Bus7-FA

15.

Line7-FB

560

Bus5-FB

Bus7-FB

Specification

Value

16.

Line8-FA

630

Bus5-FA

Bus9-FA

1.

Conductor Code

Apple 1120

17.

Line8-FB

770

Bus5-FB

Bus8-FB

2.

Conductor Type

ACSR

18.

Line9-FA

560

Bus5-FA

Bus8-FA

Line9-FB

490

Bus7-FB

Bus11-FB

Line10-FA

490

Bus9-FA

Bus10-FA

S. No.

3.

Conductor Name

Pirelli-AACSR/GZ

19.

4.

Configuration

Triangular

20.

5.

Phase Height

24.606 ft.

21.

Line10-FB

490

Bus8-FB

Bus9-FB

22.

Line11-FA

560

Bus9-FA

Bus12-FA

23.

Line11-FB

490

Bus8-FB

Bus10-FB

24.

Line12-FA

490

Bus9-FA

Bus11-FA

6.

Conductor Spacing

2.762 ft, 2.760 ft,
3.51 ft

7.

GMD

2.992 ft

8.

Horizontal Tension

2280 lb.
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25.

Line13-FA

560

Bus12-FA

Bus14-FA

4.

BusL4-FB

Under Voltage

94.7

26.

Line14-FA

490

Bus14-FA

Bus15-FA

5.

BusL5-FA

Under Voltage

94.0

6.

BusL5-FB

Under Voltage

94.7

7.

BusL6-FA

Under Voltage

94.1

8.

BusL6-FB

Under Voltage

94.7

9.

BusL7-FB

Under Voltage

94.6

10.

BusL8-FB

Under Voltage

94.6

11.

BusL9-FB

Under Voltage

94.7

3. Problem Analysis
For doing the voltage stability analysis on the formulated
problem, first of all it is required to do the load flow
analysis in order to find the weak buses or nodes in the
given system. The load flow in this formulated electrical
problem was carried out using Newton-Raphson method at
maximum iteration of 99 times with precision value of
0.0001 with the help of inbuilt software module of ETAP
software. The power transformer was set at 3.75% tap
settings and loading category was selected to be the 80 %
of the rated value of all lumped loads; in other words all
the distribution transformers were loaded at 80% of their
power rating.

From the analysis of load flow report generated by the
ETAP software, it was also seen that the power
transformer was overloaded; it was operating at 97% of its
rated capacity and was marginally unstable.
In order to improve the voltage profile of the system and
to strengthen the voltage stability limit of the system, it is
must that the reactive power demand of the system must
be compensated or met by some means. There are many
ways to do so. One of the best methods to compensate the
reactive power demand is to install the capacitors in the
system.

The criterion for selecting the voltage unstable buses in the
system that for the critical unstable bus the voltage
variation should be of ±6% and for marginal unstable bus
the voltage variation should be of ±5%.

In this formulated electrical problem the capacitors were
optimally installed using inbuilt software module of the
ETAP software. For this purpose, it is required to enter the
available values of capacitors in the ETAP’s optimal
capacitor placement software module. The list of the
available capacitors is shown in the following table 8.

From the load flow report of the system it was found that
there are some critically unstable buses and some
marginally unstable buses present in the system. The
critically unstable buses are represented by the table 6.
Table 6: Critically Unstable Buses or Nodes in the System

Condition
S. No.

Bus ID

Table 8: List of Available Capacitors

Percentage
Operating
Voltage

Under Voltage

1.

BusL10-FA

2.

BusL7-FA

Under Voltage

93.9

3.

BusL8-FA

Under Voltage

93.9

4.

BusL9-FA

Under Voltage

93.9

Table 7: Marginally Unstable Buses or Nodes in the System

Bus ID

Condition
Under Voltage

Percentage
Operating
Voltage

1.

BusL2-FA

2.

BusL3-FA

Under Voltage

94.5

3.

BusL4-FA

Under Voltage

94.1
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Maximum
Number in a
Bank

1.

20

10

2.

25

10

55/550/290

3.

30

10

60/600/300

4.

40

10

70/700/350

5.

45

10

75/750/450

6.

50

10

80/800/600

60

10

90/900/850

S. No.

The marginally unstable buses present in the system are
represented by table 7.

S. No.

Capacitor
Size

Purchase (Per
kVAR) /
Install/
Operating
Cost (Per
Year)
50/500/250

93.8

7.

94.9

4. Results
For the optimal placement of the capacitors the ETAP
software has the inbuilt optimal capacitor placement
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module that places the optimal number of capacitors at all
the candidate buses. All High Voltage buses in the system
were selected as the candidate buses for the optimal
placement of the capacitors except BusIN - TMSS and
BusLIN – TMSS. The ETAP software module gives the
output report for the optimal capacitor placement, which is
shown by the following table 9.

4. Conclusions
The voltage stability analysis of a 50 bus system was
successfully done in this research paper using ETAP
software. The weak nodes or buses in the system were
found using load flow analysis of the formulated problem
and the voltage profile was improved using optimal
capacitor placement by the inbuilt software module of
ETAP software. It was concluded that if the appropriate
reactive power is compensated using capacitor placement
the voltage profile of the system can be successfully
improved. Hence it is proved that reactive compensation
helps in the improving the voltage stability limit of the
system.

Table 9: Optimal Capacitor Placement Results

S.
No.

Candidate
Bus ID

kVAR/Bank

Number of
Banks

Total
kVAR

1.

Bus-MBDSS

2.

Bus1-FA

20.000

9

180.000

3.

Bus1-FB

20.000

1

20.000

4.

Bus2-FA

20.000

2

40.000

5.

Bus2-FB

6.

Bus3-FA

20.000

4

80.000

7.

Bus3-FB

8.

Bus4-FA

9.

Bus4-FB

20.000

1

20.000

11. Bus5-FB

20.000

2

40.000

12. Bus6-FA

20.000

3

60.000

13. Bus6-FB

20.000

1

20.000

14. Bus7-FA

20.000

3

60.000
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15. Bus7-FB

20.000

4

80.000

18. Bus9-FA

20.000

2

40.000

19. Bus9-FB

20.000

1

20.000

20.000

3

60.000

25. Bus14-FA

20.000

1

20.000

26. Bus15-FA

20.000

2

40.000
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Abstract: In industrial applications power supply and nature of power system play significant role in present competitive
market economic. The changing nature of the electricity supply industry is introducing many new subjects into power
system operation, related to trade in a deregulated competitive market. Commercial pressures on obtaining greater returns
from existing assets suggest an increasingly important role for dynamic network management using FACTS devices and
energy storage as an important resource in generation and transmission and Distribution and customer service. The
importance of FACTS is the enhancement of Security and efficiency of power transmission networks. Due to fast
controllability in emergency situation, it provides increased flexibility and therefore stability and security as advantages. The
use of FACTS helps to improve the power generation, transmission, distribution and client services. FACTS devices help to
increases the overall efficiency of power transmission networks with high security. In this paper, a review has been given on
development of FACTS technology, various Series & Shunt FACTS devices has been reviewed. This paper does not go into
the details of transmission design & system analysis of FACTS.

Keywords:

Flexible AC Transmission Systems, FACTS controller Deregulated Power System, Electricity

Market, Series FACTS & Shunt FACTS.

working group: “Alternating current
transmission systems incorporating power
electronic-based and other static controller
to enhance controllability and increase
power transfer capability.”

HISTORY: The world's first SVC was
set up in power system at Nebraska, North
America in 1974. Some of the FACTS
devices mounted by America are TCSC,
STATCOM and UPFC. In India, the
first installed FACTS device is Thyristor
Controlled Series Capacitor (TCSC) with
Fixed Series Compensation (FSC) at 400
kV transmission line between Kanpur
(U.P) and Ballabgarh (Haryana) in the
Northern Grid. Some more FACTS are
successfully connected in different places
of India. FACTS is defined by an IEEE

The importance of the power electronics
and other static controllers is that they
have high speed response and there is no
limit to number of performances.
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I.

FACTS technology provides the
opportunity to–
 Increase loading capacity of
transmission lines.
 Reduce circulating reactive power.
 Improves system stability limit.
 Reduce voltage flicker.
 Reduce system damping and
oscillations.
 Control power flow

INTRODUCTION

Flexible AC Transmission Systems, called
FACTS, got in the recent years a
recognized term for higher controllability
in power systems by means of power
electronic devices. Numerous FACTSdevices have been presented for various
applications worldwide. A number of new
kinds of devices are in the stage of being
introduced in practice. Even more
concepts of arrangements of FACTSdevices are discussed in research and
literature

II. DESCRIPTION OF FACTS
DEVICES
A.

With the increase in power demand
some transmission lines are more loaded
than was planned when they were built [1].
With increased loading of long
transmission line the problem of transient
stability after major disturbance, will cause
the entire system to subside. Power
system should perform in security limit for
example if reactive power mismatch
happened, a compensator should be
installed for reactive power and if we don’t
install compensator and demand of
consumer is increases, voltage collapse
may happen, then to increase of power
system security we have to use FACTS
such as SVC, SSSC, TCSC, UPFC etc. etc.
The main challenges of modern power
system is transient stability is referred as
the capability of the system to maintain
synchronous operation in the event of
large disturbance and this kind of stability
depends on parameters of system and
intensity of disturbance.

TCSC

The basic conceptual TCSC module
comprises a series capacitor, C, in parallel
with a thyristor controlled reactor, LS, as
shown in Fig.1. A TCSC is a seriescontrolled capacitive reactance that can
provide continuous control of power on
the ac line over a wide range. The
principle of variable-series compensation
is simply to increase the fundamentalfrequency voltage across a fixed capacitor
in a series compensated line through
appropriate variation of the firing angle.
This enhanced voltage changes the
effective value of the series-capacitive
reactance and control the reactive power,

Fig. 1. TCSC
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B. STATCOM

C. UPFC

STATCOM is a controlled reactive-power
source. It offers the desired reactive-power
generation and absorption totally by means
of electronic processing of the voltage and
current waveforms in a voltage-source
converter (VSC) where a VSC is
connected to a utility bus through
magnetic coupling. The exchange of
reactive power between the converter and
the ac system can be controlled by varying
the amplitude of the 3-phase output
voltage of the converter. If the amplitude
of the output voltage is decreased below
the utility bus voltage, then the current
flows from the ac system to the converter
and the converter absorbs inductivereactive power from the ac system. If the
output voltage equals the ac system
voltage, the reactive-power exchange
becomes zero, in which case the
STATCOM is said to be in a floating state.
Its basic configuration has been shown in
fig. 2.

The UPFC is the most versatile FACTS
controller developed so far, with allencompassing capabilities of voltage
regulation, series compensation, and phase
shifting. It can independently and very
rapidly control both real and reactive
power flows in a transmission line. Its
basic configured as shown in Fig.3 and
comprises two VSCs coupled through a
common dc terminal. One VSC-converter
1 is connected in shunt with the line
through a coupling transformer, the other
VSC-converter 2 is inserted in series with
the transmission line through an interface
transformer. The dc voltage for both
converters is provided by a common
capacitor bank. (Vpq) max. Moreover, the
phase angle of Vpq can be independently
varied from 0 to 360 degree. In this
practice, the series converter exchanges
both real and reactive power with the
transmission line. Although the reactive
power is internally generated/ absorbed by
the series converter, the real-power
generation/ absorption is made viable by
the dc-energy storage device that is, the
capacitor. The shunt-connected converter 1
is used mainly to supply the real-power
demand of converter 2, which derives from
the transmission line itself. The shunt
converter maintains constant voltage of the
dc bus. Thus the net real power drawn
from the ac system is equal to the losses of
the two converters and their coupling
transformers. In addition, the shunt
converter behaves like a STATCOM and
independently regulates the terminal
voltage of the interconnected bus by
generating/ absorbing a requisite amount
of reactive power.

Fig. 2. STATCOM
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Abstract -Piezoelectric Effect is the capacity of specific materials to create an electric charge in light of connected mechanical anxiety.
At the point when piezoelectric material is set under mechanical anxiety, a moving of the positive and negative charge focuses in the
material happens, which at that point brings about an outside electrical field. Whenever turned around, an external electrical field either
extends or packs the piezoelectric material. The convenience of most high innovation gadgets, for example, phones, PCs, and sensors is
restricted by the capacity limit of batteries. Later on, these constraints will turn out to be more articulated as the interest for remote power
outpaces battery advancement which is as of now almost upgraded.

Keywords – Piezoelectric, Energy harvesting pavement
There are some advantages of piezoelectric which are
given below,
 Low cost
 High sensitivity
 High mechanical stiffness
 Broad frequency range
 Small size
 Unidirectional sensitivity

1. Introduction
Piezoelectricity is the electric charge that gathers in certain
strong materials, (for example, precious stones, certain
pottery, and natural issue, for example, bone, DNA and
different proteins)[1] because of connected mechanical
anxiety. The word piezoelectricity implies power coming
about because of weight and inactive warmth.
Piezoelectricity is found in accommodating applications,
for instance, the creation and recognizable proof of sound,
time of high voltages, electronic repeat age,
microbalances, to drive an ultrasonic gush, and ultrafine
focusing of optical social affairs. The piezoelectric impact,
by which a material produces an electric potential in light
of a temperature change. All the more particularly, when a
weight is related with a piezoelectric material, it causes a
mechanical curving and a development of charges.
Piezoelectric materials encounter a dipole distortion and
electric charges hoarding in light of associated mechanical
uneasiness. An electric field will create and thusly voltage
can be perceived on the upper and lower surface of the
piezoelectric materials. Exactly when extend is emptied,
the voltage will vanish. This wonder is called organize
piezoelectric effect. Then again, the internal period of
mechanical strain of the piezoelectric material coming to
fruition in light of an
associated electrical field is called pivot piezoelectric
effect [2].

1.2 Applications
The proceeded with advancement of piezoelectric
materials has prompted a gigantic market of items going
from those for regular use to more specific gadgets.
[4]Some average applications can be seen underneath:
Automotive-Air sack sensor, wind stream sensor, capable
of being heard alerts, fuel atomiser, keyless entryway
passage, safety belt ringers, thump sensors.
Computer-Disc drives, inkjet printers.
Consumer-Cigarette lighters, profundity discoverers,
angle discoverers, humidifiers, gems cleaners, melodic
instruments, speakers, phones.
Medical Disposable patient screens, fetal heart screens,
ultrasonic imaging.
Military- Depth sounders, direction frameworks,
hydrophones, sonar.

2. System configuration
The Solver Configuration piece determines the solver
parameters that your model needs previously you can start
reenactment. A piezoelectric sensor is a gadget that uses
the piezoelectric impact, to quantify changes in weight,

1.1 Advantages of Piezoelectric
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quickening, temperature, strain, or power by converting
them to an electrical charge.

Fig.2Unit of Quartz Crystal
Fig.1 System Configuration of Piezoelectric

Piezocomposite materials are an important update of
existing piezoceramic[5].

The utilization of PZT stack actuators for precise and
stable control of controller position andlor constrain is
significantly encouraged by show based control
framework investigation and outline. The motivation
behind the model displayed thus is to outline connection
amongst voltage and charge at the electrical port of the
PZT to power and uprooting at the mechanical port in a
lumped parameter frame that can be spoken to by an
arrangement of common differential equations [3]. The
Simulink Physical to Signal Converter piece changes over
the data Simulink-S-PS. Use this square to relate
wellsprings of Simulink or different pieces of Simulink to
the contributions of a Physical flag.

4. Literature review
Anil Kumar [6] has worked on the Electrical Power
Generation Using Piezoelectric Crystal. Piezoelectric
materials are amazing force age gadgets in light of their capacity
to couple mechanical and electrical properties. This paper
exhibits a hypothetical investigation to expand the piezoelectric
power age that is confirmed with exploratory outcomes. As the
outcomes demonstrates that by utilizing twofold actuators in
parallel we can diminish the charging time of the battery and
increment the power produced by the piezoelectric gadget.

Arwinderpal Singh et al. [7] has worked on footstep
energy generation by piezoelectric impact: a contextual
analysis on new delhi railroad station. As the request of
vitality is expanding step by step, so a definitive answer
for manage these sorts of issues is simply to actualize the
inexhaustible wellsprings of vitality. In our exploration
work, we have utilized the procedure of energy age
through strides as a wellspring of sustainable power source
that we can got while strolling on to the specific plans like
trails, stairs, plate shapes and these frameworks can be
introduce somewhere else uniquely in the thick populated
zones. The Pavegen floor tiles utilize the motor vitality of
a stride to strain a piezoelectric material.

3. Piezoelectric Materials
Piezoelectric materials can be regular or man-made. The
regular PEM are precious stone materials like quartz
(SiO2), Rochelle salt, Topaz, Tourmaline-aggregate
minerals and some natural substances as silk, wood, finish,
dentin, bone, hair, elastic. Figure 2 demonstrates the unit
cell of quartz which has particular nuclear structure of the
grid which is a tetrahedron worked of oxygen atoms
around a silicon molecule. Every oxygen particle has a
similar separation to the silicon molecule, and the
separations between the oxygen atoms are all the same.
The adjustment in the position of the particles because of
connected anxiety prompts the arrangement of net dipole
minutes that causes polarization and an electric field,
respectively.
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Xiaofeng Li et al.[8] has examined and discussed the
potential application of a commercial piezoelectric energy
harvester in a central hub building at Macquarie University
in Sydney, Australia. Streamlining of the piezoelectric tile
arrangement is exhibited by the recurrence of passerby
versatility and a model is created where 3.1% of the
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[8] Xiaofeng Li “Modelling piezoelectric energy harvesting
potential in an educational Building” Energy Conversion and
Management 85 (2014) 435–442.
[9] Pankaj Aswal et al.“Generation of Electricity by Piezoelectric
Crystal in Dance Floor” Springer Science,pp.461-469.
[10] Lukai Guo et al. “Potentials of piezoelectric and
thermoelectric technologies for harvesting energy from
pavements” Renewable and Sustainable Energy Reviews 72
(2017) 761–773.

aggregate floor zone with the most elevated walker
portability is cleared with piezoelectric tiles.

Pankaj Aswal et al. [9] has worked on the Generation of
Electricity by Piezoelectric Crystal in Dance Floor. In this
paper Pankaj Aswal try to configure the usage of
piezoelectric crystal in a dance floor for conversion of
pressure into electrical energy.
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Lukai Guo et al. [10] has worked on the Potentials of
piezoelectric and thermoelectric technologies for
harvesting energy from pavements. This investigation
played out a far reaching writing survey of vitality reaping
asphalts in view of piezoelectric and thermoelectric
advancements. In light of the discoveries from the writing
audit, a contextual investigation was directed to assess the
capability of electrical vitality age from the Florida
roadway arrange utilizing the two innovations.

5. Conclusion
Piezoelectric Effect is the capacity of specific materials to create
an electric charge in light of connected mechanical anxiety. The

efficiency of the power harvesting circuitry must be
maximized to allow the full amount of energy generated to
be transferred to the storage medium. The continuous
advances that are being made in low-power electronics
must be studied and utilized both to optimize power flow
from the piezoelectric and to minimize circuit losses.
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Abstract --The electric power industry is one of the most important basic energy industries in the development of national economy.
With the development of economy and society, electricity demand continues to expand. Traditional power system focuses on the
generation, transmits, distribution and management of the electricity. Additionally, the present electrical grids have an electric
mechanical device structure, one- means communication, centralized generation, fewer sensors, manual recovery, manual checks/test,
and a few degree of management and fewer client decisions, But a wise power system is an intelligent electrical network used for up
potency, property, flexibility, responsibility and security of the electrical system by enabling the grid to be noticeable, governable,
machine-controlled and totally integrated .The Transmission Companies (Trans Cos) however tend to maintain standard operating
conditions in terms of low transmission line congestion, high value of minimum bus voltage and low level of transmission loss, which
are considered in Optimal Power Flow (OPF) issues of transmission systems. Sensible electricity distribution networks are one among
the latest technologies within the world and are the ensuing tries of specialists to modernize the distribution grids and enter into digital
century. The most goal is to provide reliable electricity, and be tuned in to the growing wants of customers with less harm to the
surroundings.

Keywords - Thermal management for energy storage system for smart grid, Microgrid, Generation and energy conversion
stages, Types of demand response

more and more huge in several countries. The standard of
those electricity huge knowledge features a direct impact
on the accuracy and effectiveness of electrical installation
management and application supported knowledge
analysis that more affects the security and dependableness
of the complete installation. Therefore, knowledge quality
of electricity consumption knowledge is a crucial research
and application issue for the event of power trade in
several countries.The quality of electricity consumption
knowledge could be a core issue within the process of
electricity data mining, and it plays a crucial role in energy
huge knowledge analytics [1].

1. Introduction
At present, with the speedy and stable development of the
economy,the demand for energy is continually increasing.
As a crucial type of energy, electricity plays a crucial role
within the development of modern economy and society.
With the deepening reform of energy sector and therefore
the continuous progress of energy technologies, electric
power can play associate in nursing more and more
indispensable role. Wind energy, solar energy and
alternative new energy sources will be reborn into
electricity. The electrical power business is one in every of
the foremost important basic energy industries within the
development of national economy. At present, many
countries within the world are within the reform of
electricity market and vigorously promoting the
development and application of good grid. The scale of
electricity consumption knowledge collected by advanced
metering infrastructure (AMI) in good grid is turning into

2. Smart Grid
The term smart grid refers to a modernization of the
electrical network consisting in the integration of various
technologies such as dispersed generation, dispatch able
loads, communication systems and storage devices which
operates in grid-connected and islanded modes. As a
result, traditional optimization techniques in new power
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systems have been seriously influenced during the last
decade. One of the most important technical and
economical tools in this regard is the Optimal Power Flow
(OPF). As a fundamental optimization tool in the
operation and planning fields, OPF has an undeniable role
in the power system [2].The OPF approaches are
compared in terms of their objective functions, constraints,
and
methodologies.
Furthermore,
computational
performances, case study networks and the publication
date of these methods are reported. Lastly, some critical
challenges arising from the new OPF methodologies in
smart grids are taken. The potential to schedule portion of
the electricity demand in good energy systems is obvious
as a major chance to boost the potency of the grids.
Demand response is one amongst the new developments
within the field of electricity that is supposed to have
interaction customers in up the energy consumption
pattern used Teaching & Learning based mostly
optimisation (TLBO) and Shuffled Frog spring (SFL)
algorithms to propose associate optimisation model for
consumption programming in good grid once payment
prices of various periods are reduced. .[3] This study
conducted on four varieties residential customers obtained
within the summer for a few residential homes situated
within the centre of Iranian capital town in Iran: initial
with time of use evaluation, second with real time
evaluation, third one with important peak evaluation, and
also the last client had no tariff or evaluation. The effect
described that the acceptance of require reaction programs
will scale back total payment prices and confirm an
additional economical use of optimisation techniques. The
hierarchal and also the centrally-controlled grid topology
of existing power systems has remained unchanged over
the 20thcentury.On the opposite hand, there's a fast
increase within the value of fossil fuels not to mention the
in ability of utility firms to expand their generation
capability in line with the rising electricity demand, while
not modernizing the grid. For these reasons, it's required to
modernize the prevailing power grids and consequently
good power grids have emerged. Not solely the payback
and options ensured by good grids, however conjointly
this paper provides an in depth survey of the important
challenges in good grids in terms of knowledge and
communication technologies,
sensing,
measuring,
management and automation technologies, power natural
philosophy and energy storage technologies. It's assumed
that this paper can guide to the higher understanding of
potential constraints in good grid technologies.

Table 2: Comparison of energy storage technologies

2.1 Microgrid
The microgrid is outlined as atiny low autonomous system
that's ingrained with combining many distributed energy
sources like star, wind, fuel cells, biomass, then on along.
The distributed generation (DG) systems supported
renewable energy sources demonstrate a speedy rising.
Small scale power generators in the level of medium and
low-voltage power systems can be established by the DG
systems. Therefore, smart grid (SG) systems are important
parts of the DG systems. The SG applications include two
main infrastructures that are smart transmission grid
(STG) and smart distribution grid (SDG). A typical
configuration of a microgrid is shown in Fig. 3. In this
system, the main purpose of micro source MC is direct
control of power flow and voltage level of connected loads
to the grid at any conditions. Direct action indicates that
micro source can be operated separately from central
controller
if required. Further, micro source can
participate in Economic Dispatch (ED), load management,
and Demand-Side Management (DSM) through
controlling the energy storage sources. In this context, CC
applies control commands through MC. In this regards, one of
the most important commands is the optimal operation of
microgrid. Since, one of the main objectives among the system
operators is to minimize the microgrid cost, so, they should be
able to consider and compare the energy cost of the main utility.

Table 1: Comparison between residual search method and
estimation identification method
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reliable and having low cost. However, its performance
decays at high ambient temperatures (40–55ºC) and it is
unable to keep a uniform temperature distribution among
the battery cells. Active liquid cooling has a better thermal
performance as it keeps the battery pack with in the
desired temperature range and with a better temperature
distribution thanks to the high heat coefficient of the
coolant [4].
Figure 1: Microgrid

2.2 Thermal management for energy storage system
for smart grid
Lithium-ion (li-ion) batteries square measure thought of to
be the simplest choice for energy storage system (EES) for
transportable devices, electric and hybrid vehicles and grid
due to their high energy and power densities, lack of
memory result and life cycle. They have been extensively
utilized in electrical vehicles (EVs) and hybrid vehicles
(HVs) for several years. However, when degrading to
eightieth of their original capability, lithium-ion batteries
become unsuitable for automotive propulsion.

Figure 3: A typical microgrid.

2.3 Thermal management of an energy storage
system (ESS)
It uses refurbished lithium-ion (li-ion) batteries that are
disposed from electric vehicles (EVs) as they can hold up
to 80% of their initial rated capacity. This system is aimed
at prolonging the usable life of lithium-ion EV batteries by
reusing them for energy storage. However, the high value
of the internal resistance of refurbished batteries generates
more heat and consequently accelerates further their aging
process as their operating temperature plays a vital role on
their reliability, lifespan, safety and performance. The
operating temperature of the battery pack between 10 ºC
and 40 ºC in order to achieve good performances and long
lifespan Battery Thermal Management System (BTMS)
must keep it. [4] Active BTMS consumes energy from the
pack and reduces its available capacity. In order to reduce
this adverse impact, this paper presents a novel approach
that takes advantage of the non-uniform surface
distribution of li-ion battery cell, which results from
complex reactions inside the cell. Initial, li-ion hotspots
were recognized and create next to the positive and
negative tabs. Then, thermoelectric coolers (TECs) are
mounted next to the tabs and in the center of the li-ion
battery. A control circuit is designed to turn on and off
TECs in order to reduce the parasitic power feeding the
proposed system, referred to as modular battery thermal
management system (MBTMS). Experimental results
show the performance of the MBTMS under normal
conditions, such as an ambient temperature of 25 ºC and a
discharge rate of 1C to 2C, and under extreme conditions,
such as 40 ºC and 3C discharge rate. Finally, its

Figure 2: Thermal management for energy storage system for
smart grid

so as to increase their helpful life, these “second hand”
batteries square measure reused in alternative applications
such as energy storage for good grid.. However, the
warmth generated by these batteries remains a difficult
task. While not associate acceptable battery thermal
management system (BTMS) that actively cools down the
lithium-ion cells, their surface temperature will increase
apace, and can simply reach heat values with high risk of
thermal run-away, gazing and explosion. Several solutions
for BTMS were investigated in the last decade. They are
usually divided into two categories: active cooling system
and passive cooling system. The former relies on the
forced circulation of cooled air or liquid to remove excess
heat, while the latter is achieved by inserting high energy
absorption materials between neighboring cells to dissipate
the excess heat. Forced air cooling features a simple
structure and hence has the advantage of being highly
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performance is compared against a compatible BTMS
based on forced air flow. The experimental results show
the feasibility of the proposed system. The sets of resolute
explore and promote the utilization of a hydraulics
microturbine module designed to get energy from water
streams. It's created of a hydraulics rotor, a static magnet
generator, power electronic stages and a microcontroller to
manage power production. It's additional complemented
by a bearing strategy targeted on maximizing the power
created once varied completely different water velocities.
This methodology is predicated on 3 in operation zones
outlined by the electrical frequency created by the
generator, and wherever completely different values of
electricity set points square measure outlined. It's set in
motion in an exceedingly boost convertor power stage,
employing a most current management, with constant off
time within the power switch, and continuous or
discontinuous mode of operation reckoning on this worth
needed. [5]The management strategy has been valid
throughout the utilization of dynamic simulations. The
micro turbine modules square measure appropriate for
alignment in rows to extend the ability created. The
modules connected in sensible grids outline the hydraulics
sensible grid construct. a world management strategy for
hydraulics sensible grids has additionally been projected
and tested.

optimum utilization of the good grid that successively
provides them the prospect to profit from optimizing usage
supported communicated worth conditions. The DR
program is of nice interest as a flexibility provider,
however even so has not been illustrated so as to judge the
extremity of potential savings that may be obtained within
the electricity worth chain; distribution grid is one
amongst these lacking districts.

3.1 Price-based demand response
In price-based demand response, the electricity evaluation
strategy varies in step with the energy cost throughout a
amount. Using this evaluation strategy, customers will cut
back their electricity bill quantity. This reduction is
achieved by setting the time of current consumption for
taking advantage of the facility consumption in periods
with low costs, and preventing the consumption of
electricity throughout times with high costs.Customers'
load use modifications area unit voluntary. Price-based
demand response include: Time of use (TOU), Real Time
pricing (RTP) and Critical peak Pricing (CPP).

3.2 Data quality issues and renewable energy
conversion systems
In the electric power production with the growing
penetration of traditional and emerging information
technologies, together with the rapid development of
electricity market change, a large amount of data the
electric power industry has accumulated. Data quality
issues have become increasingly prominent, which affect
the accuracy and effectiveness of electricity data mining
and energy big data analytics. It is also tightly linked to the
safety and reliability of the power system operation and
management based on data-driven decision support. In
paper, author study the data quality of electricity
consumption data in a smart grid environment. First,
author analyzes the significance of data quality [1]. Also,
the definition and classification of data quality issues are
explained. Then analyze the data quality of electricity
consumption data and introduce the characteristics of
electricity utilization data in a smart grid surroundings.
The problems of the data quality electricity utilization data
are divided into three types, namely noise data, incomplete
data and outlier data. In view of that outlier data is one of
the most prominent issues in electricity consumption data,
so we mainly focus on the outlier detection of electricity
consumption data. The reason of electricity utilization
outlier data. Here introduces and illustrates the
significance of the electricity consumption outlier data
from the negative and positive aspects respectively. To
conclude, the attention of paper is to provide a review on
the detection methods of electricity consumption outlier

2.4 Generation and energy conversion stages
The modeled microgrid structure comprised by generation,
energy conversion, transmission and monitoring stages is
illustrated in Fig. 2. It is clear that the structure of the
microgrid is associated with microgrid loads at the end of
the transmission line. Three separate solar farms placed in
different locations are taken into account in the electricity
generation part of this study. The modeled solar plants
cover solar arrays and strings of 150 solar panels at each
solar plant that are controlled with regular (P&O) Perturb
and Observe (MPPT) maximum power point tracking
algorithm. The output voltage of each solar plant are
regulated by buck converters and supplied to five-level
diode clamped multilevel inverter (MLI) that is controlled
with PI regulator and PD-SPWM i.e phase disposition
sinusoidal pulse width modulation algorithm.

3. Demand Response (DR)
It has become a wide investigated answer for warranting
grid responsibleness and market potency. Physically, the
DR program can enhance the safety of provide and
enclosed flexibility in power markets can prompt potency
and performance. The DR programs modify shoppers to
actively participate in power markets and within the
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data. Namely the data mining-based and the state
estimation-based methods, the methods are mainly divided
into two categories.
The observant and metering processes area unit necessary
in renewable energy conversion systems as applied in
good grid applications of standard grid. During this study,
the wants of the renewable energy sources examined with
a star microgrid model [6] that's developed via
Matlab/Simulink. The dc-ac conversion system used that
contains 3 alternative energy plants with most outlet
pursuit (MPPT) system and a structure electrical converter
to make three-phase ac line voltages. The line is sculptured
at the output of the electrical converter with a length of
twenty five metric linear unit by victimization real line
parameters. The infrastructure of (PLC) transmission line
communication is organised by binary part shift keying
(BPSK) modems that area unit set in numerous places. The
usage of the projected energy watching technique
eliminates extra watching prices as a result of the actual
fact that the facility lines aren't solely exploited to hold the
generated voltage, however conjointly used to convey the
drawn power rate of masses at the back-end of the
microgrid.
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Conclusion
Switching and conductivity losses, part temperature and its
variations, harmonic injections and failure identification
are the key issues in power electronic interfaces. So, the
reliableness analysis of power electronic interfaces ought
to be in order to optimize power quality issues in Modern
grids. There is no confusion that the future of electricity
market belongs to the smart grid. Additionally, the thermal
management in micro grid technologies needs the high
capital prices and conjointly suffers from the shortage of
support from the regulative framework. a hydrokinetic
microturbine module strategy has been deployed within
the boost convertor employing a most current
management, with constant off time within the power
switch management methodology, and continuous or
discontinuous mode of operation looking on the value
needed. The module and strategy are dynamically tested
and valid getting the corresponding and satisfactory
results. TLBO and SFL algorithms for scheduling
consumption during a demand response are used. if
consumers' payments be optimized by SFL and TLBO
algorithms within the good grid, payment prices are going
to be reduced.
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Abstract- Transformers are core of electrical transmission and distribution networks. The point of transformer configuration is to
acquire the measurements of all parts of the transformer keeping in mind the end goal to supply these information to the manufacturer.
The transformer ought to be composed in a way with the end goal that it is monetarily feasible, has low weight, little size, great
execution and in the meantime it ought to fulfill every one of the requirements forced by international standards. Numerous Researchers
have utilized Artificial Intelligence (AI) methods for transformer design optimization (TDO) and performance analysis. However, the
genuine capability of AI procedures is yet to be completely investigated for TDO issues. This paper directs concise audit of innovative
work in the field of transformers utilizing conventional optimization strategies, AI based advancement methods and proposes a portion
of the new bio-inspired AI systems that can be utilized for TDO issues.

Keywords - Transformer Design optimization, Swarm intelligence, Genetic Algorithm, Artificial Neural Networks, Artificial
Intelligence Techniques.

of electric power use. There are more than 400 published
articles, 50 books and 65 measures in the area of
transformers [2], which have contributed immensely in the
design improvement and execution of transformers.
Transformer configuration is considerable undertaking in
which engineers endeavor to accomplish the similarity
with the standards and forced details, while continuing
manufacturing costs low. For nations like India, present
day transformer configuration can assume a huge part in
decrease of energy loss. The power division in India had
an installed limit of 249.488 GW as on June 2014 [3].
India as of now experiences a noteworthy lack of power
age limit, despite the fact that it is the world's fourth
biggest energy consumer after United States, China and
Russia. India's network losses surpassed 23.65% including
non-technical losses, contrasted with world normal of
under 15%. Better transformer outline and the utilization
of unrivaled grade electrical steel can definitely diminish
no-load loss, one of the prime segments of loss in a
transformer. No- load loss can be additionally lessened at

1. Introduction
A transformer has been characterized by ANSI/IEEE [1]
as a static electric gadget comprising of at least two
windings, with or without a magnetic core, for presenting
mutual coupling between electric circuits. The transformer
is an electrical machine that permits the transmission and
distribution of electrical energy basically and cheaply, as
its efficiency is from 95% to 99%, i.e., the transformer
works more proficiently than above all other electrical
gadgets. Transformers assume a key part in the
interconnection of power system at various voltage levels.
Without the transformer, it would just not be conceivable
to utilize electric power in huge numbers of the ways it is
utilized today. Therefore, transformers involve imperative
positions in the electric power system, being the crucial
connections between power generating stations and points
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times if ordinary electrical steel can be supplanted with
amorphous metal. The amorphous metal sheet that is
utilized for core construction is an alloy comprising 92%
iron, 5% silicon and 3% boron. It has 70% lower no-load
loss than silicon steel. The thickness of amorphous metal
sheet is 0.025 mm, i.e., it is around 10 times more slender
than the typical thickness of silicon sheet steel [4]. With
Superior expertise in outlining combined with broad R&D
endeavors, current transformers are considerably littler in
estimate, bring down in cost, and can guarantee a striking
increment in proficiency and decrease lost energy.
With an expect to give the readers about the different
looks into that are being directed in the zone of
transformer design optimization, this paper is composed as
takes after: Section '2' portrays essential transformer
design optimization issue and a portion of the customary
strategies embraced by researchers for transformer outline.
Area '3' portrays the utilization of different counterfeit
consciousness strategies for transformer design
optimization and performance Analysis. Area '4' talks
about different new AI methods that can be utilized for
TDO issues. At last, area '5' finishes up this paper.

was completed in [10], in which configuration show
considers high frequency skin and proximity effects, while
[11] shows the impact of number of primary turns on price
variation of transformer. Design optimization utilizing
MIP strategies was introduced in [12] in which active part
cost of transformer has been limited utilizing branch and
bound procedures, while Amoiralis et. al [13] showed how
transformer design optimization can be accomplished
utilizing decision trees. Impact of natural constraints on
distribution transformer cost assessment was delineated in
[14], while [15] showed minimum cost decision of a
distribution transformer in decentralized electric markets.
Whatever the picked optimization technique is, the
herculean undertaking of accomplishing the optimum
balance between transformer performance and cost is
convoluted, and it is improbable to expect that the ideal
cost configuration would fulfill all the mechanical, thermal
and electrical constraints. In this manner, the specialists
have depended on Artificial Intelligence methods in quest
for the same.

3. Artificial Intelligence Techniques
Design Optimization Problem

2. Transformer Design Optimization Problem

Artificial Intelligence procedures have been broadly
utilized as a part of request to adapt to the intricate issue of
transformer Design Optimization. This segment portrays
the utilization of different AI methods utilized by analysts
for TDO issues.

The issue of transformer design optimization depends on
minimization or expansion of a target work which is
subjected to several constraints. Among different target
works the normally utilized target capacities are
minimization of aggregate mass, minimization of active
part cost, minimization of primary material cost,
minimization of manufacturing cost , minimization of
aggregate owning expense or augmentation of transformer
rated power. With the advent of advanced PCs, there has
been significant decrease in the cost of computer hardware
,which has given software engineers the chance of
automated bolster in transformer configuration process.
The principal transformer configuration was made on PC
in 1955 [5]. In [6], Transformer Design Software package
was created giving an easy to use transformer design and
visualization environment, while Jabr limited aggregate
mass of transformer utilizing geometric programming
group [7]. Judd and Kressler [8] proposed a procedure that
starts with the expected core geometry, which at that point
finds the estimations of electrical and magnetic parameters
which expand the VA limit or minimize loss. The
transformer design improvement utilizing various outline
technique was shown in [9] which thought about four
goals: total owing cost, mass, total losses, cost of materials
and five limitations: constrains on excitation current,
impedance, efficiency, no load losses and total losses.
Optimal Core Selection to limit core and winding losses
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3.1 Genetic Algorithms
Genetic Algorithms (GAs) depend on Darwin's hypothesis
of survival of fittest. The essential ideas of GAs were
produced by J.H.Holland (1975), while the practicality of
utilizing GAs for complex issues was exhibited by DeJong (1975) and David Goldberg (1989). Genetic
Algorithms have been generally for advancement in
different domains including science, commerce and
engineering. The essential purposes behind their prosperity
are expansive applicability, convenience and worldwide
point of view.
GAs have been utilized for transformer construction cost
minimization and in addition construction and working
expense minimization. GAs have likewise utilized for the
advancement of distribution transformers cooling system
plan . Parameter recognizable proof of power transformer
was proposed in which evolutionary computational model
was produced utilizing GA. Genetic Algorithms have
likewise been utilized for performance optimization of
cast-resin type distribution transformers or toroidal core
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transformers. Optimal design of rectifier power
transformer utilizing Genetic Algorithms and simulated
annealing was done, which indicated effectiveness of GA
as an effective scan method for design optimization of
rectifier power transformer. Georgilakis managed
transformer cost minimization issue by joining Genetic
Algorithms with finite element technique utilizing outside
elitism methodology. Hybrid optimal design of a
distribution transformer was displayed, which consolidated
2-D limited component, genetic algorithm and a
deterministic calculation to find the final solution. Optimal
transformer configuration in light of aggregate owning
cost
utilizing basic genetic algorithms was shown, which
embraced penalty function way to deal with process target
capacities with weighted coefficients.

and fault current in transformer was created, which utilized
wavelet motions as an input for training the ANN.
Incipient fault detection in a transformer utilizing the
consequences of dissolved gas analysis as an input for
training neural systems was shown ,while bushing issue
conclusion utilizing ANN was completed .Utilization of
fake neural systems for deciphering and arranging
distinctive sorts of issues was visualized in which utilized
separate neural system model to order each kind of blame.
Recognition of interior winding deficiencies utilizing
neural systems have additionally been talked about , while
Ahadpour utilized electronic nose and neural systems for
finding of energy transformers with inside shortcomings.

3.3 Swarm Intelligence
Swarm Intelligence is the investigation of computational
systems by aggregate knowledge. Aggregate knowledge
develops through co-operation of huge quantities of
homogenous specialists in the earth. Cases incorporate run
of winged animals, school of fish or settlements of ants.
The worldview comprises of two overwhelming sub-fields
1) Ant Colony Optimization (ACO) and 2) Particle Swarm
Optimization (PSO) which explores probabilistic
calculations motivated by tutoring, rushing or crowding.
Swarm knowledge calculations are thought to be versatile
techniques and are commonly connected to inquiry and
improvement issues. As of late, there has been a
developing enthusiasm among the specialists for taking
care of TDO issues utilizing swarm knowledge
calculations. Ideal decision of number of turns in essential
winding utilizing ACO was done to limit transformer cost,
while advanced the span of transformer tap changer setting
in a power transmission system to enhance voltage
steadiness. ACO has likewise been utilized for ideal
decision of transformer sizes to serve a determined load.
Ideal resilience plan issues for the generation of energy
transformer was utilized , which augmented the
compelling use rate of sheet material for delivering center
sections of energy transformers. Transformer owning cost
computation utilizing ordinary, GA and PSO techniques
uncover that PSO calculation is somewhat better as
thought about than other two strategies. Swarm knowledge
procedure to prepare multi layer neural system for
separation between polarizing inrush streams and blame
ebbs and flows was utilized,which demonstrates that
molecule swarm streamlining strategy to prepare the
neural system is more precise when contrasted with
traditional back engendering technique. Enhanced
molecule swarm improvement calculation was connected
for ideal plan of rectifier transformer to beat the deformity
of catching in nearby ideal in the traditional PSO
calculation.

3.2 Artificial Neural Networks
The field of Artificial Neural Networks is concerned with
the examination of computational models motivated by
hypotheses and perception of the structure and function of
biological networks of neural cells in the mind. They are
generally planned as models for tending to scientific,
computational and engineering issues.
Artificial Neural Networks (ANN) for anticipating the
magnetic transformer core characteristics and core loss
were utilized , which mostly centered around
diminishment of iron losses of assembled transformers,
while cost estimation of transformer in the design organize
utilizing NN was proposed. Evolutionary programming
joined with neural networks was investigated to enhance
the nature of wound core distribution transformers.
Utilizing the data accessible from daily load curve,
evaluation of losses in distribution transformer utilizing
NN was done by Adriano et. al in which utility does not
have to perform estimations to assess load profile for all
kind of consumers. Assessment of iron losses under
unbalanced supply state utilizing neural systems was
explored ,while optimization of production procedure of
individual cores utilizing Taguchi techniques and
minimization of iron losses was exhibited. Neural network
model for transformer oil's administration life recognizable
proof was connected by Ekonomou et. al in which the
created NN display was connected on ten different
operating transformers of known transformer oil's
breakdown voltage. Demonstrating of power transformer
with non-linearities was proposed, utilizing the approach
in light of complex esteemed open recurrent neural
networks.
Artificial neural networks have additionally been utilized
broadly to detect abnormal conditions in transformers. On
line detection strategy for discrimination amongst inrush
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Another swarm based AI method known as Bacterial
Foraging Optimization Algorithm (BFOA) has been
generally acknowledged as worldwide advancement
calculation for enhancement and control. Ideal plan of
single stage transformer utilizing BFOA was used to
precisely evaluate the parameters of a solitary stage center
sort transformer.

4.
Modern
Bio-propelled
Artificial
Intelligence Techniques recommended for
TDO
This area portrays a portion of the cutting edge biopropelled AI strategies that can be utilized for transformer
design enhancement issues .

3.4 Multi-objective Optimal transformer design
utilizing Evolutionary algorithm

4.1 Artificial Bee Colony (ABC) Algorithm
Artificial Bee Colony simulates the intelligent foraging
conduct of a honey bee swarm. In ABC show, the state
comprises of three gatherings of honey bees: utilized
honey bees, spectators and scouts. It is expected that there
is just a single manufactured utilized honey bee for every
sustenance source. Consequently, the quantity of utilized
honey bees in the settlement is equivalent to the quantity
of sustenance sources around the hive. Utilized honey bees
go to their sustenance source and return to hive and move
on this region. The utilized honey bee whose sustenance
source has been relinquished turns into a scout and begins
to scan for finding another nourishment source. Spectators
watch the moves of utilized honey bees and pick
sustenance sources relying upon moves.
The execution of ABC algorithm is better or like other
population based calculations, for example, genetic
algorithm, molecule swarm optimization, differential
advancement algorithm and evolution strategy ABC
algorithm has been effectively connected for structural
optimization issue and genuine parameter optimization .

At the point when an enhancement issue includes just a
single goal, the undertaking of finding ideal arrangement
is known as single-target advancement. Nonetheless, when
streamlining issue includes more than one target, the
errand of discovering at least one ideal arrangement is
known as multi-target enhancement. Numerous true
inquiry and enhancement issues include different
destinations.Multi-target
advancement
utilizing
developmental calculations have picked up fame as
populace of arrangements is prepared in each age. This
component gives developmental calculations an enormous
favorable position for its utilization in multi-target
improvement
issues.The
differential
calculation
advancement approach in light of truncated gamma
likelihood dispersion work was shown, while the
unhindered populace estimate developmental multi-target
improvement calculation approach joined with disordered
successions was utilized, which join the benefits of
unhindered populace measure and developmental multitarget advancement for transformer outline improvement
process. Multi-target plan enhancement of high recurrence
transformers utilizing hereditary calculations was talked
about , while considered augmentation of proficiency and
minimization of cost utilizing molecule swarm
advancement. Transformer configuration utilizing multiobjective developmental streamlining was likewise
utilized for harsh estimation of transformer outline
particulars. Multi-objective ideal outline of transformer
utilizing bacterial searching calculation was recommended
,which an endeavor has been made to all the while boost
the productivity and limit the cost of a 500 kVA
transformer. The creators trust that multi-objective ideal
transformer configuration is an advancing region and
multi-target advancement calculations, for example,
Vector Evaluated Genetic Algorithms (VEGA), Weight
Based Genetic Algorithm (WBGA), Multiple Objective
Genetic Algorithm (MOGA), Non-overwhelmed Sorting
Genetic Algorithms (NSGA) Niched Pareto Genetic
Algorithm (NPGA) can be utilized for transformer design
optimization issues.
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4.2 Bat Algorithm
The Bat Algorithm (BA) depends on echolocation conduct
of bats and preparatory investigations demonstrate that this
algorithm is extremely encouraging . In bat calculation all
bats utilize echolocation to separate between
nourishment/prey and foundation hindrances. Each virtual
bat flies arbitrarily with a speed 'vi' at position
(arrangement) 'xi' with a differing recurrence or
wavelength and uproar 'Ai'. As it quests and discovers its
prey, it changes recurrence, din and heartbeat outflow rate
'r'. At the point when a bat is close to the prey, din
diminishes while beat rate increments. Hunt is heightened
by a neighborhood irregular walk.Determination of the
best proceeds until the point when certain stop criteria is
met.
Bat Algorithm has been effectively utilized for building
plan enhancement and its correlation with GA, PSO and
different strategies infer that BA has focal points over
different calculations.
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switch probability p [0, 1] with a slight predisposition
towards local fertilization.
Blossom Pollination algorithm has been connected
constrained global optimization process , advancement of
remote sensor network and economic load dispatch issues

4.3 Cuckoo Search (CS) Algorithm
Cuckoo Search (CS) is an optimization algorithm
enlivened by compulsory brood parasitism of some cuckoo
species by laying their eggs in the homes of other host
birds. In cuckoo seek strategy, each cuckoo lays one egg at
any given moment and dumps its egg in a haphazardly
picked settle. The best homes with high caliber of eggs
will persist to the next generation. The quantity of
accessible hosts' homes is settled, and the egg laid by a
cuckoo is found by the host bird with a probability p a(0,1).
The worst discovered nests (arrangements) are then
expelled from advance computations.
Cuckoo look has been connected for different optimization
issues and it appears that it can beat other meta-heuristic
calculations in applications. Cuckoo has been connected
for engineering optimization problem , nurture scheduling
issue, information combination in remote sensor networks
, and NP-hard combinatorial optimization issues like
voyaging sales representative issue .

4.6 Shuffled Frog Leaping Algorithm(SFLA)
The Shuffled Frog Leaping Algorithm is an optimization
technique that is enlivened by the conduct of a gathering
of frogs. The population comprises of frogs that are
divided into subsets known as memeplexes. The
distinctive memeplexes are then considered with as
various societies of frogs, each performing, each of which
performs a local search. Inside each memeplex, the
individual frogs hold thoughts,that can be impacted by the
thoughts of different frogs and advance through a
procedure of memetic evolution. The nearby pursuit and
rearranging process is completed until the point when the
convergence criteria is fulfilled.
SFLA was effectively utilized by Afzalan et. al for optimal
placement and measuring of DG in radial distribution
networks. SFLA has additionally discovered its
application in project management and ceaseless
optimization.

4.4 Firefly Algorithm (FA)
The Firefly Algorithm (FA) is a meta-heuristic algorithm
propelled by blazing conduct of fireflies. The fundamental
reason for firefly's glimmer is to acts as signal system to
draw in different fireflies. In firefly algorithm all fireflies
are thought to be unisexual. The appeal of a specific firefly
is corresponding to its brightness. For any two fireflies, the
less bright one will move towards brighter one, however
the shine diminishes as the separation increments. In the
event that there are no fireflies, brighter than a given
firefly, it will move arbitrarily. In FA, the shine is related
with target work.
Firefly algorithm is intense in settling in uproarious nonlinear optimization issues and has been effectively utilized
for economic load dispatch issues , unit commitment and
upgrade of power quality utilizing DSTATCOM .

5. Conclusion
This paper gives an outline of the literature with respect to
transformer design optimization utilizing artificial
intelligence techniques. Publications from different global
diaries and conference proceedings have been incorporated
to cover extensive variety of engineering techniques and
design considerations. A short survey of present day, bioinspired artificial intelligence techniques that can be
utilized for TDO issues is additionally talked about. This
review gives critical data about the future patterns in the
field of transformer design optimization.
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Abstract - In electrical power systems smart grid is generally perceived as the new arrangement that must be produced to oversee
conveyed organize handling the addition of sustainable power sources. Through checking capacity, information mix, successful
correspondence, propelled examination and framework control the brilliant lattice can take care of the power demand and in addition
increment add up to proficiency and diminish utilization and expenses. A wide range of advances must unite to make a savvy framework
as a capacity frameworks used as a vitality cradle, media transmission frameworks that can trade information with sensors and actuators,
propelled control frameworks that screen the power matrix and oversee vitality streams continuously. This paper audits the best in class
of present utilization of these advances in keen frameworks. The particular concentrate of the work is on media transmission
frameworks to have an observing through last savvy metering application.
Keywords - Micro-Grid, Smart Grid, Micro Sources Emulator, Advance metering

characteristics and also explain the facilities available in
micro-grids laboratories.

1. Introduction
Distributed generation (DG) has gained to grow popularity
in the energy sector primarily driven by the rising concern
of energy security and climate change. Furthermore, the
lack of sufficient energy resources, the escalation of public
awareness in decline pollutant gas emission and also the
liberalization of electricity market have given enhance to
the use of DG. This in turns create the concept of smart
electric grids and micro-grids. The potential economy and
environmental advantages of smart grid include
technology investment that reduction in carbon dioxide
emissions level, result in job creation, workforce
development and the smart grid as an economic
development tool Smart micro-grid is an advanced
framework based on the service-oriented architectures for
integrating micro-grid modeling, monitoring and control,
as shown in Fig. 1
Given the consequences of the smart grid concept towards
building a sustainable electricity system, many innovative
concepts have been proposed by researchers. Although, it
is essential to first test the proposed concept at laboratory
level before it can be fully implemented to the real system.
In summarize, this paper reviews the smart grids
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Fig.1 micro-grid with micro sources, load control and
management

2. Smart Grids System
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consequently, in smart grid, two new networks are
envisaged namely:

2.1 Smart Grid Requirement
Smart grids are the systems that interconnect both the data
and correspondence innovation (ICT) and the power
organize. The viable organization of ICT assumes a
principal part towards the fruitful execution of shrewd
matrix idea. One of the primary difficulties of savvy
matrices is to redesign the present ordinary inactive
system to the future dynamic system with two-way
correspondence capacity. Late examinations demonstrate
that dynamic system is savvy and it can possibly expand
the general framework usage. The key necessary that are
required to make the fundamental changes of the present
distribution networks are as follows.

1. Islanded distribution network (micro-grid)
2. Virtual electricity distribution company (virtual utility)
or (virtual power market)
In facet, the virtual power market is conceptually
corresponding to the internet model. Energy production
from any sources, regardless of production style, whereas
traditional generators or renewable energy sources, will
supply and consumed anywhere in the network.
Manifestly, the use of advanced ICT is indispensable to
accomplish such a complex system. Decentralized
structure of smart grids and traditional hierarchical power
networks are as illustrate in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3, respectively.
Table 1 depict the difference between conventional power
systems with future ICT enabled smart grid. The main
challenges to constituted a comprehensive smart
distribution networks should illustrate the following.
1. Installation and commissioning of smart sensors (smart
metering) on all key components of the distribution
networks to capable of two-way communication
2. Synchronization and Integration of Advanced
Metering Infrastructure (AMI) systems with other
centralized software applications (office back-end).
3. Portal service subscribes (office front-end) and
Enterprise Resource Planning Systems as well as voice
service to subscribers.
4. Installment of intelligent real time fault detection
system.
5. Residential consumer meet demand response to
electricity price signals.
6. Incorporation of low-voltage control and monitoring
with real time control of high-voltage systems for
example SCADA

A. Self-Healing Grids
1. Network with prominent reliability and inherent
security in all levels.
2. Decentralized control and measuring equipment that
are wide spread use of sensors.
B. Economical Grids
1. Optimum use of demand side management assets and
applying the concepts of demand response.
2. Use of distributed generation driven by the consumers
and Non-hierarchical distribution of electric power
production.
C. Unsatisfactory carbon network
1. Integration of more than once energy resources.
2. Electrification of transport sector.
3. Management of pollution or carbon dioxide emission
D. Advance software and two-way communication
1. The smart electric devices send the information over a
two-way communications pathway.
2. A key aspect of the smart grid will be utilize the same
information
technology
that
enables
two-way
communication among the consumers and utility.
Moreover, it is essential to highlight that the design of
future smart grid system should be min-loss and with
environmental considerations.

2.2 Traditional Networks to Smart Grids
Smart grid does not concern only the bidirectional data
communication whereas the bidirectional power flow
capability. The networks can potentially consist of
thousands of small producers as well as electricity retail
sellers. For example, the consumers can enter the
electricity market by selling the amount of energy
generated by DG (such as solar photovoltaic) to the grid.
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Fig. 2 Traditional hierarchical power networks

Table 1: Comparison between conventional power systems with future
ICT enabled smart grid
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Present
power
distribution systems

Future smart grid power
distribution systems

Electromechanical

Digital

One way correspondence
and
Without
communication
Centralized
generation
system
based
on
nonrenewable sources

Two-route correspondence
with
all
dynamic
component system
Decentralized generation
based
on
renewable
energy

Various leveled structure

Network structure

Limited estimation of
components and sensors

Comprehensive estimation
of
components
and
sensors

No input
available

The characteristic
ongoing control

system

is

Retrieval
(recoverable)
programmed

Wide interruption at time
of outage

Islanding disconnection
and Filtering

Physically
test
assessment network

Remote
test
evaluation organize

Limited
service
to
membership and customers

Broad research is important with a specific end goal to
execute developmental keen dissemination systems for
adaptable and canny operation and system control.
Consortium for Electric Reliability Technology Solutions
(CERTS) was built up in the US for control framework
dependability
of
rising
mechanical,
financial,
administrative institutional, and ecological impacts. The
utilization of Distributed Generation (DG) has expanded
quickly given the potential advantages. These advantages
incorporate the decrease of transmission and dissemination
misfortunes, enhancing the transmission and circulation
limit, enhance voltage profile and influence quality
frameworks. An islanding recognition on a research center
measured power framework has been executed at
Tennessee Tech University of Cookeville, USA.
Deliberately and inadvertently islanding mode have been
researched and revealed in reference.
In some countries like Europe, micro-grid lattice ventures
have been introduced or augmented at various research
centers. Single stage research facility framework outlined
in National Technical University of Athens (NTUA), the
Design Center for Modular Supply Systems (DeMoTec) at
Institute for Solar Energy Supply Technology (ISET), and
the general test site for DER and flywheel by University of
Manchester. These activities included small scale network
operation on research facility scales and reproductions.
Multi Agent System (MAS), controllable load, and
checking and controlling framework have been actualized
at NTUA. The use of MAS comprises of four operators,
which are: generation unit, utilization unit, control
framework, and Micro Grid Central Controller (MGCC).
The DeMoTec advances plan, improvement and
introduction of frameworks for the usage of sustainable
power sources and the rational use of energy. More data
can be acquired from.

and

Physically commissioning

and

3. Smart Grid Projects and Micro-Grid Studies

and

Network comprehensive
control
and
various
services to membership

In Japan, Industry have established three demonstrations
projects under regional power grid together renewable
energy resources and the new Energy addition to industrial
Technology Development organization and the Ministry
of Economy, Trade. The sites are in Kyoto, Aichi and
Aomori, and the main attainment of these projects
optimum operation and control system. In spite of the
technical feasibility of micro-grid have been checked at
multiple field-test demonstration projects the clear
economic and environmental pros such as technologies
have not been demonstrated.Research works from
literature normally discuss the laboratory facilities for
smart grid development. It focuses on the communication
and the power systems control as well as interconnection
between the distributed generation with centralized power
grids. Universal Monitoring, Protection, and Control Units

Fig. 3 Decentralized structure of smart grid
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(UMPCUs) that are similar to Intelligent Electronic Devices
(IEDs) are settled at each component of a grid appropriate
to collect informative data while connectivity, device
model, and measurements. Ethernet infrastructure with
IEC61852 are the two standards that have been
implemented to increase the response time of automation
system in smart grid. IEC61852 is a protocol for
communication networks and systems in substations
standards which the main motive to replace the
conventional serial communication protocol. The benefits
of IEC61852 include enabling more advanced
protection capabilities via the use of direct exchange of
data through devices over existing station bus.

smaller scale framework with a PV-Based dynamic
generator for savvy network application have been
developed. The paper composed the framework comparing
to various capacities and actualized in two sections: a
nearby power administration at the client side and a focal
vitality administration of small scale network. The lattice
administration characterization has been part into deceptive
scale, which are long haul vitality administration with a
transient power adjusting as appeared in Fig. 5.

1.
Lower installation as well as maintenance costs
with self-describing components that decline manual
configuration.
2.
By using communication infrastructure readily
available TCP/IP and Ethernet technology.
3.
Engineering and commissioning effort with
standardized models with naming conventions that
abolish manual mapping of I/O signals to power system
variables.
4.
Lower cost to configure as well as deploy devices
with standardized device configuration files.
5.
Deployment of sensor through a high speed process
bus that enables sharing of instrumentation signals into
devices.
Moreover, Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial
Research Organization (CSIRO) Energy Transformed
Flagship in Australia seeks to investigate potential barrier
of the isolated operation of micro-grid from the utility grid
point of view. One of the most important and prominent
between issues in micro grids is to control the balance
generation as well as consumption that discussed in
reference. This problem will become observable when the
energy is exported from the renewable sources driven by
the intermittent output, as illustrated in Fig. 4

Research work from talked about the operation,
development and control of a lab scale smaller scale
network where two generators have been utilized to parallel
PV and additionally wind generators. The test uncovers that
keeping in mind the end goal to have an effective operation
of small scale framework in islanding mode, it is important
to fuse stockpiling gadgets into the framework. The test
result demonstrate the research center scale small scale
framework can be used into two modes that is network
associated (Mode-G) and island (Mode-I). Subsequently,
augment in the unwavering quality of vitality supplies with
a consistent pass on from the one mode to the next.

Fig. 5 EMS Timing classification of control function

Fig. 4 A typical generation of daily photovoltaic power

Operational and Energy administration arranging of a
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4. Micro Sources Emulator for Laboratories
Renewable energy resources are not accessible in laboratory
environments as the capital investment of these resources is
costly and required large positioning space. Additionally,
the generation of renewable energies is unpredictable or not
controllable. Consequently, emulation of micro sources at
laboratory level is dominant to explore the dynamic
behavior of the micro sources. The emulator can also be
served as an experimental platform for different research
activities. Miscellaneous types of emulator, namely PV
array, micro turbine as well as wind turbine emulator are
discussed in the upcoming sections

4.1 PV array emulator
Fig. 7 Wind Turbine Emulator

Based on V-I curves of PV module as exhibit in Fig. 6, a
PV simulator was follow by regulating the DC output of a
power supply. The PV emulator consists of a set of DC
motor generator (42 V,4000 rpm) as well as variable DC
power supply with 120 V and 2 kW capacity

4.3 Wind turbine emulator
To execute a wind turbine emulator that illustrate in Fig. 7,
three major components are considered, which contain
wind speed emulator, generator as well as a power
electronic converter. A induction generator and dc motor is
used along with power electronic drivers for various
application.
5.

Future Direction

There are a few open research issue that should be tended
to keeping in mind the end goal to achieve the best in class
savvy frameworks innovation for genuine application. To
investigate full-scale sending, trial execution examination
and in addition progress into matrices associated with
island mode will give wonderful dependability and
security focal points later on course. This area talks about
a portion without bounds bearing of brilliant network and
small scale matrix related field of research intrigue.

Fig. 6 The curve shows the V-I characteristic of a PV cell

5.1 Management of Alternative
4.2 Micro Turbine
Micro turbines are generally used as generating units in
DG systems with energy producers in Combined Heat as
well as Power (CHP) systems. Micro turbines are small
along with the use of simple-cycle gas turbine.
Furthermore, they are available as single-shaft and splitshaft units. By coupling the dc motor with the synchronous
machine a micro generator can be emulated.
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Power Resources
Different types of renewable energy supplies such as wind
and solar have been used in smart grids. As an illustrate,
the target of 50% wind power in Denmark in 2025 points
to outstanding increasing challenges of wind power
integration in the near future. In addition to, California’s
Renewable Energy Program is going to grow their usage of
renewable energy resource to 33% by 2020. Because of
the low capacity and size of the renewable energy,
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consumers cannot manipulate it as a complete energy
provider however they can use the virtual power plant to
manufacture the electricity for injection to the power grid.
Therefore, control and communication algorithm require
to be developed to facilitate the efficient as well as reliable
development of renewable energy future

stock market in smart grid
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